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'fhs year's meeting istilefirst conference on road building
of regional character to he hcld at Oregon State College.
The first Oregon State Conference on Streets and Roads was
held in the Memorial Union on the Oregon State Collegecampus
in 1949. The second and third conferences were held in 1950 and
1951.
The UniversityofWashington at Seattle has sponsored a similar
road building conference since 1947.
This 1953 Northwest Conference on Road Building is actually
a combination of the two conferences previously held separatelyOil
each camptis.it is planned to alternate succeeding annual road build-
ing conferences between the lniversitv of Washington and Oregon
State College.
Suggestions for planning the program for this conference stem-
med from the Advisory Committee. A listing of this committee will
be found preceding the registration roster. The success of thiscon-
ference was largely due to the ready response of each memberon
this committee.
The many detailsofarrangement required for a conference of
this type were quite ably accomplished by the members of the Stu-
dent Chapter of the American Society of Civil Engineers.Special
credit is due Robert Weridlandt, who served as general chairman
of the student committees, and John Victor, who shouldered the
rcspoiisibilitv of assembling these proceedings.
1\IAWI1 NP. Coopey
Professor Highway Engineering
,JmnsI.. GRA\
Instructor .encral Engineering
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I. WELCOME
Gcouiir W. GLEESON
Once more 1 am called to the floor and I again express a wel-
conic on the part of Oregon State College School of Engineering to
you, our guests. Particularly, Iexpress a welcome to those who have
not attended one of these sessions before. This meeting is in the
nature of what we callservice to the individuals of the State of
Oregon' an effort to provide for the people a means of getting to-
gether and discussing those subjects iii which a sufficient number
appear to be interested.it is mv privilege, in nmanv cases, to wel-
conic the individual groups and, of course, I have to say something
to each group. There are so many (littererit groups with such wide
interests that I have a hard time keeping up on the diversified sub-
jects that are consideredSo Ispread myself pretty thin, much like
a lot of asphalt that is spread for you.
This morning I am going to try and give just a brief thumb-
nail sketch on what a layman thinks of the streets' and highways'
problem.I am very much concerned from where Isit, but perhaps
I have an insufficient knowledge and perhaps not a full realization
of facts as they fit the picture. Ihave been to Los Angeles, and I
would not drive thereexperts drove meand Iwas scared even
when they drove. Ihave a lotoffaith in taxi drivers, butIlost
much of that faith on sonic of the freeway pavement. Irecognize
a very serious problem from niv travels about the country.When
Tsit down and try to review this subject in which you are interested
streets, roads, and highways---thenI am appalled.1really be-
lieve that our streets, roads, and highwayroblem at the present
time constitutes if not the first, then certainly oneofthe first three
of the major problems that face the profession of civil engineering
amid the allied trades and associated fields.Either thefirst, the
second, or perhaps the third biggest problem in this country, because
every single day fifty-nine million people get into an automobileand
travel over sonic street or sonic road or sonie highway. We have
geared our living to the automobile and to travel on rubber.All
of our prodice, our mail, our milkeverv single thing we have
ultimately at some time has traveled from the producer to the con-
sumertraveled over a road, street, or highway on rubber.Nine
out of ten of all of the miles iraveled outside urban areas are in
automobiles. Ten i-centofthe American family's budget goes
to pay for their autoniobile.Seven million school chilclreii, every
day, go to school on rubber. Ten hillicn people travel every year on
rubber on the bus systems. In this country we have fifty-three millionNORTH\\es'rCONF1:RF:NCI: ON ROAD BLILDING 11
vehicles, as you know ; by 1975 it is estimated thatwe will have ap-
proximately eighty million vehicles.
Two-thirds of the roads, streets, and highways in this country
are belowstill belowthe standard for safe driving practice .1(10
not know what the safe (Iriving practice is
;Itried to look it up and
I find that it is a very bewildering subject. What people believeto
be safe driving practice is very confusing.I have a man who comes
from Portland to visit me periodically and he makes it inan hour
and five minutes. it is 82 miles.I know he hits some of the straight
stretches at just all that his car will do. And yet I know of other
people who are afraid to drive beyond thirty-five milesan hour, and
perhaps they are just as dangerous in their way, under certain cir-
cumstances, as the man who is traveling from here to Portland in
an hour and five minutes.I (10 not know what they mean by safe
driving practice, but it appears to be the consensus that two-thirds
of the structures that have been built by people like yourselvesare, at
the present time, below the standard for what is called safe driving.
\A/e have a disposition in this country to collapse timepeopleare in
a hurrvthev try to get more into each twenty-four hours, and in
so doing they become accustomed to speed, and because they want
speed, the automotive manufacturers have followed this (lesire and
built horsepower, plenty of it, into the cars of today. Weare using
that horsepower, not for improved economy, not for improvedOpera-
tional characteristics, but for greater speed. So, we havean industry
responsive to the public which,because of theirconditioning to
shorter lapsed time, demands higher spec(l5 on our roads.
Oddly enough, T find the figure of sixty per cent of the traffic
of this country upon ten per cent of the road mileage. That kind
of bewildered me when I stopped to think of it.Congestion is oh-
viouslv the result. Ifind that we have killed a million peoplethat
is, thc automobile has killed a million people;some thirty million odd
others have been injtired seriously, Or suflciently to classifyas a
major injury. Ifind that we are still killing forty thoti:and people
a year. The odd thing about the whole circumstance and the thing
that is difficult to grasp, but I know it must beso, is that there is
more spetit on automobile insurance in this country than is spent on
roads. We have come to the place where,in order to protect our-
selves from the things we have been building, it isnecessary to pay
more in insurance premiums for that protection than itis to pay
on the structure that we use. That does not make sense. The insur-
ance bill in this country is terrificMuch of the money that von
people should have to modernize and build, and rebuild, an(1 main-
tain your roads and streets system, is at the present time going into
insurance premi urns.12 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 17
We have been making progress backward on our highway con-
struction program. You all know of the period during the war when
there was no construction, and then after the war we decided to do
something to modernize the highway, and we did. There have been
bond issues and money raised in every state of the Union, but during
that period of time the dollar was cut in half. The dollar that you
received went about half as far in terms of road mileage, which
never changes, than it did before. And, as aresult, they tell me,
and I believe them, the road construction in this country is twenty
per cent less in effective mileage than it wasprior to the war. At
a time when the automobile industry isproducing at peak operation,
or as close to peak operation as it can, I amsurprised to find that
since the war period there have not been enough streets, roads, and
highways built to park the cars that have been manufactured.If
you wanted to park them, you couldn'tpark them on the new con-
struction that has gone into effect since the end of World War II.
So we are going behindwe cannot help but go behind under current
conditions.
There are one or two very simple thoughts that I want to leave
with you. When they first paved the cow path, certainly, nobody
had any vision of the phenomenal rate at which this country would
develop its automotive product and its requirements for adequate
roads and streets. They could not have had that vision, otherwise
they would not have followed the cow path. But they did, and the
rugged country road became a highway. The early highways and the
typical construction were wholly inadequate for the traffic in only
a few subsequent years.In1912, we had somewhat less than
a million cars on the road. Then ten yearslater, 1922, it was up
to about 12 million. Then, for an unrealized orunrecognized reason,
people's thinking changed, and in the brief period from 1922 to 1925,
cars jumped to 20 million. Since1922 we have jumped to the 53 mil-
lion car figure today. Two and one-half times the vehicles on the road
in 1925, and yet people tell me that our roads are of the 1930 era
and that the road system and highway system that we have is primar-
ily as built for that particular period.I have to take their word for
it; I have no alternative.
But I say this, in your meetings you have a very important
problem.I do not expect that this group or combination of groups
of this type will wholly solve the problem. There are not that many
dollars right at the present time. But all people are going to have
to give more and more attention to the thingsthat you men are going
to discuss in this meeting if we are to surroundand surmount the
problems of America's travel on rubber. In doing so, I think you
are very seriously handicapped.You are trying to build the typeNowrnwIsT CONFERENCE ON ROAD BUILDING 13
of roads which, we think, can handle today's traffic.Somebody,
sooner or later,is going to have to give very serious thought to
what is going to happen in the year 2000. These structures that you
are building today are certainly going to have more of the same or
different types of vehicles passing over them in 1980 than they have
today, probably in greater volume, in greater weight, and at greater
speeds, if we live that long.Perhaps today's efforts may be out-
dated before the structures are completed.
I wish you every success in your conference.I know that many
of you do not realize that the program is made up under an advisory
committee that serves to coordinate and plan the program. The con-
ference is sponsored by the Civil Engineering Department of the
College in cooperation with the Student Chapter group of the Amer-
ican Society of Civil Engineers and in cooperation with all of the
many friends and interested parties who have carried on the pro-
gram since the year 1948. The effort is worth-while so long as you
people make it worth-while. And as long as you want it, we will
provide the activity.I again welcome you to the campus and hope
you enjoy your meeting. Thank you very much.
II. WHY DO SPECIFICATIONS CONTAIN
CERTAIN PROVISIONS?
G. W. HARRA
In consideration of this topic, because of its wide and varied
scope, I have tried to confine my remarks to only a few pertinent
phases. By accepting the premise that specifications are needed and
that the validity of each is true, then they must serve useful pur-
poses. This can be shown by the following three facts
First, predicating either services or materials on or by a speci-
fication basis affords a meeting of the minds with mutual under-
standing between purchaser and manufacturer, or the engineer and
contractor. lor this to be entirely true a complete and exact descrip-
tion must be made of the item involved and, in connection with con-
tracting services, an exacting description of the work involved with
subsequent specified materials, equipment, methods, and time of
completion expressed in specific and definite terms is required.
Second, specifications mtist offer protection to the purchaser
whether such be in the nature of materials or as services rendered in
construction operations. We, as engineers representing various state,
Cd)Untv, and city groups, are obligated to those whom we represent to14 ENGINEERING EXPERiMENT STATION CIRCULAR 17
see that minimum requirements as set forth are complied with. This
is a trust placed upon us and such a mandate should not be violated.
Third, and of equal importance, if specifications are to be valid
they must afford protection to contractors and manufacturers. By
the use of specifications, equality among bidders is established with,
as well, the economic advantage to all resulting from competitive
enterprise. Job specifications protect the contractor in that he is not
required without recourse to perform useless and needless tasks,
and in the event of an unavoidable contingency necessitating certain
construction changes, fair compensation for such additional work
can be rightfully obtained.
At the present time, I believe that we take specifications more
or less for granted, either as engineers or contractors, and regardless
of whether we are concerned with materials or services. However,
the specifications that we (leal with today, in many instances, are far
removed in scope from those that were applicable to the same type
of material or work performance of a number of years past. Of
necessity, specifications have been evolutionary in order to take ad-
vantage of engineering advancement, and with known objectives
now in mind the equipment requirement and operational methods of
the past no longer suffice.
Two products with which all are familiar readily illustrate this
process of evolution. These are portland cement concrete and asphal-
tic concrete. Within the memory of most, portland cement concrete
was prepared at one time by mixing cement, pit run or river run
aggregate, and water.Gradation of aggregate, ratio of the sand
fraction to the gravel fraction, quantity of cement, and the amount
of mixing water were given little consideration. As long as the con-
crete was sufficiently plastic for placing and became hard, no par-
ticular thought was given to the strength lost by segregation, improper
aggregate proportions, and the use of excess water. Even though
some city streets paved with concrete made in this manner are still
useable, it is not expected at present that such would be specified.
Thought was given to the possible improvement of concrete by
void and surface area reduction and through control of coarse and
fine aggregate fractions. Separation of bar run material into so-called
sand and gravel followed. The question of the effect of the quantity
of mixing water was studied, which resulted in the water-cement
ratio law.Further improvements resulted by specifying multiple
coarse aggregate fractions limited to certain sizetolerances, as well
as for fine aggregate relative to specified tolerancesof certain sieve
sizes. Maximum size, water-cement ratio, number of aggregate frac-
tions, gradation tolerance, and strength and type of cement with or
without additives are now specifically required for concrete forNORTH\VEST CONFERENCE OX ROADBulLDIx; 1
various purposes.In connection with the early uses of an air-en-
training additive to concrete, it was the belief of many that this was
detrimental asitviolated the engineering principle that strength
and (Iensitv of concrete were analogous to good concrete. Research
and field behavior have proven that the increased durability of air-
entrained concrete under unfavorable climatic conditions more than
compensates for the decrease in strength due to the higher void con-
tent.Evolution in the manufacture of portland cement has been
analogous to that of concrete and itis now possible to obtain and
specify various types of cement as standard, high early strength,
moderate heat, low heat, and sulphate resistant. A limit of alkali
content should be specified and the use of additives where deemed
beneficial should be called for in the provisions of the specification.
The foregoing illustrates why it is possible to produce a better
concrete, and certainly it follows that the written specification should
provide for such, taking into consideration, as well, the effect of
climate, compatability of aggregates and cement, and thepurpose
for which the concrete is to be used.
In reference to asphaltic concrete, the old pavements were of
high asphalt content and dense to a degree of being practically void-
less. They were designed to produce a smooth asphalt-coated resilient
surface and may be classed as semi-fluid, possessing the qualities
of durability and flexibility.This type of pavement served well
during the first few years of the automobile era, but tinder present
traffic conditions would be considered hazardous and inadequate.
Modern demands are for a long lasting roadway surfaceover which
traffic may flow rapidly and safely. Factors, then, that must becon-
sidered are surface texture, voidcontent, stability, flexibility, lon-
gevity, and smoothness.These willbe affected by mix design,
materials, equipment, construction practice, and workmanship Speci-
fications, then, must provide for adequate control of materials, equip-
ment, proportioning, mixing, an(l placing so that the ultimate objec-
tive is obtained.
During the evolutionary progrs a certain degree of standard-
ization has been achieved. Based on experimental and service records
it has been possible to establish specific formulations and applications.
Through the progressive efforts of manufacturers toward stan-
diardization it is now possible to purchase many commodities byname,
grade, or number as items of a definite specification.Specifically, we
find this accomplished by the petroleum industries, metal industries,
cement producers, and equipment and automotive manufacturers.
Asphalt, cement, and steel of a specified qualityare now pUrchasedi
by grade or type without consideration of a specific producer. No
longer do representatives of these organizations have to attemptto16 ENGINEERING ExPERI1rNT STATION CIRCULAR 17
prove, because of some claimed property of their product, its superior-
ity to competitive ones. Their time can now well be spent in render-
ing services to the purchaser in the nature of technical assistance
and in the expedition of deliveries.This service should be taken
advantage of by the engineer if he is experiencing difficulties or
anticipates such in his work program.However, standardization
has not been attempted by manufacturers of a number of items of
quite extensive use. Examples can be given as non-stripping agents
for asphalt, air-entraining agents, and curing compounds for con-
crete and paints.Traffic line paint is an important highway and
street material which, as a manufacturer's item, varies in quality
approximately to the extent of the number of manufacturers. Price
per gallon is not necessarily the criterion ofquality, as some of the
most expensive have been found to have no more lasting qualities
than those in the cheaper range. Such products can only be properly
purchased on a specification basis such as of specific formulation,
arbitrary quality tests, or a combination of both.
Perhaps it is well to mention what can be considered as qualify-
ing specifications for natural construction materials. There is a need
that grading limits be established and followed for aggregates, such
limits varying with the particular use of the material. As an example,
the same grading limits should not apply to aggregates for portland
cement concrete, asphaltic concrete, bituminous macadam,and base
or top course surfacing.Specific quality requirements as abrasion
loss, degree of stripping, sodium sulfate loss, and P.1. and L.L.
limits should be based upon previously determined quality limits.
Fill and foundation soils will vary extensively as to physical char-
acteristics, but by proper interpretation of physical constant tests,
rate of consolidation, and determined stability values,their support-
ing strength can be calculated.These tests should be made prior
to the contracting work in order that compactingmethods and depth
of surfacing may be specified.Degree of compaction as specified
should be adhered to so as to prevent subsequent subsidence accom-
panied by failure of the roadway surface.In some instances the
engineers have failed to take cognizance of the fact that a soilis
being placed under favorable weather conditions, while after surfac-
ing entirely different conditions will occur. Judgment maydictate
that a soil is being sufficiently compacted while in realityinsufficient
compaction is occurring so that with infiltration and saturation by
winter rains distress will become evident in the roadway. Specified
density of compaction should be obtained, and only by field tests
can this be accurately determined.
Under the modern conception that specifications are written for
the purpose of obtaining a definite end result, the oldmethods ofNoaTli WEST (0N FERENCI: ON ii BuTIJ)ING 17
comparison of past procedure to Present requirements are notj usti-
fied.False comparisons arc very likely to be made. Such may be
considered as being based on a problematical or accidental success.
Past experiences and iudgment are without doubt invaluable to
the engineer. Ho\vever, I should like to caution against the possibility
of judgment taking precedence over scientific tests, as judgment is
too often limited to one example or type of success. Judgment based
on old experiences is likely not to be now valid because of lack of
allpossibilities and conditions being taken into account.At one
time clay hinders were extensively and successfully used to set up
granular surfaces. Judgment dictated the continuation of this practice
when the granular material was to he covered with a bituminous
surface. Because of an entirely different type of condition, extensive
failures occurred even though judgment and past experiences dictated
this to be of sound engineering practice .1 tis the nature of man to
be happy in his success and the opposite where failures have oc-
currecl. Then, quite likely, failures are conveniently forgotten. Avoid
the possibility of degradation of judgment to opinion and to guess.
A furthcr caution is in the substitution of the dictates of cx-
pechencv for specifications. Of course in emergencies the particular
situation should be handled in the best possible manner. However,
if caution is not exercised, emergencies may become existent at every
corner.
The engineer who alone may represent cities and counties, and
because of limited time for specification writing, will find it to his
advantage to extract from the existing specifications ofothers.
Specifications covering practically all items and construction methods
are available from such sources as the Federal Stock Catalog, Navy,
Maritime Commission, Army Engineers, ASTM, state highways,
and manufacturers and producers.
In closing,specifications with adequate provisions and when
properly followed, assure better materials, better practices, and a
better job than if left only to opinions.
Discitss,oii
J 1.SrACEnOUSEtii'an mv clay particles be iicluded in the
base surface of a bituminous surface
C. W. HAIA:Clay hinders areonietimes specified when
sand rock is used for a binder. At the present time under modern
practices,thisisnot used anymore.lngineering l)ractices have
caused this change.
W. M. H :croi:How canbeachsand he usedfor road
building18 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT SrArIoN CIRCULAR 17
G. W. HARRA:Very little beach sand has been used. Sand-
stone could be used to blanket some of the unfavorable soils occurring
along the coast. This way better aggregate material can be saved
for the upper surfaces of the road.
L. F. SCOTT:Little or none has been used by the Highway
1)epartment because of its inaccessibility.
C. 0. HEATH :To what extent has reactive aggregate been a
problem to this area, and how is chemical reactivity in the aggregate
affecting the concrete?
G. W. HARRA: We have not been having any difficulty with
the chemical reactivity of our rock in this area. Since the adding of
air entrainment agents to cement, the reactivity content of the aggre-
grate has been cut down.
Participants in discussion:
1. L. Stackhouse, Construction Assistant and Bituminous Engineer, Vash-
ington Department of Highways
C. W. Harra, Materials Engineer, Oregon State Highway Department
W. M. Hector, County Engineer, Douglas County, Oregon
L. E. Scott, Geologist, Oregon State Highway Department
C. 0. Heath, Associate Professor Engineering Materials, Oregon State
College
III. SOURCE AND SELECTION OF MINERAL
AGGREGATES
LEWIS F. SCOTT
Mineral aggregate of various sizes is not only a primary factor
of road building, it is the road from base, to leveling course, to sur-
facing. Modern engineering practice prescribes exactly how much
aggregate is needed per mile, the amount of each size of aggregate
needed and how it shall be placed and smoothed, and finally just how
it shall be bonded with oil or cement to form a lasting wearing sur-
face.In many cases very little consideration is given to where this
acceptable aggregate is coming from. The location of a source is
only the beginningthe aggregate must be tested and found suitable,
adequate yardage must be proved available, the physical character-
istics of the aggregate determined, such as breaking size, cleanliness,
stripping, uniformity, and amount of overburden. The economic
aspects of the site must be considered in relation to haul distance
and cost of development.
The sources and selection of mineral aggregates is a broad sub-
ject which can be presented only in a general way in this paper.
It is hoped that the different phases of the subject may be presentedYoai'iI \V [STON F RIN(I- ON ROAI)RuiL1)INO 19
in more detail at succeeding conterences and made a permanent part
of these(li5CU55iOil5.
Sources of mineral aggregate
The term mineral aggregate refers to those materials deri\ed
from the earth and used in their natural state as a multitude of sepa-
rated pieces or fragments for the purpose of conatruction materials.
The most commonly used aggregates for road building purposes are
crushed rock. sand and gravel, cinders, and san(lstOnc.
(rushed rockis probably the most widely used aggregate in
this part of the country.Itis usually manufactured from igneous
rocks, generally basalt or andesite. These rocks arc hard, dense, and
bne-grained, which gives them a brittle character.[he large-graiiied
rocks such as granite are avoided because the interlocking grains or
crystals make them tongh and exceedingly hard to crush. Large areas
ot central and eastern Oregon and Washington are covered \Vith
basalt flows which provide most of the road building materialiii
those areas.In the western part of both states the basalt occurs com-
iiionlv in the (_oast Range as intrusive bodies and (likes and inter-
bedded with the sediments. \olcanics also form most of the head-
lands along the coast section.
The smaller, isolated bodies are less visible and often take much
searching to locate.The best methods of search are interviewing
local residents, i ivestigating new logging roads, and examining stream
beds and hillsides for basalt float.tudv of topographic maps or
aerial photos can lead to an intrusive mass when a nonuniform em-
sioiiil feature is investigated.
Basalt flows or masses are generally well broken by cooling or
contraction joints. The columnar jointing is familiar to all, as is the
well-fractureddice rockso sought after for quarries. The gray
aI1desites are usually more blocky, but are still suitable in most cases.
Roth are often used as pit run with no crushing needed.
Saud aiiub jravcl are very commonly occurring sources of aggre-
gate.They occtir as two different types of sources :in existing
streams as bars or alluvial fans, or as bars and terraces of ancient
rivers and lakes. The visible sand and gravel in present day rivers
provide a kno\vn resource. Inspection of topographic mas and aerial
photos, or by probing in the vicinity of the river, will usually in-
(licate further sources in recent meander channels. The (leposits are
generally clean and well sorted as to size. Draglines or power shovels
are generally used to recover the sand and gravelan operation con-
si(lerablv cheaper than quarrying.
The second type of source, the ancient bars and terraces,is
much harder to locate.()ften their Presence in an area is entirely20 ENC;INEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 17
unsuspected by those not trained in geology. About the only way
these sites can be located is to enlist the aid of the State Department
of Geology or the geology department of a college or university.
Considerable areas in both eastern Oregon and Washington have
deposits of interglacial and postglacial sands and gravels; the Oregon
Shutler formation and the Washington Ringold are examples. These
gravels are often found on tops of ridges, as well as at lower eleva-
tions.In some cases they are rotten or soft, but as a rule they
provide a good source of material. Geologic bulletins and maps are
available describing the areas where these and like formations are
found.
Cindershave been used as a road building material only in recent
years. However, their use in a period of little more than a decade
has become extensive. They are formed as the result of the sudden
escape of gases under pressure as a part of an underground mass of
liquid magma. When these gases escape through a narrow vent or
crack they carry with them bits of the liquid rock which is deposited
as highly vesicular rock in a cone-shaped body around the vent. They
are limited in extent to the central and eastern parts of both states,
although they are common in those areas. The cones vary in size
from a few hundred to several million cubic yards. The cinders vary
in hardness as well as evenness of texture from cone to conethe
harder cinders below approximately 50 per cent abrasion being the
only ones used as aggregate.Those cones that are free of large
lumps or blocks of basalt, and can be (lug and used without screen-
ing or crushing, are the most desirable.
Most of these cones form prominent topographic features and
are easily located from maps or ground observation. Not uncom-
monly the smaller cones are eroded to odd shapes identical to the
surrounding hills.Since all are brush or soil covered, it is impossible
to identify at a distance those containing cinders from the others.
Their location can only be determined by actually walking the ground
and looking for cinder float. This type of deposit must be drilled
or otherwise testedfor the amount of yardage available,since
weathering has altered or distorted the original shape to a point where
visual estimation of quantity is useless.
Sandstonehas long been ignored or condemned as a construc-
tion material. The principal objection is founded on prejudice rather
than fact,it is true that some sandstones are soft and crumble
and have produced unsatisfactory results where used.There are
many sources of good, hard, well-cemented sandstone in the western
part of both states that are entirely suitable for road-building pur-
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many buildings constructed of block quarried from these sources will
testi fv.The limitations of sandstone are not serious and, if con-
sidered and allowed for, their effect can be reduced practically to
zero. These limitations are the low of resistance to abrasion and the
sonietimes high P.1.
The low of resistance to abrasion precludes the use of sandstone
for surfacing material.However, a sound, hard sandstone, either
alone or mixed with basalt, will make suitable base and subbase rock.
The State Highway Department is currently planning to use a sand-
stone subbase course on the Elbow Lake-Gardner section of the coast
highway.
Last year the author and Mr. Richard Van Pelt of the Oregon
State Highway Department Engineering Laboratory, conducted a
series of experiments to determine if sandstone's resistance to abra-
sion could be increased to the point where it could he used as sur-
facing aggregate. The method used was fusion by heat of the softer
and clavev fractions to form a hard, dense substance welding the
sand grains together.Laboratory experiments proved satisfactory,
but large sized runs in a variety of furnace types did not produce
the requi red dense aggregate thought necessary.
Geologic study of the origin of the component materials forming
sandstone usually will indicate whether or not it will produce clay
when exposed to water. Many sandstones(10not, and these make
suitable large sized aggregate that will have little tendency to crumble
or degenerate.
The value of sandstone as an aggregate is that it can he used to
conserve the limited supply of basalt in some areas. Used either alone
or blanketed with basalt it will lengthen the life of small but strategi-
cally located basalt quarries, or its use can mean that much less rock
will have to be hauled long distances into a barren area.
Selection of mineral aggregate
The selection of suitable mineral aggregate also involves many
problems. \Vhile the previously described types of rocks and minerals
all provide acceptable aggregate, all are subj ect to decomposition or
alteration. These changes are wi(lesprea(l and can he found in some
degree nearly everywhereSome are readily apparentsuch as
rotting, leaching, or cementing by weathering processes. A less
obvious type of alteration is caused by chemical action and affects
the internal structure of the rock or mineral itself, and of the deposit
as a whole. The amount and type of alteration, if present, must be
determined before the material is made into aggregateSome types
ofalteration will bar an aggregate from one form(I)fuse but will
not affect its suitability for a (lifferent use.it is necessary for those22 ENGINE RING 1xpERIMI;xT STATION CIRcuLAa17
responsible for the location and selection of material sources to be
familiar with these types of alteration or decomposition to prevent
the use of unsuitable sites or to recognize the value of an apparently
poor source.
Crushed rock
The volcanic rocks that are the source of crushed rock are sub-
ject to several types of alteration or decomposition. Chemical weather-
ing begins along the cracks or joints in the rock and works inward
toward the center of each piece, as well aprogressively downward
from the ground surface.
First, a scale is formed in the crack, then the rock changes
color from black to brown. The final stage shows a blue-purple,
oil-like stain across the brown rock. The rock still appears hard but
will not pass abrasion tests.
Submarine basalts, those extruded under water, are character-
istically poor aggregate material.The rock isblocky and shot
through with water-soluble alteration products, chiefly notronite
and zeolites.In fine sizes this rock tends to deteriorate rapidly,
causing soft pockets. The submarine rocks are spotty with soft and
hard zones following no pattern.
Chemical deterioration in another form produces many small
holes or pockets filled with a soot iappearing material identified as
one of the clay minerals. Any concentration of fines from this type
of rock will rapidly become clayev.There are severaloiljobs
throughout western Oregon that have lasted only two or three years
because of this type of rock. In both the submarine basalts and this
latter case of decomposition the bad effects result from the fine sizes
because of the increasedsurface area represented. As base rock,
both types are satisfactory.
Sand and qravcl found in rivers are as sound as the source rock.
The rivers originating in the Cascade Mountains almost always con-
tain good, fresh gravel. The streams originating in the Coast Range
often contain a high percentage of soft, poor rock in the gravels.
The older gravels and sands are often locally rotted by long exposure
to chemical weathering agents. Often, too, these deposits have been
cemented1 by ground water sol utions.
Cinder cones occasionally have a high clay content as the result
of decomposition by weathering.Invariably these cinders are soft
and will not pass the abrasion tests, and so are rejected.
Sandstone is often softened by ground water that dissolves the
binding material. This rotting is usually indicated by color changes
and a crumbly appearance.Sandstone also has the disadvantageNoRrIi\vI:s' (ONFERENcJ ON l'oAI) Bu1IuINc 23
of occurnng in horizontal beds which often makes developing a large
quarry something of a problem. Unless the bed or beds are thick,
the removal of overburden becomes impossible.
One of the most perplexing problems arising from the use of
mineral aggregates in combination with asphalt is stripping. Stripping
isthe ability of rocks to stay mixed with asphalt under wearing
and moisture conditions.Just why some rock possesses this char-
acteristic to a high degree while similar rock with identical physical
properties strips badly, is not thoroughly understood. Preliminary
study by the geology section suggests that those rocks that strip
badly have undergone chemical deterioration to the extent that part
of the crystal structure has broken down into clay-forming alteration
products. This could be the origin of the hvdrophvlic condition of
the rock which is the basic cause of stripping. Microscopic examina-
tion of basalts that have stripped badly under traffic have shown
this chemical breakdown. The obvious conclusion seems justified and,
if true, will provide a method of identification not found in present
laboratory physical tests.
Conclusion
Because of the many diverse factors influencing them,itis
strongly recommended that the consideration of the source and selec-
tion of mineral aggregates be lifted out of thedo-it-later'' class and
be given some real thought. in the matter of locating sources, the
engineer will find the various geological agencies happy to help in-
terpret the regional geological picture and willing to make available
detailed reports on local areas. This information can lead to other-
wise unsuspected sources.
The importance of having laboratory tests run on all new sources
as the first stel) of development cannot be overemphasized.This
is the insurance policy that will prevent much wasted time and money.
These tests are not expensive, running from five to twenty dollars
a sample at commercial or state engineering laboratories.
L)/SC1(SS1on
R. HMSCIIAre there deposits of igneous rock along the Sunset
Highway on the Oregon coast
L. B. Seo'rT:Yes, the rock is very soft and intermitted with
sediments and it is found in large quantities. This type of material
almost looks like coal, and it occurs in many of the coastal sections.
Some sections are good, some are bad. Coffin Butte near Corvallis
is a prime example of this type of rock, which is poor. Many clay
I)oclets were found that were not desirable.24 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 17
A. F. BESTER:Can you elaborate on the use of sandstone in
base courses for road construction, and what experience records you
have on this material?
L. E.SCOTT:Weyerhaeuser has constructed several roads east
of Coos Bay and the roads have stood up quite well considering that
no asphalt surfacing was laid on the sandstone. This caused the early
break-up by heavy truck wheels. The Highway Department, to date,
has not constructed any road with sandstone material, but will do so
in a short time. Sandstone has a very low PT content.
R. E. LAURSEN:Have any tests been run on decayed granite
for use of bituminous mixture?
L. E.SCOTT:Source of decayed granite is very small and the
problem has not been a large one. Consequently, very little has been
used for road building material.I see no reason why it could not
be used with asphalt.
W. W. LARs1N:The use of the shale rock in its natural state
has been used by many logging companies in the Cascades for the
base. Has the Highway Department used shale in any of their roads?
L. E.SCOTT:Talus has been used extensively along the Colum-
bia River, its source depending very often on its use.
G. W. HARRA:The Starvation Creek project used many thou-
sands of yards which is good, hard, basalt aggregate.
W. W. LARSEN: When this material is taken from the bank in
its natural size, which ranges from almost 0 to 18 inches, can this
be used?
G. W. HARRA:No, this material is too large and should be
crushed.
VOICE FROM THE AUDIENCE:The Weyerhaeuser Timber Com-
pany has used much of the sandrock or sandstone on their roads.
Sandstone works very satisfactorily for heavy loads. Weyerhaeuser
constructed 22 miles that used a bituminous surface.It was neces-
sary to keep all the water out of the sandstone course. For a dry
base 12 to 18 inches deep, the sandstone or sandrock is good.
MR. COLLINS:Sand has been used extensively in Washington
as a blanket laid on a clay subsoil, and the river sand has been used
under a concrete surface as a drain.
W. B. HINs0N: How can the round aggregate be held in the
top course?
G. W. HARRA: When round rock was used as a top surface,
most of the unraveling was due to a too small percentage of fines.
If more fines could be added from a quarter minus down, better
compaction would be obtained.NOTTri\vF:sTCONFEREN CE ON ROAD BUILDING 2.
L.E. SCOTT.Can a shot of oil be put on the sandrock and
keep it from absorbing water?
VOICE FROM TTTE AUDIENCE :At this time we have not made
extensive use of oils for asphalt.
R. HARscFIWasn't an asphalt top built on top of the sand-
stone base on the Weyerhaeuser road?
C. M. WIMBERLY:Twelve inches to four feet of sandrock
were used. A wearing down in the base was believed to take place.
This wearing underneath caused the fines to work up through the
surface, which, when water was present, caused a mudhole that broke
through the top of the surface.
F. N. Hvjir :in construction of the Santa Barbara Boule-
vard, sandstone was used on this road by changing or modifying the
rattler test so that the sandstone would pass the test. Pavement was
four inches thick. The sandstone to date has been wearing all right.
it is one of the best materials that California has that has been used
for subbase and base.Sandstone appears to be the best aggregate
in the Redwood area, also.
Participants in discussion:
R. Harscli, Manager, Asphalt Department, Shell Oil Company
L. E. Scott, Geologist, Oregon State Highway Department
A. F. Hester, Highway Engineer, U.S. Bureau of Public Roads
R. H. Laursen, City Engineer, Grants Pass, Oregon
\5TW. Larsen, County Engineer, Linn County, Oregon
0. W. 1-larra, Materials Engineer, Oregon State Highway Department
SAT.B. Hinson, Road Maintenance Supervisor, Richlancl, Washington
C. M. Wimberly, Sales Engineer, American Hitumuls and Asphalt Com-
pany, Salem, Oregon
F. N. Hveem, Materials and Research Engineer, California Division of
Highways
IV. THE APPLICATION OF PRECAST AND PRE-
STRESSED CONCRETE TO COUNTY AND
CITY STRUCTURES
RoC. EDGERTON
At the conference here in February 1951, Mr. P. M. Stephenson,
Assistant Bridge Engineer in the Oregon State Highway Department.
presented a paper on "Precasting of Highway Bridges and Drainage
Structures."In his paper Mr. Stephenson discussed precast box
culverts and three methods of applying precasting to bridge con-
struction. These were the use of precast beams with a cast-in-place26 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 17
deck, precast beams with a precast slab deck, and precast beam-slab
units. This last method was employed on the Brunswick-Saint Simons
Causeway in Georgia, where two 50-ton precast beam-slab units made
up each 36-foot span with 24-foot roadway. Five bridges totaling a
mile in length were constructed in this manner. The system was
economically feasible because of the number involved and because
the units could be barged to the site and placed with floating derricks.
The weight would eliminate them for most bridge construction. By
dividing the roadway width into a larger number of units, the weight
can be reduced to the point where the units become practical for
short-span structures.
The State of Washington employed such a system in recon-
structing the north approach to the Naselle River bridge on US 101
in Pacific County. The units used for a 19-foot span were 5 feet
5 inches wide with four units making a 20-foot 5-inch roadway.
The units consisted of a 5i-inch deck slab with beams on both sides
and both ends. A key and recess, a sort of tongue and groove, was
provided in the longitudinal joint between units. This keyed joint
serves two purposes.Technically, an adjacent unloaded unit will
assist a loaded unit in supporting the load. From a practical stand-
point, since the deck must be covered with an asphaltic concrete
wearing surface to get good riding quality, the keyed joint prevents
differential deflection between units and the resulting cracking of
the asphaltic concrete along the joints. The units were connected by
four bolts through the key in each longitudinal joint. The units were
doweled to the caps and timber curbs and handrails were bolted on.
These units weighed about 13,000 pounds each. They were cast in
Portland and hauled to the site, a distance of about 110 miles.
The Oregon State Highway Department has developed a series of
standard plans for precast units of this type for new construction and
for reconstruction over existing frame or pile bents.These plans
cover every odd foot in span from 9 feet to 21 feet. The units are
4 feet 1 inch wide. The deck is 5 inches thick.Six units make a
22-foot roadway. Additional units may be used. For a 19-foot span
the units are 20 inches deep and weigh about 9,300 pounds each. A
keyway for grouting after placing serves the same purpose as the
key in the Naselle River design. The units are connected with two
bolts per longitudinal joint. The units are bolted to the caps and
precast curbs and timber handrails are bolted on.Washington
County is preparing precast units by these plans to replace several
bridges. Union County has started, or is about to start, casting units.
The State will replace the Bear Creek Bridge about two miles north
of Cheshire on the Territorial Highway by this system.
We now turn to our second topic, that of prestressed concrete.NORTh \\ESTkoxFERENCR ON ROAD BVILDTNE 27
By VaV of background,Iwould like to Cover in a few words what
prestressing means.
First we take a timber beam and apply a load, say a truck wheel.
Ve observe that the beam deflects. We also observe that the top of
the beam is shortened and the bottom lengthened.ViTe say that the
top of the beam is subj ect to a compressive stress, a pushing together,
and the bottom to a tensile stress, a pulling apart.If we were able
to trace this stress from top to bottom we would find that the stress
vaned from a maximum compressive stress at the top to no flexure
stress; that is, no stress clue to bending at the center, then to maxi-
mum tensile stress at the bottom. The timber beam carries the load
because timber is effective both in compression and in tension.
Next we cast a concrete beam, just concrete, no steel, and trw
it under the same conditions. As we apply the load; the beam cracks
progressively from bottom to top, and the two sections of concrete
and the wheel fall into the creek. This happens because concrete,
while strong in compression, is weak in tension. To remedy this we
cast another beam with steel bars in the bottom. As we load this
beam we flnd that it carries the load, but if we are able to determine
the actual stresses we find that only the upper 30 to 40 per cent of
the concrete is in compression. The rest of the concrete does no
good in connection with beam flexure. Of course it does have certain
other functions. Now we cast another beam, but this time we thread
the ends of the bars and slip them in sections of garden hose before
we pour the concrete. After the concrete has attained its strength we
pull the bars with jacks and turn the nuts clown to bearing against
the ends of the beam. As we do this, the center of the beam deflects
upward and the beam is supported at the ends only. The beani is
now carrying its own weight, and in that condition the stress in the
concrete varies from approximately no stress at the top to a maximum
of compression at the bottom. As we apply the load, the top changes
from no stress to a maximum of compression, and the bottom changes
from compression to zeroin this manner we put all the concrete
to work instead of the 30 to 40 per cent in regular rein forced concrete.
In order to employ this system, several redltnrements must be
met. High-strength steel is recjuirecl.Special bars, wires, and cable
are available for this purpose.The concrete must have attained
strength before the prestresforce can be applied toit.This last
requirement suggests the two general methods that may be employed.
The steel may be stressed before the concrete is poured and held by
external anchorage while the concrete is poured and cured, then
released from the anchorage to compress the concrete. This is called
j'rctcli.cioiiinçl.For small wires the bond of wire to concrete and the
collar effect of enlargement of the wire outside the concrete is all28 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 17
that is necessary to prevent the wire slipping inside the concrete.
With larger steel members, special devices are required. Pretension-
ing is usually limited to small wires.
The second general method involves applying a coating or
wrapping to the steel to prevent its becoming bonded to the concrete,
or installing the steel in tubes or tunnels before or after the concrete
is poured. In this case, the steel is stressed after the concrete has
cured by jacking the steel. The jack reaction goes to the concrete
at the ends of the beam. This is calledposttensioning.Wires, bars,
and cable have been used in this method. Special jacks manufactured
for this purpose have means of attachment to the different types of
steel.Various devices are available for anchoring the steel at the
beam end after jacking. With some systems, the area between and
around the steel inside the tube or tunnel is filled with grout after
jacking and anchoring the steel.
The first application of prestressed concrete in this state, that
we know of, was the Heavy Equipment Shop for the Equipment
Division of the State Highway Department in Salem. Seven precast
beams were used for roof girders over the main shop area. The main
shop is 60 by 160 feet. The girders span the short direction.
We will now see a series of eight slides showing the construc-
tion and erection of these beams and the precast-lightweight concrete
roof panels which complete the roof. The steel in this case consisted
of eight groups of 12 wires each. The wires were about one-fifth
of an inch in diameter. Each group of wires was contained in a
flexible metal conduit. The Freyssinet Company furnished the special
materials and equipment and supplied professional assistance. The
beams weighed about 26,000 pounds each. By way of comparison,
this beam had an area of 2.9 square feet and 3.6 square inches of
steel. A normal reinforced concrete beam to do the same job would
have had an area of 6.6 square feet with 12.5 square inches of steel.
The next prestress project in Oregon is the Tenmile Creek
Bridge on Highway 101 in Coos County, which was designed by the
Bureau of Public Roads and is being constructed under their super-
vision. The bridge will consist of three 60-foot spans and three 45-
foot spans. Each span will be supported by seven precast beams.
The beams will be similar in shape to those used on the Heavy
Equipment Shop. The beams on the 45-foot span will be 33 inches
deep and those on the 60-foot span will be 40 inches deep.
On this project, although the beams were designed for precast-
ing, because of local terrain conditions, the contractor has elected to
cast the beams in place or very nearly in their final position on the
structure. In this structure the steel will be high-strength bars with
special tapered threads furnished by the Stress-Steel Company. Ac-N0RTH\vI:sT CONFERENCE ON ROAD BLILDING 29
cording to present plans, a contract for the Willow Creek Bridge
on the Columbia River Highway in Gilliam County will be let in
April.it will consist of three 98-foot spans, each supported by eight
prestressed beams similar in shape to those previously nientiotied.
and 56 inches deep. This structure will be unusual in one respect.
The tops of the beams and cast-in-place keyed concrete fillers between
the beam flanges will form the deck. An asphaltic concrete wearing
surface will he placed on the deck.Several cast-in-place prestress
structures are planned for county road overcrossings on the Barber
Boulevard-White School section of the West Portland-Hubbard
Highway. These will be single spans with cantilever overhangs. An
overcrossing north of Winchester Bridge on the Pacific Highway in
Douglas County will employ prestress beams. I have mentioned these
locations so that those of you who are interested may keep track of
the work in your neighborhood.
The procedure employed by the state in getting this work (lone
is to prepare plans and specifications in such a manner that the various
firms who furnish the materials, devices, and equipment, much of it
patented, can develop the acttialdetails of construction to meet
structural requirements. These firms deal with the contractor.
Now, as to the application of these methods and ideas we have
covered, 1 think you will recognize the application of the precilst
beam-slab unit to short-span bridge construction and reconstruction.
As to prestressed beams, they extend the limit of reasonable spans
for concrete beams. The 98-foot spans at Willow Creek are very
long for simple concrete beams. Beam depths can be reduced. You
will recognize a 56-inch deep concrete beam for a 98-foot span as
being very shallow.In case of grade separations, reduced beam
depths can often reduce fill yardage and even reduce right-of-way
width. Precast, prestressed beams have the advantage of all precast
beams in that they do not, in general, require shoring. VVe have not
yet developed sufficient data and experience to say under what con-
ditions prestressed concrete offers the most economical means of
construction. The number of identical units to be cast will be an
important factor in the economics comparison on any project. The
possibility of applying prestress to precast units, as discussed earlier,
has been consideredSome saving can be made in materials, but we
are limited by practical considerations in minimum thicknesses of
slabs and beams. We can lengthen the with the same cross sec-
tion, hut we are not sure that an over-all saving can be made.
i)i.rcussion
B. H. Locinow :IE-lave yjhad quite a number of independent
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R. C. EDGERTONThere have not been very many unofficial
bids. There have been two or three bids on almost everv job that
has cometip.
E. M. HoRwooD: Much time and space can be saved in pre-
stressed concrete. Using the prestresseci concrete, at times, structures
can be put into operation quicker than otherwise.
E. N. MCKINSTRY:Can precast sections be moved from one
bridge to another if the occasion arises?
H. C. ItDGERT0N :At the present time this situation has not
arisen. The complete structure, however, is designed as a monolithic
structure when it is completed. jackhammering of the concrete would
have to be done before a member could be moved.
I). E. STEIN :The State of Washington has been using prccast
beams with holes placed in them for placement. This type of con-
struction has given a good monolithic deck.
\oICEFROMTHEAUDIENCI: :Is the precast surface satisfactory
for the bridge?
R. C. EDGERTON:The bridge has decks which have proven
very satisfactory. During construction, steel forins have been used
many times as are required for the forms for prestressed concrete.
A precast bridge is assembled in half the time required for an
ordinary bridge.
The bridge across the Bear Creek will be built from precast,
antI bids have already been let to the contractor.
Participants in discussion:
R. H. Lochow, Paving Engineer, Portland Cement Association
R. C. Edgerton, Research Engineer, Oregon State Highway Department
E. M. Horwood, Assistant Professor Civil Engineering, University of
Washington
E. N. McKinstry, City Engineer, Medford, Oregon
1).E.Stein, Assistant District Construction Engineer, Washington De-
partment of Highways
V. CHOOSING STREET LIGHTING FOR YOUR
SPECIFIC PROBLEM
STACY STANDLEY
The first known attempt to provide light for pedestrians and
vehicles on the streets was in 1415 when an order was put out by
the Mayor of London that a candle must be placed in a window
facing on the street.Later, in 1694, a new law decreed that every
tenth house on the street was to hang out a lantern in front of the
house, andstill later, in 1716, in the dark months of the year, a lawNORTHWEST CONFERENCE ON ROAD BUILDING 31
was passed that all houses should hang lanterns outside between
6 :00 PM and 10 :00 PM to provide a lighted path for travelers.
The candle was the source of all light until the advent of gas
jets, the Bunsen burner, and the carbon arc.\Vith the inventionof
the Mazda type 'C" lamp, the use of incandescent lamps in place of
carbon arcs for street lighting came into general tise.Since that
time there has been a standardization of street lighting lamps accord-
ing to lumen output for both series and multiple circuits.These
ratings have been publicized in EEl Pub. No. TDJ-131, NEMA
Publ. No. 118-1951, January 1951. The first major use of gaseous
lamps was sodium.
The sodium lamp luminaire became quite popular for street
lighting purposes when it was first designed. Much of this popularity
stemmed from the belief that the yellow-colored light emitted by the
sodium lamp (5890-96 wave lengths in Angstrom units) had in-
herent penetration qualities in the visible spectrum, which meant
that it could be seen further in fog and restricted visibilities of any
type.This was later definitely disproved, and the use of sodium
lamps for street lighting declined gradually. The decline was not
entirely clue to the previously mentioned reason, but other problems.
such as high cost of maintenance and the inability to direct the light
into the required patterns efficiently due to the large-sized light
source, were contributory.
At the present time, the sodium lights are used primarily as
warning lights rather than for general illumination purposes. Such
lights are practical at railroad intersections or dangerous highway
crossings or anyplace where a warning should be given to the
motorist.
Because of the many difficulties encountered in sodium lamps,
the mercury vapor lamp was developed. The mercury vapor lamp.
while not quite as efficient in lumens per watt as the sodium lamp, is a
great deal more efficient than the incandescent lamp. At the present
time, there are three mercury lamps in general use. These are the
CH-5, AH-1, and the EH-1, which have lumen and wattage ratings
of 11,000 lumen 250 watts, 15,000 lumens 400 watts, and 20,000
lumens 400 watts, respectively.
Similar to the sodium lamp, the mercury lamp takes a certain
period to warm before the lamp can produce the maximum lumens
at which it is rated. This varies in time from 8 to 14 minutes,dc-
pending on the type of lamp and ambient temperature.
Recently there has been sonic interest in fluorescent luminaires
and lamps for street lighting purposes. At present one of the more
popular lamps is the F100 T12/c w/rs, which is a rapid start, 100
watt, 5,200 lumen lamp in a 6 foot T-12 tube. Manufacturers are, at32 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 17
present, spending considerable money and time investigating this
particular lamp for the ultimate in fluorescent lighting.Since this
is a very current subject, itis suggested that the lighting engineer
representing the luminaire manufacturing companies be consulted in
order to keep abreast of any developments in fluorescent lighting.
The illuminating Engineering Society and the American Stan-
dards Association have made great strides in the standardization and
interpretation of the various patterns that can be developed for
street lighting service.In general, there are five different street
lighting patterns or variations thereof that can be broken down
roughly into two groups. These two groups are units for center
suspension, such as the Type 1 2-way, Type 1A symmetric 4-way
units, and the Type V symmetric unit, and the other is the side
mounted units consisting of the Type II, which has a narrow asym-
metric bi-beam pattern. The Type IT-A has an offset 4-way unit,
Type 111 has a medium asymmetric pattern, and Type 1V has a wide
asymmetric pattern for extremely wide streets.
In this country the narrow types of distribution, such as Types
I and II, have the maximum candlepower at a vertical angle of 73
to 80 degrees, and 70 to 77 degrees for the Types III, 1V, and V.
These angles are measured by a vertical line drawn through the ap-
parent light center and another line rotated about the apparent light
center up toward the horizon.
It is suggested that the ASA Practices for Street and Highway
Lighting be consulted for more complete details, and the lighting
engineer previously mentioned be contacted for latest trends in
equipment.These same ASA Practices can be used as a ready
reference for ways of using candlepower, isolux, and coefficient
of utilization curves normally provided with any luminaire.
In general, there are four areas that the lighting engineer must
consider in his lighting program. These are the whiteway commercial
areas, the arterials leading through the municipality,the residential
area, and the rural highways.
Most communities that desire whiteway lighting have a two-
fold purpose in mind. The first is to provide adequate lighting for
pedestrian and vehicular traffic. The second is to emphasize this par-
ticular area of the municipality, which covers such things as the
ability to attract people to the commercial areas, to increase property
value, and to decrease crime. Generally, the whiteway areas have a
minimum value of 1.2 foot candles per square foot.The second
reason mentioned affects how much over this1.2 value is actually
installed.
The whiteway areas have a problem in that they must provide
illumination for both heavy vehicular and pedestrian traffic and ex-NoRTII\vI:sT (()NFERENcF ON R0AI) BUILDING 33
tremely light traffic.This can be explained by the heavy flow of
traffic (luring certain rush hours when people are going to and from
their places of work, and doing routine shopping.In the winter
time, when the daylight hotirs are relatively short, these streets niust
he well illuminated (luring these rush hours so that full commercial
value can be obtained. During this heavy traffic period, it is necessary
to light the streets so that objects can be seen by (lirect discern-
ment. This means that the luminaires must be placed close enough
together to prevent the blocking out of light by vehicles, and thus
to prevent potential accident and death traps.
This same street (luring the lighter traffic periods must be so
(lesigned that vehicles and pedestrians will be observed by silhouette
lighting, since, in these lighter traveled periods, speeds are higher
and viewing (listance requirements greater.It may be stated that a
sufficient number of lights will provide lighting by direct discernment
and that the proper positioning of these lights will provide lighting
by silhouette when half of them are turned off, which is usually
after midnight.
Perhaps the next most important street to be lighted is the
arterial street.Arterial streets, in the sense used here, are those
streets that carry the highway through the municipality and also
carry the heavy flow of traffic from one section of the municipality
to the other section. The main difference in the consideration of the
lighting of these streets with respect to whitewav streetsisthat
secondary factors need not be as heavily considered. As long as
sufficient light is provided to assure the safe flow of pedestrian and
vehicular traffic, all requirements have been met.(See ASA Stan-
(lards for minimum values.)These arterial streets, in general, will
have a lower foot-candle value than the whiteway areas, but it is very
important that uniformity be considered as a major factor.
Actually. uniformity isa measure of surface brightness as
viewed by the observer as he progresses along the street. Due to the
different surface constructions for roads, it is rather difficult to obtain
uniform brightness by any set rule for spacing, mounting height, lamp
size, and pattern type. What will give uniformity on a light concrete
pavement will, in mans' cases, appear woefully inadequate on a dark
blacktop.Because of this, each problem becomes a special one and
must be figured accordingly. Much aid can be derived from con-
sulting the lighting engineers with the various equipment manufac-
turers. American Standard Practice recommends that the minimum
value of illumination on any arterial street be not less than one-fourth
the average value of illumination on this street. Again, it should be
emphasized that the proper spacing of the units willfulfill your
requirements.34 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 17
The third section that is being given considerable consideration
by lighting engineers is the residential area of the municipality. Here
the lighting requirements are not as high as in the two previously
mentioned areas. The streets do not carry the flow of traffic and
the speeds are relatively slower for vehicles.In many cases the
residential lighting program has been resolved to the lighting of
intersections and the mid-area of extremely long blocks.Here
silhouette light is of prime consideration. The American Standards
Association recommends that the ratio of minimum to average foot-
candles be not less than 1 to 10.It is in these areas where high
cutoff angles and long mast arms for an approximation of center
type mounting of luminaires are used.
The last area, which is now receiving a great deal of considera-
tion, is the rural highways, particularly between close, large urban
areas and as approaches to urban areas.It is suggested that your
American Standards Association Street and Highway Practices be
consulted here for lighting requirements, and that a study be made
of these rural highways along the lines recommended in the IES
Handbook.
One example of minimum requirements is 6/10 foot-candles
for expressways with full control of excesses.The lowest value
that is considered for highway lighting is 0.2 foot-candles where the
traffic speed is not over 25 miles per hour, and the flow of traffic is
less than 150 vehicles per hour.
While many people realize that it is necessary to make rapid and
modern progress with our street lighting program. they have not
actually considered the reasons for this program. While the greatest
amount of traffic is during thdaylight hours, percentage-wise the
number of accidents per car mile is about three times as great at
night as it is in the daytime. Of course, there are certain accidents
which occur that would not be prevented by proper illumination of
the highway. These are accidents resulting from defective equip-
ment or those caused by incapable drivers.
It has been proven in many articles in the Street Lighting
magazine, published by the National Street and Traffic Safety Light-
ing Bureau, that street lighting has reduced the number of accidents
during dark hours to less than 50 per cent, and sometimes less than
25 per cent than that before modern street lighting was installed.
This is the primary purpose of all street lighting. One must con-
sider that if the streets could be used to the same degree of efficiency
at night as we use them during the daytime, we could increase the
use ability of our highway and street systems by about 35 to 50 per
cent.ORIII\\i 5'!O VIkEN (iON R()\1) BLn.DiN.
In any iirte and iie;I\ h populated eoiiiiIlUllitv there are alav
a Certain iinmber of persons with criiiniialintentions\\llOroii11
the streets am take adeant.ie(Ifthe hie pedestrian tiuring thee
night hour.. \ study of their tendellev has sho\\ iithat dark arca
are ai\\a\5picked for the colunlissioii of their crioie. Therefore.
Sid ugh ti ng will reduce these crimes.
Other reasons for street lighting have, of course, been men
tioiie(l. such as to increase property value and to increase tile ei\ ic
pride of the people, and, of course, to attract the out-of towil buyers
who help buildthe wealthofthe coniniunitv.
In ieneral, there are three types of holes used to mount tile
luiiiniaire we have discussed. The simplest one is the u nod pole.
which may be a specific pole used exelusi clv for street hiltiilg
l)U1PosCs.or itlmlav be tIle existing pole cari'vilmg tile i)Ower lines.
Ihesevomiml poles are generally used in tile residential areas and, in
ivtiiy cases, omi the arterial streets,See hll'l Pubo. TI )- 135.
Another pole that is ijuite comnioimlv used is tile concrete pole.
these are reinforced with steel, under tension, and provide a very
pleasing appearance where a more artistic designisdesired. These
hides can he polished to provide a sparkling finish ..\lainteniiice
costs on these typesofpoles are at a minimum, and a snhect to con
sider when ornanmentai type poles are reqnired.
[he third class of poles is the metal pole. genertllv made iif
steel or alumninuni.i'hese c me, of n nrse. in many patterns such
as round.*tituhe, and octagonal. Aiunnnumn poles re(iuire a mini-
nmumi of niaimtenance and are,ofcourse, a great deal hghtei' than
the steel p des. Therefore, they are much easier to install.Steel poles
are generally much stronger and can he obtained in \ arious gauges
for special consideration where strength is a Illalor factor.
Recently thereisa growing (lemall(l for steel ttalvanized poles.
The ad antage here isthat along with the extra streligilloftlli
steel pole, the gai\ anlzing reduces niateriallv the miimitenance costs
he increasing substantially tile resistance to corrosion and normal
(leterioration by the elements. The costs, generillv, of this Pole arc
slightly more than plain steel and considerably less than altnninumn.
I lere again, the lighting eligilleer can give you the latest information
on the various types of stindti'ds currently available, and tile (lesir-
able features of each one.
\OniformationOilstreet lighting,ofcourse,votild he conm-
plete without some consideration given to the electrical circuits re-
(lwred by these lunlinal res. \\llether to use series or Illulti )le circtnts
depends largely on locd conditions and policies.Sonic advantages
of each are listed36
1.
7
3.
4.
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Series
Moreefficientandrugged 1
lamp where illcan(lesCentis2.
used
Constant voltage 3.
Stable lamp output
Ease and simplicity of4.
control
Single w i r efor overhead5.
whiteway system goodn-
gulati on
Multiple
Lower cost lamp
Low voltage, less pole space
required
Can tapoff power from
existing supply as needed
Trouble localized and easily
found
}'estoon lighting supply read-
ilyavailable from multiple
circuit
Methods of controlling these circuits can be divided into four
groups. The first, and probably the oldest, is the pilot-wire system
which controls relays at remote points, which in turn supply energy
to the luminaires. The next is the time clock which could be used
either to control the pilot wire or as an individual control for the
relays.The photocell could be used similarly to the time clock.
The last method, which is more or less going out of existence, is
the cascade system. This cascade system actually is a case where,
by means of series of multiple relays, succeeding lighting systems
are controlled by the energy of preceding systems.
Much interest has been centered around the circuits specifically
used fur mercury vapor. Most popular is the series system. This
requires some control method as the photoelectric unit or time clock, a
protective circtiit relay, the constant current regulator, one ballast for
every luminaire, and,ofcourse, the lamp and the luminaire.Be-
cause mercury vapor lamps are very critical of voltage variations,
the series system has become very popular. The constant current
regulator will snlootll out 5 per cent variations in voltage and thus
assures more reliable lighting service and maximum lamp life.
Multiple systems require a photoelectric unit or time clock, or
a similai- methodofcontrol, along with multiple relays and an in-
(lividual ballast for each luminaire and lamp. Here fluctuations or
momentary dips in voltage may cause the lamps to extinguish. \Vhen
these lamps become extinguished. they must cool (lo\vn before they
can restrike.This cooling period varies from s to 10 minutes, de-
pen(lillg on ambient temperatures.
Very recently there has been (levelol)cd new, special equipment
for mercury vapor circuits. A new multiple ballast has been put
on the market known as a constant wattage ballast, which will pro-
vi(le constant watta e to the mercury vapor lamp over a wide \oltage
variation on the primarside of the ballast.In general, the third
harmonic isused to buildUI)a voltage ofsufficient magnitude\oRTl !Wl:sT (ON FEREN ('F ON ROAI) BUILDIN(; 37
to starttile nlercurv vapor lamps.After the lamp is started, the
third harmonic isfilteredotit of the lamp circuit.The wattage
regulation is accomplished by a saturated core and phase shift prin-
ciple. Thus, thc same effect that is produced by the constant ctirrent
regulator is accomplished in the constant wattage multiple ballast.
This provides a now easy way of extentling presently loaded systems
with a few multiple installations controlled in a cascade manner by
the presently loaded system.
The second new method for controlling mercury vapor sVstCllls
is to use a constant current regulator of such (lesign that it acts,
in ettect, as a common ballast for all luminaires, and thereby eli-
minates the individual ballast required for each lamp. These new
constant current regulators may he loaded up to their full rating
without provi(ling reserve for starting ill cold weather, such as is
required ill the present series ballast systems.
There are many advantages in this system, such as the saving
by the elimination of the ballast and the saving in pole construction
sinceno housing is required for this ballast, plus the good cold
weather starting performance experienced on these systems.The
siniplicitv of the svsten) and similarity to series incandescent systems,
makes it easy for the linemen to maintain the equipment.'i'hcse
special regulators provide a current of 3.2 amperes, which is fed
into a series receptacle and socket in the mercury vapor luminaire
in a manner similar to that provi(led for series incandescent lamps.
These regulators presently are available th rough only one manu-
facturer, but will undoubtedly be available through allata later
(late.
There arc some special features in the control system of this
equipment in that alO\Vvoltage protective relay is re(lUired to pm-
vent voltage being api: lied across the hot mercury vapor lamps when
the lamp becomes extiiguished.If were applied to the series
socket before the lamps have cooled, the Film cutouts used to by-
pass burned out mercury lamps would he punctured and good lamps
voi_ild be by-passed and not strike until new film cutouts have been
replaced.Other than this, the system is somewhat sinnlar to the
conventionalseries incandescent system.For more detailed and
complete in formation on this equipment,itis suggested that von
contact the liglitimig engineer of the street lighting manufacturing
companies.
In sunimnatiomi it can be said that proper cOnsi(leratiOn must be
give!] to the following points if the higlitimig prog'mani is to pdiice
maximuni efFiciency from a utilit\ and economic standpoint.
liipracticallyallcases,funds available are not sulFicient to
install all the lighting needed. With this e\'er-l)revalent factor in38 LNGIXE[RTNG ItXPER1MENT STATIONCITcimAR17
mind, it is of prime importance that the lighting program be based
on getting the maximum amountofstandard lighting measured in
blocks or miles for the amount of funds available. There is a tend-
ency in many cases to overlight on a whitcwav system or highway
system to a foot-candle level far in excess of those recommended,
with the result that other sections of a community are without lights
at all, or with lighting which is too far below standards to be of any,
or at least questioiiable value. Too much emphasis cannot be placed
on this point.
We must bear in mind that the recommendations as stipulated
by ASA and IES are minimumrecommendations and, where funds
are available, the old saving that minimums are something that
should be exceeded, should be applied. In so (loing, we have auto-
matically prepared for future increasesin both pedestrian and
vehicular traffic which, by the same standard, require more light.
The points to be considered here, to assure that the maximum
lighting for the funds expended is obtained, are :shall a multiple
or series circuit be used? No set rule can be tised here. The advan-
tages of these two circuits vary with the location and practices of
the energy-saving organizationShall incandescent, mercury vapor,
or fluorescent fixtures be used? Here, again, this decision is de-
pendent on local factors.
Another decision must be made as to what type pole is used
steel, aluminum, concrete, or wood. This decision, in most cases,
is dependent on available funds. A luminaire functions equally well
on any type of pole.
In evaluating yotir individual lighting program, assuming that
it is a comparatively new problem for you, you naturally will want
to give top consideration to the points herein outlined and, as the
technicality of each point changes as the industry progresses, I would
again like to point out that the major lighting manufacturers have
experienced lighting engineers who are abreast of the current details
on lighting problems, and are quite happy to extend their services to
you upon request and without any obligation whatsoever.
Discussion:
Voice FROM Ti! !AUI)IENcE :Should we use mercury vapor
tube or the fluorescent light for downtown lighting?
S. STANDLEY:We are not going to change anything, whether
mercury vapor or fluorescent incandescent lighting is used.Fluo-
rescent lighting will cost you much more in your case.If you use
mercury lighting your lighting will not become obsoletein a few
years.it is your best bet.\\ I-5I'oN I1'.REN(F ONk()AI) l('!I.l)INo 39
J.I.I()kIl;R:I )o you find sodium ligitmg 1colniilended for
treet hhting That i... Ironi the staiidpoiiit of color and illuminati( .n.
S.-''r.\N 1)1.1 .Y:S Idluin vapor isIII 1used extelisi velv for high-
vav lighting.Itis flO\\used oiilv in limited application, such as at
(langerons intersections. Sodium vapor light is recoinlll(nded for the
cr1 ssing at l( Irest t;rove.
IF-I.S. \\.\.1.:Isl(1W V(lliage still used for mercury \ apor 1)v
using a trios former and bias
S.SIAN )I.FYDie svsteni is actually a high voltage system,
jUstas incandescent 1 ighI ilig.
j. H. I )vms :Hov far can von protect wfo the future features
that have been made today thatvill not lIe obsolete tomorrow
S. STA Nma.m:vBall lighting from poles was a very poor system,
most of the light being reflected upward into the sky.Mercury
lighting has to be placed at a minimumheight of about 27 feet to
avoid glare.Fluorescent lighting\illnot need to he put so high
to give adequate lighting.Irecomineiid that most lighting he placed
;mt 27 or 25 feet aho\ e the ground so that if a lower elevation is used
in lighting it can he raised later without making an added cost. Any
lighting system should be designed forIyears to he economical.
MR. IIm:sem :How much is your toll charge for the fixture
and electricity
S. Sm'ma.i-:v : I(10not ha\ e the rates and cannot gi e von
that at the present time.
Ii rtici/N1IlIs Iidjsemtssw,m
S. Slamidlcv, LigIIIilIaI'.iigiiieur, [mu \1 at (lull .(01111ally, S1oIam1c
.1.J'I 'orlum-, City \Ianaeir, ( ,ramiNI 'a.
I-I.S. \\alt, (it\ Lnymmmecr, The Da1h
T. H.I)lIvj'.,( itsEmiammirer, Salciii
VI.U.S. GEOLOGICAL S U R V E Y COOPERATIVE
HYDROLOGIC P R 0 G R A M S IN VARIOUS STATES,
RELATED TO HIGHWAY BRIDGE AND CULVERT
WATERWAY DESIGN
l:mII)\I. V II
SinceI 555 the( ;eological Survey has been investigating the
water supplies of the United States 9) provide data for designing and
operating water projects and administering water laws.In South
Carolinaiii1930, the stream flow records so collected began to be
subjectedt I Ispecial type (If analysis and the results utilized by
local highway agencies in Ilesignuig their highways, bridges, aiid40 LNcINEiRINo ItXPERUO l;Ni' STATION CIRCULAR 17
culverts.Mr. Bodhaine will discuss the technical aspects of those
analyses and uses, but niv purpose is to present information about
the extent and growth of the programs among the various states.
Ordinarily, the GeologicalSurvey matches fundsofstate,
county, and city agencies, and through trained personnel and nation-
wide standards carries out the actual technical operations and studies.
For highway departments these studies usually consist of reports
giving flood elevations, peak discharges, Hood frequencies, and other
data for specific bridge sites. Often it is necessary to operate special
gages and gaging stations for this p1rpose. The government matches
funds in such programs because of its interest in the general safety
and welfare of the public, the maintenance of highway traffic as part
of the national defense effort, and the government's large direct in-
vestment in federal-aid highwaysAlso, the data so obtained and
the analyses presented are frequently useful to other parties and
agencies, as well.
liv 1946 these cooperative programs had been extended to five
states, and since then have gradually grown to include 21 states. in
the State of \Vashington this work was started in the fiscal year 1945,
and in Oregon in 1952. All the states cooperating in 1953 are shown
in Figure 1.The amount of each local contribution to the nearest
thousand dollars is also indicated.For Illinois the only cooperator
Figure 1.
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is Cook County, where Chicago is located.In the State of Wash-
ington there was a program with Klickitat County, in addition to
that with the State Highway Department.
The annual growth of the total amount of funds put up by the
various highway departments is indicated in Figure 2.Double the
amounts indicated are actually available for the work because of
Figure 2.
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the federal matching. The average local contribution for 1953 was
$7,670.In addition, sonic states furnish considerable funds through
other departments to finance directly the operation of stream gaging
stations for the benefit of their respective highway departments.
The 21 cooperative programs indicated on the map in Figure
1 each cover several projects, examples of most of which are con-
tained in the following descriptions of the programs carried on
this fiscal year in VVashington and Oregon
OREGON
1. Operation of existing crest-stage gages at 23 sites
2. Installation of crest-stage gages at about 27 other sites, mak-
ing a total of 50 sites in operation at the end of this year
3. Study of flood frequency
4. Study of floods from small (Irainage areas
The main purpose in starting the Oregon program was to obtain
data for the better design of culverts.
WASHINGTON
1.Operation of 2 routine gaging stations
2.Operation of crest-stage gages at 48 sites
3.Obtaining data relative to unusual peak discharges from
ungaged streams over the state
4.Flood-frequency study (a report for part of the state has
been completed; see "Floods in Western Washington, Frequency
and Magnitude in Relation to Drainage Basin Characteristics," by
Bodhaine and Robinson, 1952, USGS Circular 191).
For some highway departments the operation of regular gaging
stations is still the main activity, and may continue to be until enough
data are obtained for making preliminary flood-frequency curves.
For other states, the main activity in these programs is the furnish-
ing of reports giving data for use at specific bridge sites. Occasionally
a study of stage only is macIc for determining the elevation of a
highway grade that runs along a river channel.
The value of these investigations and studies to the cooperators
can be gaged to some extent by the following list of estimated direct
savings that have occurred in six states. The figures for these have
originated both in the Geological Survey and in the local agencies.
1.At least $1,000,000 in 20 years. One analysis resulted in the
elimination of 9,400 feet of trestle
2.$500,000 in 5 years
3.Large savings, including $200,000 at one site and $30,000
to $50,000 at each of a number of other sites\oR'ril \\ es'! (oNFERENce ON l'h)AD Jii'iLi)INo 43
4.I .arge saviligs. including $75,000 at one site, and $100,000
atirotlier
5.$22,000 at one Site.At another site where a small bridge
was to be built, Falbots fonnula indicated, and the location engineer
reconinieiided,ii bridge if 420 square feet opening.tudv of our
records resulted in an opening of 66 square feet hemg provided as
adequate.
6.About $20,000 at one site and itsa ing of 5.364 feet of
trestle at another. These are the only two rather complete site re-
ports that have been furnished so far in that state.
Of course, iii some cases the analysis calls for a larger bridge
waterway than the one initially recommeinled by the location engineer,
so therei5no imiiiediite saving.
In Kentucky, the Manual of Practice issued by the Highway
I )epartnient for use by their employees, includes a stipulation that
if cost of bridge exceeds $100,000, report must be obtained
from the L. .Geological Survey pertai nng to the hydraulic features
of the stream.A similar procedure, although not written in a manual
in this manner, exists in a few other states.Itisinteresting to note
that the departments who(10not use these analyses at all must, as a
rule, over-design to be on the safe side.
The Geological Survey has, through field investigations, devel-
oped a wide range of verified coefficients Ivalues (ifn'') in Man-
ning's formula for computing flood tiows in open channels.Alsi
we are training (juite a number of hydraulic engineers in all phases
of the special studies that are involved in these cooperative high-
way programs.Itis our duty and desire to make these facilities
available to others, and thereby he of as much assistance as possible
to all local agencies in sol\'ing their hydrologic and hydraulic problems
related to bridge and culvert design.
VII. HYDROLOGY IN DESIGN OF BRIDGE
WATERWAYS
(1. L. Bonn.iai:
_\ bridge is basically a grade-sepirition structure passing h'-
draulic traffic under vehicular traffic. Two factors that must be con-
sidered iiiits design are1 1) the vehicular traffic that passes over
the road, and I 2 ) the How of the stream, or the hydraulic traffic, that
pises underneath.The first determines the size ofthe bridge
members, and the second determines the shape and size of the water-
way area required by the stream. The (lesign of the waterway area
is concerned with the hydrologic design or the size of Hoods to be44 EN;INEi:iuNLXPERIM ENT STATION (IRCULAR 17
passed, and the hydraulic design, or how to pass the water through
the bridge most efficiently,i.e.,size, shape, and location of piers,
bents, and abutments.Hydrologic design is concerned with deter-
mining the quantities of water that must be handled, and hydraulic
design proceeds from there to (letermine the form of structure best
suited for the job. An engineer should no more undertake the hy-
draulic design without consideration of the hydrologic factors in-
volved than to determine the size of members without first ascertain-
ing the loads that are expected to pass over them.
The discharge records collected by the U. S. Geological Survey
furnish a logical basis for the hydrologic and hydraulic (lesigIl of
structures that are to provide passage for what is here termedhv-
draulic traffic.'' These records are published each year in the Survey's
water-supply papers.In recent years, much information has been
obtained and reports have been published giving the results of many
special field investigations of outstanding floods, such as WSP 1080
which presents the data relative to the Columbia River Basin flood
of 1948. A compilation of flood peaks and computations of dis-
charge frequencies for many gaging stations in the Columbia River
Basin were included in WSP 1080. Last year Circular 191, "Floods
in Western Washington, Frequency and Magnitude in Relation to
Drainage Basin Characteristics," was published by the U.S. Geo-
logical Survey. This report was made in cooperation with the State
Highway Department of Washington.
The selection of the size of bridge opening is not a function of
the Geological Survey, but it is a proper function of ours to assist
the design engineer and the hydraulic engineer of the highway de-
partments by presenting as great an array of pertinent information
as can he assembled. The final selection should be governed by the
policy controlling the design in respect to frequency, hydraulic re-
(luirenlents, factor of safety, and economic consideration.
Special studies and reports useful in the design of waterway
openings of highway structures are a part of the Geological Sur-
vey's cooperative program in the State of \'Vashington with the State
Highway Department and interested county highway departments.
To calculate the proper size of a bridge opening requires( 1)
a knowledge of the magnitude and frequency of flood discharges,
(2the relation of the elevation of the water surface, or stage, to the
discharge, and (3) the physical characteristics of the stream channel.
Magnitude and frequency of floods
It is Survey prIctice to conipule flood frequencies froni reccrds
of maximum annual flood discharges.The peak discharges are
numbered in order of magnitu(le and the recurrence intervals are60
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N+1
computed by the formula whereNis the number of years
M
of record and M is the order of relative magnitude with the great-
est flood numbered 1.Flood data are generally plotted on a special
form, with discharges plotted to a linear scale as ordinates and re-
currence intervals plotted to a scale especially graduated according to
the theory of largest values as abscissas. An example of a frequency
curve is shown by Figure 1.
A frequency diagram having been plotted, a curve must be fitted
to the data. The fact that most stream-flow records are not more
than about 25 years in length does not satisfy the demand for esti-
mates of long-term destructive floods. The use of frequency graphs
for purposes of extrapolation may be dangerous, as the linear dis-
tance from 25 to 200 years seems very short on most graphs. How-
ever, it is believed that generally the 50-year flood can bedetermined
with sufficient accuracy for practical use.
The frequency curve based on records from a gaging station
would be valuable information to use in the design of a bridge at
that site, but it applies only to the one place. Few bridges are built
at sites where gaging stations have been in operation for along
time, and for the flood-frequency method to be of practical use,
some means must be found to apply at the bridge sitethe records
obtained at specific gaging stations in the surrounding area.
Circular 191, mentioned previously, presents one approach to
this problem. In the western Washington flood-frequency study the
objective was to relate physical characteristics of a drainage basin
to the frequency and magnitude of past floods and to developmethods
of applying these data to any basin in the area for the determination
of the flood expectancy. The records from 131 gaging stations were
combined to form a composite frequency curve for annual floods.
Statistical methods were used to correlate the various physical factors
that proved to be significiant, and a formula was derived to obtain
a value for the mean annual flood.By multiplying this mean annual
flood value by a ratio obtained from the composite frequency curve,
the magnitude of the flood for a selected recurrence is calculated.
Copies of this report are available from our Tacoma office upon
request.
Stage-discharge relation
After the design discharge has been selected, it is important to
know just how this discharge fits the particular section. of stream
channel selected for the location of the bridge. This informationis
supplied by a knowledge of the relation between stage and dischargeXowi'i-i\\!S1' CON FF:RENCE ON ROADBcILrn NC 47
at the site.This relationship will show the elevation of the water
surface at the bridge site when the channel is carrying the design
discharge. The cross-sectional area under the bridge, to be effective
in carrying water, must he below this elevation. The relation of the
elevation of the water surface to the discharge is best expressed
by a curve called a "rating curve.'An example of a rating curve
is shown by Figure 2. Defining such a curve involves measurement
of the discharge of the stream at a number of elevations, and the
result is a basic relationship for a stream-gaging station.If the
bridge site is at or near an existing station, it is a simple problem
to define the rating curve.If there is no nearby gaging station, an
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approximate rating curve can be ma(le by transferring a rating from
the nearest station or by a suitable analytical process, using any
high-water marks of known floods available at the bridge site. The
rating curve is a critical element and its definition should be the re-
sponsibility of engineers having long familiarity with an under-
standing of the basic hydraulic principles involved.
At each separate section of the stream there will probably be
different flow conditions for the same discharge, the difference de-
pending upon channel characteristics such as its shape and its rough-
ness, but usually at any given section the flood discharge will be
approximately the same for stages of equal elevation. There must
be some physical feature such as a riffle, a constriction, or a dam
that determines what the stage shall be for a certain discharge, but
this feature may, and usually does, change for different stages. For
example, the feature may be a gravel riffle at low stages, the stream
channel itself at medium stages, and a bridge farther downstream
at high stages. The factors that regulate and stabilize the flow at a
specified section, as at a gaging station, are called the "control."
The significance of controls must be understood if a clear picture
of the problem of design of waterway openings is to be obtained.
Consider that at a bridge site the control is a (lain a short distance
downstreamthen for the design discharge there would be a certain
water-surface elevation that would govern the necessary height of
the bridge to pass the flood. Suppose, however, that after the bridge
has been built, the (lain is raised. This would cause a higher water-
surface elevation than before for the same flood, and the bridge
might be seriously damaged or destroyed. The possibility of a dam,
railroad, or other structure being built so as to constrict the channel
below a proposed bridge should be investigated as a part of the pre-
liminary study made by the highway engineer.
Physical and hydraulic characteristics of the channel
The physical and hydraulic characteristics of the stream channel
can be ascertained by a field survey of the valley at and near the
bridge site. The information that should be obtained is :(1) loca-
tion plan, (2) cross section of the channel and flood plane at proposed
site, (3) cross section of approach channel and flood plane, (4) pro-
file of stream from above the approach section to below the bridge
site, showing slope of bed, low-water surface, and flood-water surface
if possible, (5) character of bed and banks, (6) possibility of back-
water, (7) elevation of all flood heights obtainable and their dates
of occurrence, (8) channel roughness coefficients, and (9) photo-
graphs.\Vi:sr (ox1ekENci: ox Ro.r) Eu i eni x 49
Valuesofchannel roughness, as used in Manning's formula
1.486
I0 = - .vhere Q is the discharge in cfs,Iia rough-
0
ness coefficient,-1the area in square feet, R the hydraulic radius
in feet, and S the slope of the energy gradient), should be assigned
to each part of the channel. The values of the applicable coefficient
depend on local conditions that can be observed and evaluated from
an inspection Ithe site and an intimate knowledgeofroughness
factors. This can best be Clone by engineers who have had experience
in this kind of work.
The conveyance, or water-carrying capacity, of a channel may be
1.486
expressed as, K
,.1I,?2/3where n, I?, and _-are the same
Ii
ain the previous equation.The conveyance may be recognized
as the Manning discharge formula with the slope factor omitted.
In computing conveyance, the cross section must he divided into
subsections if the depth or the roughness varies across the channel.
The conveyance for the channel is the sumofthe conveyances for
each subsection.
Flow through a simple span
The first step in design is to select the frequency of the flood
to be provided for. This choice depends upon the policof the high-
\vav department and economics factors and is not the concern of the
hydraulic engineer. When the design frequency is selected, the fre-
queicy curve will give the (lesign discharge. The rating curve shows
the elevation of the water surface at the bridge site for flow equal
to the (lesign discharge. This elevation governs the elevation of the
lowest memberofthe bridge.
Most bridges are built with approach tills that, to some extent,
contract the natural channel, and the mean velocity must be increased
to get the water under the bridge. A simple calculation will show
the velocity for any selected size of opening.
To obtain the increase in velocity an additional head isi-c-
(llired that can he obtained only by an increase in the elevation
of the water surface upstream from the bridge.This increase is
called 'back\vater'' and may be the controlluig factor in sonic loca-
tions, as in urban areas. The backwater may be computed closely as
the diflerence between the velocity head in the contracted channel
under the bridge and the velocity head in the natural channel, plus
the head loss Clue to entrance conditions.50 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 17
Factors to be considered in design
Frequently, where there is a long fill across a river valley, the
main channel bridge will be built to carry all of the flood flow, but
a small bridge or culvert will be built through the fill to pass the
normal flow of a small slough or tributary streani or ditch. Even
during a high flood this small opening will carry only a small quantity
of water. Most of the flow will be along the upstream side of the fill
to the main stream, under the main bridge, and back along the down-
stream side of the fill.This long path will require an appreciable
slope and the difference in water surface at the upstream and down-
stream sides of the fill at the location of the culvert may be con-
siderable.The difference in head may create excessive velocities
through the culvert, but its small size will prevent the passage of a
quantity of water great enough to reduce the head. This condition
may be the cause of a large amount of damaging scour.Such an
opening should either be large enough to carry its proper proportion
of flow or be eliminated.In the latter case, a small channel may
have to be dug to get the tributary flow into the main channel above
the roadway for normal flow.
It is common practice to make a borrow pit alongside of and
parallel to a fill.The sides of the borrow pit are fairly smooth and
clean and the digging of the borrow pit increases the depth of water
at the fill.These two factors increase the discharge along the bank
by increasing the hydraulic radius, as well as the area, which in turn
increases the velocity of the water. This is undesirable because it
may cause scour along the fill where such action is destructive. Also,
this high velocity is perpendicular to the downstream velocity in the
main channel, so does not contribute to putting water under the
bridge. Sometimes this velocity may be great enough to shoot out
into the main stream and block a part of the bridge opening from
effectively passing water downstream.
It is desirable to construct bridges normal (perpendicular) to
the direction of flow. This usually permits a greater normal velocity
in the approach channel, and therefore less head or acceleration is
needed to pass the required flow. This might suggest an advantage
in making borrow pits perpendicular to and under the bridges, ex-
tending upstream and downstream for a considerable distance, rather
than parallel to the bridge and fill.For example, consider a double
culvert that is placed at an angle to the approach channel. An eddy
is formed near the entrance of the culvert barrel on the inside of.
the bend and debris may be deposited that will partially close the
culvert openmg.
A secondary bridge opening should be located where the channel
is the deepest and where the approach and getaway conditions areNowrii\VEST CONFERENCe ON ROAD BUILDIN; 51
such that the water can easily pass through the opening. VVe have
seen many cases where the designer evidently forgot that no opening.
however large, can pass more water than can get to it, or more thati
can get away (lo\vnstream.
Scour of the streambed, especially around piers and abutments,
probably causes more damage to bridges than any other factor.
There does not appear to he a simple relation between ordinary
stream velocity and scour.It is believed that scour is caused partly
by eddy currents that are due to the disturbance of the normal flow.
Also, velocity and depth of water have some adverse effect.Tt dlOes
seem desirable, however, to keep velocities along fills and around
abutments and piers as low as possible, taking the nature of the soil
into account.
The lowest bridge members must be placed at a given distance
above the flood height designed for, in order to allow for the passing
of floating objects.Less clearance is needed where velocities are
relatively low than where velocities are high and impact may have a
detrimental effect,in either case, however, drift piled up against a
bridge or culvert is a serious threat to the security of the structure.
This clearance also acts as a factor of safety and may protect a
bridge against a much higher flood than the one on which the design
is based.
A study, such as the one outlined in general above, has just been
completed on the Klickitat River in Klickitat County, Washington.
From the information provided, the county engineer has estimated
that the length of the new bridge can be reduced considerably over
the old one, with a resulting savings in construction cost.
Culverts
A different problem is presented when it comes to the design
of culverts .So many of these small structures are built that a simple
method must be devised to determine the size of the required open-
ing, and the data should he presented in the form of graphs or tables
for ease of application. The method should integrate the effects of
topographic, climatic, geologic, and other factors in a similar manner
to the methods applied to large drainage areas.Unfortunately, the
records that have been obtained in the past have been mostly on
larger areas and the data on culvert-size streams are meager.
The western Washington flood-frequency study was limited to
larger drainage areas because of the lack of small-stream data. At
the present time, the Tacoma Survey office is obtaining data on many
small streams ranging in drainage area from one-third to ten square
miles. We have about four years of record now, and in another year
or two will have enough records to attempt to extend our curves52 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 17
down to areas of less than a square mile. The flood data for the larger
areas have been presented in the form of nomographs for ease of
application, and it is expected that this method can be used for the
small areas, too.
Crest-stage gages have been installed at many culverts, bridges,
and dams to obtain water-surface elevations at peak stages. A gage
consists of a two-inch pipe mounted vertically and equipped with
intake holes at the bottom, a weighted wooden stick, and regranulated
cork to register the high-water mark.If there is any possibility
for backwater to occur at the downstream end of the structure, a
gage is installed to detect it.Computations of discharge are usually
made by routing the flow through the culvert, which necessitates
using a method of trial and error because a formula can rarely be
directly applied.
Verification of roughness coefficients
In recent years the Geological Survey has made quite an ex-
tensive study of the factor "n," the channel-roughness coefficient.
A great many indirect determinations of discharge were made at
locations where the discharge at peak stages was known within close
limits. With the discharge given, the values of "n" were then com-
puted by solving the Manning formula. Stereoscopic pictures were
taken at these sites at the time of the survey to show the channel
conditions as they existed on the date the peak discharge occurred.
This information has been consolidated, pertinent data have been
listed on the stereo slides, and a complete file of slides has been
sent to all district offices. By selecting slides that indicate channel
conditions most nearly like those encountered on any particular
stream, an engineer is able to make a fairly accurate estimate of the
value of the roughness coefficient.
Indirect determinations of discharge
Whenever possible the discharge of a stream is measured with
a current meter. Many times during floods, however, it is notpossible
to obtain current-meter measurements for various reasons;(1)
frequently the peaks occur at night, (2) often the fact that a peak
occurred is not known until several days afterward,(3) during ex-
treme floods all routes of access may be blocked, and (4) field con-
ditions may be unfavorable for the safety of personnel or for reliable
data to be obtained, i.e., extremely high velocities, too much drift
in the stream, or no available measuring section.
When this situation is encountered, we turn to indirect methods
in order to compute the discharge. The three most common methods
are: (1) slope-area, (2) contracted-opening,and (3) flow-over-a-
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Slope-area method consists of locating a suitable site, usually a
slightly contracting sectionofstraight channelofuniform bed slope.
obtaining two or more cross sections of the channel at specified
points, obtaining a high-water profile along each bank based on high-
water marks, and selecting values of channel roughness. The dis-
charge is then computed by the application of Manning's formula;
1.486
AR S12.
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Contracted-opening method consists of locating a contracte(l
section, usually at a bridge, obtaining an approach cross section and
a cross section at the downstream side of the bridge, obtaining a
high-water profile based on high-water marks, selecting values of
channel roughness, and obtaining data from which to compute en-
trance losses at the bridge opening. The discharge is then com-
puted from the general orifice formula, Q = CA V2gh.
The flow-over-a-dam method consists of locating a suitable dam.
obtaining an approach cross section, obtaining a high-water profile
both above and below the dam based on high-water marks, and obtain-
ing data on the shape of dam from which to compute the coethcient
ofdischarge. The discharge is then computed from the general weir
formula, Q CL J-J02
The purpose of this paper is to present some ideas and methods
by which stream-flow records can be applied in the design of bridges
and culverts, or, to express this same thought in different words, the
application of hydrology in the design of bridge waterways.
L)iscussion:
IR. C.HF:NxEs:Does the depth of scour correspond to the
increase in depth of the stream
G. L. lioDHAixe :I'm not sure of the name of the gaging sta-
tion on the stream now, but the discharge measurement made at
5,000 sec-ft will have the same elevation (water-surface elevation)
as 20,000 or 30,000 sec-ft passing down the same channel. As to
how much it scours out we haven't actuilly been able to determine
any given factor or any given amount, hut it isn't a problem really
in this part of the country.
R. Annxr :How small a stream do you gage in regard to the
flow of water that goes through it? A new state highway is going
through the city limits of Sutherlin which will change thecourse
of the stream.
G. L. Boni-tAINE :Any size stream, anything from a large
stream as the Mississippi or the Columbia River, down to a culvert-54 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 17
sized stream say a third of a square mile or half a square mile drain-
age area, can be gaged. Now, although the stream is swollen, it is
often cheaper to put in a Crest gage, such as at Wichita, and keep
records over a period of years. Maybe only one or two years will
be enough, if that's all the time you have. But as to the size of the
streamthere is no limitation.If you have no information at all,
then base your information on flood flow from previous experience
on the stream.
K. N. PHILLIPS:In relation to Mr. Hveem's paper, you may
be wondering why the federal government is putting in this money
to protect the money that they have spent on highways that are being
built under the federal system. The government has saved lots of
money on their highway programs through money spent on their
gaging stations.
Participants in discussion:
R. G. Hennes, Professor Civil Engineering, University of VsTashington
G. L. Bodhaine, Hydraulic Engineer, U.S. Geological Survey, Tacoma,
Washington
H. Abeene, Street Superintendent, Sutherlin, Oregon
K. N. Phillips,DistrictEngineer, U.S. GeologicalSurvey, Portland,
Oregon
VIII. HYDRAULIC MODEL STUDIES
LESLIE A. CLAYTON
The study of models as an aid in solving engineering problems
is a practical procedure that is much used in all fields of engineering.
Model studies of aircraft in wind tunnels, ships in towing basins,
and material handling for industrial plants are striking examples of
model studies with which we all have a slight acquaintance. In fact,
all engineering problems are solved on the basis of model studies if
we define a model as being a structure or systemsimilar to the
structure or system which is to be constructed or put in operation.
Building codes and design specifications are the result of studying
large numbers of full-scale models. From these studies rules for the
modification of theory are proposed in order that more successful
and practical structures can be built in the future.Traffic tests of
roadway surfaces and subgrades currently in progress are full-scale
model studies from which much useful design information should
result.
Hydraulic model studies are necessary and desirable when the
problem under consideration cannot be classed as similar to oneNORTHVEST CONFERENCE OX ROAD BUILmNG 55
which has already been solved. This is not an unusual case in the
design of hydrauhc or drainage structures.It is difficult to evaluate
analytically many of the variables involved with any degree of ac-
curacv. Such factors as the over-all effect of natural topography, both
as to slope and resistance to flow, cannot be defined or evaluated
simply. The problem may be so complicated that the engineer cannot
even visualize conditions as they will exist, much less analyze them.
Hydraulic models, or any other models, are constructed because;
(1) the engineer may not be able to visualize the problem without
the model, or (2) a dependable and analytical solution to the problem
is not possible even with a thorough knowledge of theory and ex-
perimental data available.
Hydraulic model studies, then, are necessary because the engi-
neer has neither the imagination nor the knowledge necessary to solve
the problem without them. They are, in fact, a necessary crutch
which the engineer must use because of the complexity of the prob-
1cm. Annoying and expensive as this may seem, it is generally better
to walk with crutches than it is to fall flat on your face with a design
that fails to do the job. A design that is hydraulically inadequate
may result in unnecessary and expensive damage to the structure
itself, to upstream properties because of backwater, or to down-
stream properties because of erosion. Or it may simply stand as a
lasting monument in concrete and steel to the poor engineers who
designed it .S uch a monument can be constructed and abandoned
at the cost of thousands of dollars, whereas a few hundred dollars
spent on the model study might have rendered it a useful and satis-
factory design. The other end of the scale, that is, excessive over-
design, can also prove to be quite expensive, and model studies here
would be justified on the basis of reduced construction costs.
Hydraulic model studies can he grouped under two broad head-
ings.(1) studies of a problem which is rather general in nature
and which the engineer must face a ntimber of times, or (2) detailed
studies as to the hydraulic performance of a given structure.
Studies of the first type result in more or less universally ap-
plicable data that can be pooled with other experimental data for
future designs. Examples of this type of model study would be,( 1)
experiments on the effect of ocean wave action on beaches, con-
ducted at the University of Washington, (2) experiments on shapes
of inlets for box culverts, conducted at Oregon State College and
which you will hear about later, or (3) experiments on the resistance
to flow of corrugated metal pipe, now being conducted at the Bonne-
ville laboratory of the U. S. Corps of Engineers.
Studies of the hydraulic performance of a given structure usually
result in the modification of the initial design to Provide an accept-.6 LNGINEI:RING ExPEIunxT STATIOx CIRCULAR 17
able hydraulic design, together with decreased construction costs.
Such studies not only include the structure itself, but also the effect
of the structure on flow conditions upstream and downstream.
These studies may indicate the approximate rise in backwater from
a bridge or a dam, and thus give a reliable indication as to the prop-
ertv which should be acquired before construction.This, in itself
may be enough to pay for the cost of the model study, since the
value of flooded property seems to increase somewhat in proportion
to the depth of water over it.Current direction, velocities, and
depths can be measured on the model to give reliable indications
as to the possibility of damaging erosion occurring (lownstream from
the structure.In addition, a model of this type may be an aid in
the solution of problems to be encountered during construction.
Placement of cofferdams, river diversion, forces on caissons, and
manother construction problems have been successfully solved
with the aid of models.
An interesting example of the use of models hs an aid to con-
struction,is the case of the final river closure on McNarv Dam.
In this case, extremely high velocities and great depths were in-
volved.This made the closure difficult because material placed in
the stream tended to drift far downstream before it finally came
to rest, thus causing considerable uncertainty as to the arrangement
of the closure material oii the river bed.In order to guide the con-
tractor in placing material, a scale model of the closure area was
constructed at the dam site, and the closure proceeded simultaneously
on both the model and the prototype. This gave a clear picture of
the deposition of material on the river bed and served as a guide
for placing material as the closure progressed.
A word here about the cost of model studies may be in order.
The costs of these studies may run from ten dollars in material
and a day's time, to many hundreds of thousands of dollars in time
and material. Model studies on The Dalles Dam will probably run
more than a quarter of a million dollars, but even this sum rep-
resents a small percentage of the construction cost of the project.
In general, models that require the reproduction to scale of natural
topography are expensive.Such models require a rather detailed
survey of the river channel, and much hand laborin the construc-
tion of the model. Further expense is involved in the verification
of the model, that is, adjusting model roughness so that flow patterns
and depths are similar to those found in nature. Models of hydraulic
structures alone are relatively inexpensive and the model can be
made as elaborate as necessary for the problem involved.
For sound engineering, the added cost of model studies must
he reflected in lower construction or maintenance costs on theN)iTf[w!:sT CONFERENCE ON ROAD BUILDINR
project.Since this is true, common sense tells us that model studies
are riot always (lesirable.Tt mabe less expensive to overdesign
the structure hydraulically than to conduct model studies. However,
many structures now in existence could have been mtich more ceo-
nomicallv constructed with the aid of model studies. One further
advantage of model studies is that they have a certain advertising
value insofar as the general public is concerned. A dynamic model
of a project to he constructed gives the layman an over-all picture
which he could never get from the newspapers or any amount of
explanation. A model of a successful design also lends a (legree of
certainty to that design which could never be attained with analytical
procedures.
The use of models in solving highway drainage problems has,
in the past, paid its own way and will do so in the future. Many
applications to the highway field have been indicated backwater and
erosion studies, shapes of bridge piers, construction studies, wave
action onfills, and the capacity of culverts, are a fewofthe
possibilities.
IX. BOX CULVERT DESIGN BY HYDRAULIC
MODEL STUDY
R. H.SFfoErAKI:IQ
An over-all objective of the reported experiments was to deter-
mine means for a reductionofcosts of box culverts in highway
construction.It is well known that costs of drainage structures are
high percentages of total highway construction costs, and of these
structures box culverts comprise a significant portion. As an example.
for the July 1950 to July 1952 biennium, the State of Oregon alone
spent almost $700,000 on box culverts, as compared to $8,500,000
for all highway structures.It can readily be seen that reduction
in costsofbox culverts could result in major savings in highway
constructiOil.
With these savings iii mind, the Portland, Oregon Division Office
of the Bureau of Public Roads employed an improved inlet design
for box culverts installed in forest highway projects in Oregon as
early as 1948. The possibilities for the reduction in necessary size
of box culverts indicated by this improvement led to the initiation
of a jointly sponsored project by the Bureau of Public Roads and
the Oregon State Highway Conmiission for the model study of
tapered inletsfor box culverts on steep grades.The study was
conducted asauEngineering LXl)criment Station projectillthe58 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STAvI0N CIRCFLAR 17
hydraulics laboratory of Oregon State College. Experimental work
was begun in June 1951 and was completed in November 1952.
In the design of a culvert for a given site, two general variables
must be considered,(1)the maximum discharge that must be
carried by the culvert, and (2) the maximum headwater elevation
that can be tolerated. The maximum discharge is ordinarily obtained
from flood-frequency calculations ;thus this discharge, as well as
the maximum headwater elevation, is aaxedquantity for a given
site. The necessary size of culvert required to limit the headwater
to the desired elevation will be determined by the estimated maxi-
mum flood, and it can readily be seen that the limitation of culvert
size, and consequently expense, can be accomplished only through
satisfactory hydraulic design of the culvert. Any improvement in the
carrying capacity of the culvert for thedesignheadwater elevation
would allow a reduction in necessary size of the culvert barrel and,
consequently, the cost of the installation.
Prior to these experiments, the need was seen for clarification
of the theory of the design of box culverts on steep grades with
free overfall. Field observations indicate that in the case of maximum
discharge, many such culverts flow less than half full at their outlets,
even though their entrances may be deeply submergedin which
case only a small percentage of the available area of flow is being
utilized.It is obvious that this type of operation was not anticipated
in the design of these culverts.
The model studies reported here were made on the basis of
two general objectives, (1) to investigate the hydraulic character-
istics of three existing types of inlets for a box culvert on a steep
grade, and (2) to develop improvements in the design of inlets for
this culvert that would result in future economy.
The general plan of the experiment was to construct a 1:12
scale model of a 4 by 4 foot box culvert, 72 feet long, to which could
be attached various types of inlets. Water enters the model through
an approach channel that is in line with the culvert barrel.This
channel, as originally constructed, was trapezoidal in shape, with
sides on a 2 :1slope. Before the experiments were begun, however,
vertical side walls were installed to allow a depth in the channel of
four times the height of the culvert barrel. A plexiglass end section
of the channel represents, in the lower part, a portion of highway
embankment slope.This was cut to receive flanged inlet sections
complete with wingwalls. Free overfall from the culvert barrel is
collected by a box equipped with a triangular weir, which was cali-
brated especially for the purpose of discharge measurement.
The first inlet tested was a scale model of the Oregon State
Highway Commission's standard inlet and was used as a yardstickEST CONFERENCE ON ROAD BUILDING 59
for future performance comparisons. This is provided with wing-
walls at an angle of 8:12 with the culvert axis, and a standard parapet
wall. The wingwalls were connected to a section of uniform culvert
barrel 10 inches long, with flush connections to the approach channel
and culvert barrel. The only deviation from the Oregon Highway
Commission plans was the extension of the wingwalls to meet the
toe of the embankment slope.
The next two inlets were designed to improve the operation of
a box culvert on a steep grade with theinlet not submerged. The
first of these was developed by the Portland Division Office of the
Bureau of Public Roads and adopted by the Oregon State High-
way Commission. This was equipped with astandard parapet, 8 :12
wings, and a tapered section 10 inches long,terminating in a 4 by 4
inch section for junction with the culvert barrel. The taper of the
sides and top was in the ratio of 1:10 and the flow line was con-
tinuous with the culvert barrel.
The second improved inlet was designed by the Bureau of
Public Roads. This was provided with standard wings and parapet
wall, a tapered section approximately 6 inches long, and a steep
drop in the flow-line in the tapered section of about 1- inches.This
inlet was designed for an over-all grade of 4 per cent from entrance
to culvert outlet.
All three of these inlets were tested with the approach channel
and culvert barrel on a 4 per cent grade, with check tests on flat
and 8 per cent grades. Each inlet was tested through its total range
of (lischarges and in all possible conditions of flow, with the primary
object of determining the (hscharge characteristics.
Preliminary experiments with the Oregon standard inlet in-
dicated that in its over-all operation there were three basic types of
operation. This can best be shown in the rating curve for a culvert
on a steep grade equipped with such aninlet( Figure 1).The
abscissa of the curve is discharge while the ordinate is thehead-
water elevation above the invert at the outlet end of theculvert.
Tn the first phase of operation, the inlet of the culvert is notsub-
merged and the culvert is operating under critical depth control.
When the inlet is submerged, it was found that there are two types
of operation. Curve No. 1 is typical of a culvert equipped withthe
Oregon standard inlet. In the operation there is a contraction ofthe
water surface at the enttance of the culvert, aswith a sluice gate,
and the culvert barrel flows partly full for its entire length.Curve
No. 2 is one which would be obtained from the sameculvert if it
were flowing full. The principal reasonfor the (lifference in capacity
of the full culvert is that, for a given headwaterelevation, additional
head causing discharge is provided by the fall in the culvertbarrel.60 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 17
The advantage of full flow over partly full flowcan be illustrated
in two ways; (1) for a given headwater elevation the additional
head available in full flow provides a greater discharge capacity, and
(2) in order to discharge a given quantity of flow,a full culvert
would require a much lower headwater elevation than woulda partly
full culvert.
Figure 1.
Discharge Rating Curves
The non-submerged operation of the Oregon standard inlet was
compared with existing theory thought to apply to this condition
of flow, and the results were entirely satisfactory.
The submerged operation of the Oregon standard inlet was
very similar to that of a sluice gate in a rectangular channel. Under
ordinary conditions, with no downstream obstruction, a top con-
traction of the water surface persisted, making it impossible for the
culvert barrel to flow full of its own accord, regardless of the head.
The depth at the end of the contraction is approximatelyof the
height of the culvert.
An investigation of the data showed a remarkable similarity of
the operation of the Oregon standard inlet with that of a sluice gate.
In sluice gate theory, the head is measured from the headwater pool
to the water surface at the vena contracta in the culvert, and the dis-
charge is directly proportional to the square root of this head. TnYowi'it vi:sr CoxvI:rEx r ox Ro\n Bii.ruxo 61
this case, the coefficient of discharge of the opening should be a
constant, and this was found to be true within the limits of these
experiments.
The important result from this investigation, besides the veri-
fication of the theory, is tilefact that the control for the Oregon
standard inlet is at the entrance of the culvert for both non-sub-
merged and submerged inlet operation, and that in neither case does
the slope nor length of the culvert have any significant effect upon
the discharge.Tile area controlling the discharge when the inlet is
operating as a sluice gate is considerably less than the cross sectional
area of the culvert barrel.
In the process of experimentation with ihe Oregon standard
inlet,it was discovered possible to cause the culvert barrel to flow
full by artificial means. When full, the capacity of the culvert barrel
was increased considerahlv over the partly full capacity.However,
since a calm headwater pool was presellt in tilis case, eventually a
free vortex stich as the one shown would form above the entrance
and admit air to tile inlet in sufficient (Itlantity to cause the culvert
barrel to revert to partly full operation.
The factor causing the reversion to free flow was the presence
ofthe entrance contraction at the inlet, even when the culvert barrel
was flowing full.lilis contraction was characterized by a local (Irop
in pressure just downstreanlofthe entrance, with the illilinitinl
pressure just 4 inches from the entrancethe preciselocation of
the vena contracta of the partly full flow.Ihus, the forces responsible
for the contraction were still present when the barrel w:Is full, and
admission of air to the entrance allowed tile surface contraction to
tale place.I nciclentallv, tile same contraction occurred when the
culvert barrel was on flat and 8 per cent grades, showing that within
that range of grades the full flow operation of the Oregon stuidard
illlCt was an unstable condition.
The over-all performanceofthe previously described inlets is
best shown by a discharge rating curve plotted from the experi-
mental results, Figure 2. The curve at the far leftis the rating
curve for the Oregon standard inlet operating as asluice gate when
its inlet is subnierged. The full discilarge curve for the inlet is tile
second from tile right and shows tile gain in capacity with that type
of operation.lor a cofllparison of the two curves, it can be noted
that at a discharge of 0.5 cfs, tile full culvert requires a headwater
elevation of 6inches less than tilat required by the partly full culvert
(hscilarging the same quantity.
The operation of the Oregon tapered inlet was a conlplete stir-
prise to all concerned with the experiment.The taper of1 :10 in
tile top and sides was effective ill the eliminationofthe entrance62 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 17
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Figure 2.
Discharge Rating Curves
contraction, and the culvert barrel flowed full automatically upon sub-
mergence of its inlet. Since the forces of contraction at the entrance
were absent, air admitted through the action of vortices had no ap-
preciable effect upon the capacity or condition of flow. The rating
curve for this inlet was similar to that of the Oregon standard inlet
for the non-submerged condition.After the entrance was sub-
merged, however, the culvert barrel flowed full intermittently until
the discharge was great enough to supply the quantity of flow re-
quired by the full culvert at the head of submergence. When com-
pletely full, the culvert barrel followed the rating curve to the far
right. The superiority of this inlet over that of the Oregon standard
with the culvert full is due to the reduction of entrance losses by the
tapered inlet section.
The tapered inlet with the drop in the flow line was vastly
superior to the other two inlets in the non-submerged condition,
as was anticipated in its design. When the inlet was submerged,
however, a contraction occurred at the end of the tapered section,
and the culvert barrel would not flow full automatically. As a result
of both the drop in the inlet section and the lesser contraction, the
partly full capacity of this inlet was superior to that of the Oregon
standard inlet.NORTHWEST CONFERENCE ON ROAD BUILDING 63
The conclusion derived from the foregoing results was that there
was a definite advantage in designing an inlet for a box culvert on
a steep grade so that the culvert barrel would flow full upon inlet
submergence. The operation exhibited by the Oregon tapered inlet
\vas used as a model for further experiments; the lack of a contrac-
tion at the entrance was considered the key to its success.
One possibility considered in the development of an inlet to
cause theculvert barrel to flow full was the modification of the
Oregon standard inlet in some manner to eliminate the entrance con-
traction. An inlet thus conceived would possibly present a less com-
plex construction problem than the Oregon taperedinlet.The
modification tried was the extension of the top slab of the culvert
upstream of the parapet wall and to extend a portion of the wing-
walls up to meet the top slab.The result was a tapered section
formed by the top slab extension and part of the wingwalls. The
first choice of length of extension was one sufficient to make the
actual entrance area 1times the area of the culvert barrel.(This
amounted to an extension of the top slab of a little over an inch.)
This inlet was successful in the elimination of the top contrac-
tion, arid the result was that the culvert barrel would flow full auto-
matically upon inlet submergence. Unfortunately, though, as soon
as air was admitted through vortex action a side contractionwould
form at the entrance, with the result that the culvert barrel would
flow intermittently free and full, with much fluctuation of the head-
water level.It was concluded that this contraction was the result of
too rapid an acceleration of the water within the tapered section,
and that a longer section of the same type would do the job. Another
possibility was that the velocities at the entrance were too high.
Lengthening the tapered section would provide a further enlarge-
merit of the entrance, which would result in lower entrance velocities.
Accordingly, a sheet aluminum top slab extension 4 inches long
was installed and tested, and in this instance the results wereentirely
satisfactory. The culvert would flow full andremainfull when the
headwater pool barely covered the top slab extension.
The sheet metal section was then trimmed back,of an inch
at a time, until the side contraction occurred (the final length was
2inches). Subsequently, a more precise extension of plexiglass3
inches long was built and tested for discharge characteristics. The
extension, which was builttipto correspond in thickness to an 8-
inch slab, gives an effective entrance area to barrel area ratio of
slightly greater than 2:1.
The successful operation of this inlet is compared in a rating
curve with the Oregon standard inlet( Figure3).The culvert flows
full at a headwater pool depth of1.13times the height of the en-64 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 17
trance of the culvert and remains full at any greater pool elevation,
regardless of the amount of air admitted through the action of
vortices in the approach channel.
The reason for the successful operation of this inlet was ap-
parent upon inspection of plots of pressure readings along the center-
line of the culvert, for the Oregon standard inlet and its final modi-
fication. The drop in pressure just downstream of the entrance of
the Oregon standard inlet is not present in the modified inlet, and
this is good evidence of the absence of an entrance contraction.
Similar results were obtained from another modification of the
Oregon standard inlet, which embodied a change in wingwall angle
to 1:4 (narrower in order to reduce quantities of materials required
for apron). Tests of top slab extensions similar to those for the 8:12
wingwalls revealed the fact that a ratio of 2 :1 of entrance to barrel
area was required for satisfactory operation of the inlet. This leads
to the conclusion that, within the limits of wingwall angles tested
(1:4 to 8:12), the entrance area of the inlet was required to be
twice that of the culvert for the culvert barrel to operate in a stable
full condition.
It should be emphasized that the modification described is but
one of very many possible ways of insuring full flow operation of
the culvert barrel. However, because of the plane sections employed
in the construction of the inlet, and because of its over-all simplicity,
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it is believed that the inlet is a satisfactory solution to the problem,
and one which would be acceptable for use in future culvert in-
tal lati on s.
X. EMULSIFIED ASPHALT BASE TREATMENT
Cii F FoRDM. WiM BERLY
An interesting aiid promising application of emulsified asphalt
was used on several proJects in this area (luring the1952 construc-
tion season. All of the work was done in Oregon and'Washington,
and included state, cotlntv, city, and private jobs.
The purpose of this (liscussionisto present to you certain
technical and economical features of this type of work, and to give
you a general idea of the construction techniqueinvolved.
Emulsihed asphalt base treatmentisa simple aiid low-cost
method of treating base course material with asphalt, a method in
which simplicity of operation and a minimum of equipment com-
bine to give increased economy in cont ruction. The emphasis is on
simplicityiiitechnique, andve believe this method can be used
profitably with a reasonably wide variety of base materials, including
(Immy waste, pit-run gravels,and cinders.
Xou are probably thinking that this isj tist another variation of
an old theme, the stabilization of base material.It is related closely
to that broad held of work, but it is a specihc typeofwork (lesigned
to meet a general requirement----the imliprovementof top course of
base material which lies immediately under the wearing surface of
the high\vav. Uase treatment construction has possibilities of applica-
tion on a wide scale, and would appear to ht the current typesof
construct ion in this area.
Let us point out that this methed hcs a (lefinite physical liinita-
tion in that the base material we propose to treat in this manneriS
limited to the upper portion of the base rock. In most cases this will
be the to1) cc )nrse, or leveling course material which is used to set up
the main or bottom course of base rock. This is ordinarily a crushed
or pit-run niaterial approximating ainch to 0 inch surfacing mica-
terial.That is the portion of the ha.e under consideration, and itis
tliimaterial that the emulsified aspliclt treatment is applied to.
This type of work is designed to be used n lieu of and, we be-
lieve, iml)rove on the cut-back asphalt prime. In some cases it might
well be ccnsiclereol that the use of both the base treatment and the
pnme was justified, to secure certainadvantages that are inherent
in each.This is a debatable 1)OilIt at the present time, livever.In
()regon itisfairly conimicoim practice with the State Highway I )e-66 ENGINEERINCItXPERIMENTSTATION CIRCULAR 17
partment and other agencies to use the asphalt prime to set up the
top surface of new base construction. This step is ordinarily referred
to as the "binder course" or simply, the prime shot.In the State
of Washington, the Highway Department does not,we believe, use
the prime shot as a standard practice.
In the construction of this base treatment we apply a mixture of
a mixing grade emulsified asphalt, type SS-1, and water to the top-
course base material. The mixing is done on the job. The mixed
materials are applied to the base material during the placing, spread-
mg, normal blading, and finishing of that material.In doing this,
the objectives we seek are, fundamentally, increased stability and
cohesion, and a thoroughly processed material with a uniform distri-
bution of aggregate fines. This will give maximum density andmore
permanent stability to that course of base material which lies inimedi-
atelv under the wearing surface.
The equipment needs are simple enough. The required equip-
ment is mainly that which is normally on the job to do the base work.
In several jobs done in 1952, the base treatment was completed with
the more or less normal use of blades, water truck, and roller. The
emulsified asphalt was supplied to the jobs by both tank truck and
tank car. The asphaltic material is usually pumped into the water
truck immediately prior to the loading of water. As the emulsion
is readily miscible with water, satisfactory mixing of the two materials
was accomplished through the turbulence provided by the filling of
the water truck with the water after the emulsified asphalt was placed
therein.
The mixture of emulsion and water was then applied to the
base material during the spreading, blading, and finishing of the base.
The application rate was determined by the desired content of emul-
sion and by the proportions of emulsion and water used in the
mixture.It was generally found desirable to use a net amount of
emulsified asphalt equal to 1/2 gallon to 6/10 gallon per square yard,
and a treated thickness of material of 1inches to 2 inches, or 3 per
cent to 4 per cent emulsified asphalt by weight of the aggregate. The
proportions used in mixing emulsion and water were usually one
part of emulsified asphalt to one part and up to two parts of water.
The desired quantity of the mixed sprinkling material was ap-
plied to the base material in two or three separate sprinkling opera-
tions.Controlled spreading of the asphaltic binder with a sprinkling
truck is possible within reasonable limits.It is rendered quite simple
in this type of work when, as you see, we utilize a substantial volume
of liquid application of a diluted emulsion to obtain a specified net
spread of asphalt. To illustrate this; if we desire to applygallon
per square yard of asphaltic oil to the surface of a base using,irwesrCoNFu1ExcL ON R0AI) BUTLDJNO 67
fcr example, MC-2 cutback, it is necessary to spread the material in
a controlled operation with a distributor truck to obtain a uni fornilv
accurate spread.However, in the process under (liscUssion, if we
use a water truck to sprinkle 1gallons per square yard of a homo-
geneous mixture of asphaltic binder and water, and give reasonable
attention to sprinkling a certain gallonage over a calculated length of
spread, it seems feasible that we will obtain a sufficiently accurate net
application of the asphaltic hinder to accomplish the purpose.
The first application of the material shotild be the heavier one.
On the jobs done last season, after the first application was made,
the base material was bladed lightly from shoulder to shoulder to
establish a true grade and to provide a uniform distribution of aggre-
grate fines, moisture, and emulsified asphalt.This was followed
by rolling.
After this a second application, and a lighter one, was made to
insure that the top surface of the base material was coated heavily
enough to provide abrasion and ravel resistance to traffic damage.
The treated surfaces had to carry job traffic and the public in most
cases for some time before the wearing surface was constructed.
In this final flush coat, or "seal," one should expect to use 0.1 to
0.15 gallons per square yard net emulsified asphalt application. No
cover aggregate is necessary on this final shot.Little or no pick-up
and raveling trouble was observed on these jobs from traffic hitting
the work early. Where traffic conditions are expected to he severe,
itis probable that a double flush coat might be required to give
sufficient wearing quality to the finished surface. This was (lone on
some of the work.
Under normal conditionsgood weather, etc., construction of
the wearing surface can follow the base treatment work within a
short time, say two or three (lays. The treated base material dried
out and set up readily.
The cost of this base treatment compared favorably with the
cost of the alternative prune shot. Base treatment costs varied from
8to 150 per square yard, and RC-3 and MC-2 prime jobs vary from
120 to 140 per square yard in Oregon.
From considerable discussion with both engineers and con-
tractors, we have concluded that this type of base treatment is a
versatile and economical measure.It merits favorable consideration
in the design of the heavily loaded highway because of its apparent
technical improvement over the usual construction methods. We
would present it to you as a sound technical process. And it obviates
the use of the fully equipped oiling spread necessary for the applica-
tion of a prime coata distinct convenience on much of the work
in our area here. We wouldSiIVit has a definite appeal for the engi-68 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 17
fleer who must complete his job on limited fundsfor sometimes
a substantial amount of money may be saved with methods like
these.
There are several noteworthy technical points that we can use
in summary:
1.it prevents raveling, dusting, and ioss of fines
2.It minimizes the danger of a cleavage plane between base
and surface
3.It gives better compaction of the base material than we get
with the use of water only
4.There is definitely no bleeding into the wearing surface
5.It binds the top-course base material together better and
more permanently through a substantial improvement of the cohesive
properties of the top-course base aggregate. This treatment also gives
thetopcourseaggregateasubstantialresistancetomoisture
absorption
From an operational viewpoint, the advantages are as follows:
1.No special equipment, heating, etc,is required
2.No additional manipulation of the base material is necessary
with this. You leave a finished, surfaced base behind you
3.The work withstands construction traffic
4.There is no delay in wearing surface construction
5.It can be done at equal or less cost than the conventional
prime
6.Contractors generally have expressed approval of the idea
7.This method requires nothing more than any good surfacing
job, except that you are adding emulsified asphalt to the processing
water
Discussion:
VOICE FRO1\I THE AUDIENCE:The cost of 8 to 15 cents a yard,
is that just the cost of the emulsified asphalt, or did that include some
base materials?
C. M. WIMBERLY: The S to 15 cents did not include any base
material, only the cost of the asphalt used.
R. HARSCII :How many gallons of asphalt per square yard
were used?
C. M. WIMBERLY:Esually 1/2 to 6/10 of a gallon per square
yard was used.
C. C. HANSON: We are interested in using pit-run aggregate
instead of crushed aggregate, which would be cheaper?
C. M. WIMBERLY :1 cannot tell you how the percentages of pit-
run and crushed should be mixed.I think it would require quite a
bit of experimental checking.Nonru\VES'l'k(NFERENCE ON ROAD LUI1.D1NO 6)
C. C. HANSONHas any of this \vork been (loneOflordinary
pit-run gravel
C. M. \VIMRERLY:Yes sir, there has.
J. \V. OAl'I.rv:The city of Tacoma used 8 inches of pit-run
material, the material was sandy but contained no binder.This
material was tightened up with a diluted emulsion. Depth was about
3 inches and traffic was allowed to pass over it a week before the
wearing coat was applied.
Voici:FROM Till: AuDwxcE:How thickis the penetration
of thc asphalt
C. M. Wii BEILY :One and one-half to two inchesisthe
thickness.Tour-tenths of a gallon per square yard of asphalt may
be enough for this treatmentSometimes more asphalt is needed,
depending on the aggregate. That is something you have to deter-
mine on the job. Half a gallon to6/10of a gallon is a good esti-
mate for the emulsified asphalt, or 3 per cent to 4 per cent emulsified
asphalt by weight of aggregate.
W. W. LARSEN:What price would this asphalt emulsion be
F.O.B. Portland
C. M. VVuLRcttLv:Price is iLl cents per gallon. A cent and
a half is a(lded for freight.
H. T. Wii.sorc :Is the last application mixture normal
C. M. Vi.rBi:irx :No, it is not.
H. T. WILSON :Taking 2 or 3 days for setting tinie---does that
present a traffic problem?
C. M.WiIBi.al.v:Traffic can usually be put over the road
almost immediately. The main thing is to let the water dry from
the surface.
F. N. McKixsTRY :How long does it take this to cure if the
weather is not good, say slight showers for 5 days
C. M. \Viini;iux:It takes just that long for the surface to
cure.It's actually a problem of evaporation.In hot weather the
time is cut to hours.
Participan 0' in (liscussioii
C. M. \Yimherlv, Sales Engineer, American Bituniuls & Asphalt Company.
Salem
C. C. Hanson, County Surveyor, Benton County
J. W. Oakley, Assistant District Manager, American Bituuiuls & Aplma1t
t.ompanv, Seattle
Vi'. Vi'. Larsen, County Engineer, Linn County
H. T. Wilson, Civil Engineer, Richland, Washington70 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 17
XI. REVIEW AND COMPARISON OF STABILITY TEST
METHODS FOR ASPHALT PAVING MIXTURES
V. R. SMITH
In the last 12 years there has been a marked increase in efforts
to develop improved testing and design procedures for highway and
airport pavements. This field was given great impetus during the
last war by the need for placing in the hands of inexperienced engi-
neers laboratory testing methods which would assist them in per-
forming their jobs.The trend toward a more scientific approach
in all fields of industry and engineering and, in particular, the gen-
erally enhanced public interest in highways also are responsible for
accelerating technical efforts in the highway engineering field.
Laboratory procedures for testing and designing asphalt paving
mixtures fall into three classes:
1.Direct shear-type testssuch as the Hubbard-Field Test
and the test proposed by the Bituminous Producers Cooperative Re-
search Committee.
2.Direct compression tests such as the ASTM Stability Test
(D-1074-49T) and the Marshall Test, and
3.Triaxial stability methods, which are in common use in
many highway research laboratories and which are exemplified also
by the Hveem Stabilometer test and the Asphalt Tnstitute Stability
test.
Figure1illustrates how these test procedures fulfill criteria
which are considered important in the selection and use of asphaltic
mix design procedures. Comparisons of stability test methods in cur-
rent use are summarized as follows
1.Suitabilityfortestingbothnoncohesiveandcohesive
materials. At points lying beneath a loaded area on a pavement sur-
face, the stress distribution pattern is nearly identical, regardless of
whether the structure is composed of cohesive or noncohesive ma-
terials.Similarly, the pattern of stresses in a subgrade, or in a base
course, is very similar to that of the stresses within an asphaltic
surface.The physical mechanisms whereby these pavement com-
ponents resist stresses are identical. Hence, a stability test procedure
which truly measures the stress-resisting characteristics of bitumi-
nous mixture also should be suitable for testing noncohesive materials,
such as granular base courses, as well as for subgrade materials
which might be either cohesive or noncohesive. With the exception
of the triaxial type stability tests, none of the methods in current
use is suitable as judged by this criterion.Figure 1.
COMPARISON AND STABILITY TEST METHODS
Direct shear tests Direct compression tests Triaxial type tests
Hubbard- ASTM Hveern Analytical
yield BPCR I) 1074-49T Marshall Stabilometer Triaxial
Sni tal )1 eor 1)0thnoiicohiesive and
cohesive materials .. O.K. O.K.
Suitable for mixes containing various
types of asphaltic binders ? .. O.K. O.K.
(apal)le of mathematical analysis .. .. ? .. ? O.K.
Suitable for routine testing ..................... O.K. O.K. O.K. O.K. O.K.
Signifies unsatisfactory
Signifies suitability questionable
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2.Suitability for testing ]nics containing various types of
aspl'ialtic binders. Some of the stability test procedures in popular
use are not only unsuited for testing of various highway materials,
but are even incapable of evaluating mixes containing various types
of asphaltic binders. At least it has been found necessary to adopt
(lifferent criteria for suitability of various types of mixes, depending
upon whether paving asphalts,asphaltcut-backs,or emulsified
asphalts are used as hinder. The suitability of these test procedures
is questionable on technical grounds because surfacing mixes made
from all of these typesofbinders resist loads by the same physical
processes and must exhibit similar shear resistances if they are to
withstand existing highway loads.
3.Amenabilitytomathematicalanal ysis.Inrecentyears
it has become apparent that amenability to mathematical interpreta-
tion is of primary importance when considering the suitability of
pavement testing procedures.Tt has been found necessary to extend
laboratory test results and design procedtires to load conditions far
removed from the loading conditions for which the tests were initially
developed. Design procedures which have been correlated with ser-
vice performance on an entirely empirical basis cannot be extended to
extreme load conditions nor to new field situations unless they are
again correlated on an empirical basis.Rarely is time for such cor-
relation available. Accordingly, test methods and design procedures,
which are based on fundamental principles and which are capable
of mathematical extension, are preferred.
4.Suitability for routine testing.Because funds allotted to
the design and testing phases of highway construction are usually
on the meager side, and because tests of a few minutes duration are
sometimes desired to permit close quality control during construction,
the suitability of a test method for routine inspection work is a very
important consideration. This factor, more than any other, has re-
sulted in the general use of empirical test procedures. The Hveem
Stabilometer is a triaxial-type test which represents a compromise
between suitabilityfor routine test work and compatibility with
theoretical considerations.
On the basis of the foregoing, it is apparent that the triaxial-
type procedure offers the greatest promise of attaining a more unified
approach to testing of asplialtic mixtures.It was for this reason
that the Triaxial Institute was formed.
Activities of the Triaxial Institute
The first task of the Triaxial Institute was to determine which
physical properties the test procedures in use actually measured,
regardless of how the test was conducted and how results were re-Noaiuwj;sTCONFERENCE ON ROAD BUILDINC 73
porte<l. This work, a cooperative study by a number of laboratories,
soon led to the conclusion that there was very poor correlation be-
tween the test results obtained by these various methods. Three ag-
gregates of widely (Iliterent surface characteristics, but of well docu-
mented field performance behavior, were tested by each procedure af-
ter mixing at various asphalt contents. These studies showed that the
Marshall Test Procedure, the Direct Compression Test (ASTM I)
1074-49T),and the Hubbard-Field Test are not critical to asphalt
content. That is, very little reduction in stability results as the asphalt
binder content is increased far beyond the range at which shear
failure (shoving or rutting)is known to occur in the field with
these aggregates.But more important was the finding that the
results obtained with each of these empirical test methods were dc-
pendent upon the procedure employed in preparing the test speci-
mens.Previous studies in some of the cooperating laboratories al-
ready had established the fact that compaction procedure is extremely
important. Further cooperative studies among the Triaxial Institute
members confirmed the observation that kneading-type compaction is
essential in fabricating laboratory specimens typical of asphaltic mixes
compacted in the field with modern construction equipment. Typical
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of the results obtained in these studies are the data shown forone
aggregate and one test procedure in Figure 2.
The next step in these cooperative activities was a comparison
of the various stability test procedures when kneading-typecompac-
tion was used.From these studiesit was again found that test
methods of the direct compression type (e.g., ASTM D1074-49T
and Marshall Test) overemphasized the cohesive resistance of the
asphaltic binder and, as a result, indicated optimum binder contents
greater than those shown by field observations to be suitable. From
this phase of the cooperative studies, it was again demonstrated that
the triaxial test procedure is the only current method which is cap-
able of overcoming the practical and theoretical objections which
have been raised.
Objections to triaxial test procedures
One of the objections frequently raised with respect to the tn-
axial test is that the systems employed in reporting test results are
somewhat confusing because it is difficult to get a physical concept of
the factors;, angle of internal friction, and C, unit cohesion. This
objection is hardly valid as C could just as readily be reported as a
function of tensile strength andcould be expressed as coefficient
of dynamic (kinetic) friction. An even simpler method of reporting
-t
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Frictional Characteristics of Lubricated Copper Surfaces
(Bowden and Tabor)
the test results is in terms ot stlpporting power in pounds per square
inch. Figure 3 can be used for translating measured values of c1 and
C into terms of supporting power. These curves were obtained from
the Boussinesq treatment of the theory of elasticity.
Another objection to current methods of reporting triaxial stabil-
ity resultsis the fact that the usual Coulomb analysis sometimes
leads to curved Mohr envelopes. To offset this objection, several
investigators recently developed mathematical treatments for handling
test results that exhibit curved Mohr envelopes. Even so, many engi-
neers have been greatly concerned over the reasons why bituminous
mixtures should yield curved Mohr envelopes. As shown in Figure
4, a curved Mohr envelope is strictly analogous to the type of fric-
tional resistance exhibited by many metals. That is, the coefficient
of sliding friction often is influenced appreciably by the magnitude
of the normal stress applied to the sliding surfaces (1).
A frequent objection to the Mohr circle analysis of triaxial
stability data is the fact that angles of internal friction greater than
45 degrees often result.This objection is not sound technically.It
probably arises from general experience with lubricated metal sur-
faces where the coefficient of frictioni,is usually less than unity.NORTU \\ LSTCoxciNc: OXROAD BUILDIN(, 77
Figure 5.
Friction Properties of Metals
Coefficient Angle of
of internalfriction
friction (ii) (Tan-1j)
Copper on copper (luhricated) 0.05 3degrees
Copper on copper(fresh
surface, lubricated) 1.0+ 45 ±degrees
Copper on copper (one snrface
degassed) 2.2 66degrees
Copper on copper(both
surfaces degassed) 4.8 78dcgrees
Yickcl on nickel(Itoth
surfaces degassed)------------------------------------- 100 89.tdcgrce
NoteT)ataofRon-deeandTatter,Call fern i aReeareliCoi ioratlonRichmeto
Califo,hid
I'igure 5 isa comparisoll of sliding friction properties of se eral
metal surface combinations (1)Results are reported both in terms
of coefficient of shding friction,i, and in terms of angle of internal
friction,cb,w-hich is the angle whose tangent is equal to p.From
these results itis apparent that sliding metal surfaces also exhibit
angles of internal friction greater than 45 degrees.
Another objection to the analysis of triaxial test data by current
procedures concerns the fact that these procedures assume that the
classical theory of elasticity is valid. This does not seem reasonable
to many in\ estigators becatise asphaltic mixtures are plastic in nature.
Perhqs the greatest support for the suitability of elasticity theory
in analysis of stress (listributioll in highway structures has been l){)
vided by the (_orps of Lngineers' studies (2) at Vicksburg, i\lis
sissippi.These results contrm the fact that the stress distributions
computed front the theory of elasticity are remarkably comparable
'o ith stress (listributiott patterns obtained from actual full scale cx
periments. This exceptional researchork provides strong support
to pa emeitt (lesign procedures based on triaxial stability test reults.
Asa result of the research studies which ha\ e been dicus.-ed
above, the Triaxial Institute group has come to the following con
clusions
1.Triaxial stability test methods hold the greatest promise of
pro\iding asphalt mix design procedures fundamentally and theore-
tically sound in principle.
2.'lest specims'li compactioti procedure is full\important as
the strength determination itself.
3.kneading-type compactioti is essential in the laboratory to
obtain test specimens which exhibit aggregate particle orientation antI78 ENGINEERING EXPERiMENT STATION CIRCULAR 17
strength characteristics comparable to mixtures compacted in the
field.
4.it is useless to attempt further correlations of existing test
methods unless the same compaction procedure is used for the prep-
aration of all specimens.
Rcfercnccs:
(1)'The Friction and Lubrication of Solids," Bowden and
Tabor, 1950, Oxford University Press.
(2)"Stress Distribution in a Homogeneous Soil," Highway
Research Report No. 12-F, 1951.
Discussion:
j. L.SrAcKII0UsE:Was the Marshall test on the same aggre-
gate or on a different aggregate?
V. R.SMITh:Both aggregates were identical and the same.
Participants in discussion:
j. L. Stackhouse, Construction Assistant and Bituminous Engineer, Vv'ash-
ington Department of Highways
V.R.Smith,Engineer,CaliforniaResearchCorporation, Richmond,
California
XII. CONTROLLING THE CLAY CONTENT IN
HIGHWAY MATERIALS
F. N.HVEEII
A general discussion of the factors which influence the per-
formance and quality of highway surfaces and airfield pavements
must necessarily touch upon a great many different phasesthe
location, design features, climatic conditions, type of traffic to be
carried, type of construction, quality of workmanship, funds available,
et cetera. All of these factors may have a bearing upon the perform-
ance, but one consideration will usually outweigh all others.If the
materials used are entirely satisfactory and are properly combined,
most of the other factors will have little or no effect upon the per-
formance.
There are few activities of the civil engineer thattbnot re-
quire a consideration of the soil and the materials of the earth's
surface. These materials have been used by builders and engineers
since the (lawn of civilization, and the use of clays for pottery is
even more ancient. Studies of the soil or of the earth's surface have
been divided into different specialties ;for example, geologists andYowriI \\F SToaIEIENcI:ov1oA1)BvieniN; 79
the studentsof soilsfor agncultural purpos. Ci\ ii eligilleers make
a great deal of use of geological information and have adopted many
of the mineralogical classifications.They have also drawn heavily
upon the ettorts of the soil scientists working in the agricultural field.
Itisnecessary to recognize, howe er, that \\hile much ofaim' can
be secured from workers in other fields, nevertheless the classifica-
tiolis (Ie\ eloped by geologists are not always in accord with the engi-
neering properties of materials, and the interests of the agricultural
expert and his methods of soil classification are also different from
those of thc engineer. As a result, civil engineers and especially high-
av engineers, must (le\ elop their own methods to determine the be-
havior of soils for engineering purposes.
\Vliile many textbooks have been written in tile general field
of soilmechanics, many such treatises rely heavily upon the mathe-
matical approach which necessarily assumes that soil masses are
highly uniform and, therefore. represnl an isotropic mass. Most
practical engineershobuild highways are very much aware, ho
ever, that the ideal soil of the mathematician is rarely encountered
iii actual highway roadbeds, and whether he likes it or not, he must
construct the pavementO\er the soils that exist andith the granular
materials that are economically available.It appears that the ma-
terial s of the earthcrc created to serve a\ arietv of prirposes.
and all types are not suitable for the specialized needs of the high-
way engineer.
In laying tile groundwork for such a construction, itisobvious
that if the engineer or anyone elseisto plan a structure with as-
surance that it\ill carry tile loads and perform as was intended, he
iliust know a great deal abotit the (itlahities of the materials and how
they will act or perform (luring the years in which the structure
is expected to last.
For the prirposes of this discussion, a highway or airfield pa e-
mnent and its supporting base are considered to be a structure, and
theUPl)Fsurface of anyenient is subjected to a variety of(IC-
siructive influences, Among these are the thrusts due to the tractive
ePa rt of vehicles, either in accelerating or decelerating, which may
be (lescnhed as a combination of abrasive action and rolling friction.
The surface of the pavement must alsoi ithstand the effects of
i md and variationin temperature and moisture, in addition to
supporting the weight of the vehicle. The material beneath the pave-
ment is also subjected to several influences, among which are the
ellects opresstlres resulting from vertical loading and the effects
of moisture,It ma',' be argued that low temperatures are also dam-
aging to subgrades, but the ettect is an indirect one as thereis 110
reason to think that any (laniageWOtll(i result from freezing or80 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 17
thawing in the absence of water. Of all the factors or influences
which affect the supporting power and load carrying capacity of soils,
moisture is by far the most important variable.In the absence of
water, virtually all soil materials, whether crushed stone, sand, loam,
or adobe will support any vehicle load that can be carried on pneu-
matic tires, and if the soils beneath highway pavements could be pre-
vented from becoming wet, soil mechanics would have little meaning
and would not be of much concern to the highway engineer. There-
fore, so far as practical applications are concerned, the very title
"Soil Mechanics" is misleading, as the term makes no rfcrence to
the most important and influential element; namely, water. When
engineers mix as little as 5 per cent of liquid asphalt with mineral
aggregate, the resulting combination is called an asphaltic mixture. If
15 per cent of portland cement and water is combined with sand
and gravel, the combination is called portland cement concrete, but
when faced with the necessity of predicting the behavior and sup-
porting power of soil which may contain as much as 25 per cent of
water, the engineer still tends to delude himself by thinking that he
is concerned only with "soil'' mechanics.
As stated before, it was not many years ago when engineers
generally paid very little attention to differences in soil types. Most
railroad and highway engineers learned long ago that classified
excavation is usually a source of trouble and controversy between
the contractor and the engineer. Many states, including the California
Division of Highways, do not classify excavation materials.In
other words, the contractor is paid on the basis of his bid price
whether or not he is moving loose soil or solid rock. In spite of these
simplifications, engineers began to realize some 25 years ago that
materials encountered along the highway routes were not always
giving equally satisfactory performance, and one of the first factors
to receive consideration was compaction. The California Division
of Highways were pioneers in setting up requirements to control
the compaction of soils during construction.
It did not take long to discover that in order to secure the maxi-
mum efficiency with field compaction equipment, careful control of
the moisture content was necessary. However, with the passage of
time and increasing study of the problem, it was evident that thorough
compaction alone was not enough to guarantee satisfactory support
in all types of soils, and it became apparent that there was need for
some laboratory test procedure that would evaluate the capacity of
the soil to sustain loads when in its most vulnerable condition of
density and moisture content.
Dating from Coulomb's time,(1736-1806), most theoretical
discussions on soil mechanics recognize that the entire structural\ORTf[\vFST CoNFnnNcI'; OX ROAD BUIeDING 81
strength of soils rests upon two distinct properties ; namely, internal
friction and cohesion. The stability of slopes and emhankments, the
pressures against retaining walls, and the ability to sustain vertical
loads, all depend upon a combination of these properties; namely,
friction between the rock or soil particles and any cohesive forces
which may exist.The laws governing the frictional resistance be-
tween solid particles are probably very complex, and itisto be
doubted whether the nature of this phenomenon is clearly understood
even today, but for practical purposes variations in frictional resist-
ance may be well enough defined in the terms used by Aniontons,
who was oneofthe first to investigate frictional phenomena.
Amontons' law states that the resistance to sliding between adja-
cent particles in contact varies with the nature of the surfaces, di-
i-ectiv with the pressure which holds the surfaces together, and is
independent of the speed and the apparent area in contact. The com-
mon definition of cohesion as used in soil mechanics texts, does not
correspond to the dictionary definition, and it is generally stated that
the cohesive resistance in soils is that part of the resistance zeliich
(IDesnotvaryNit/I thepressure. This is a rather negative definition,
but agrees with the observed behavior of viscous liquids as the in-
ternal friction of liquids is virtually independent of the pressure,
and the resistance developed by a film of viscous material between
t\vo solid bodies varies directly with the area and with the speed
ofaction, hut is largely independentofthe pressure.
\Vhile the civil engineer considers that the termsoil'' includes
all materials of the earths mantle, including gravel and sands as well
as the silts and loams, it is true that virtually all such materials con-
tain ii greater or less percent-tgeofextremely fine particles having
the special properties of plasticity and mobility that are character-
stie of the clay minerals.If there isa complete absence of the clay
fraction, the material finer than a Xo. 4 sieve is to all intent and
purposes a sand, even though sonic of the particles are very small
and, of course, most clays possess properties that are not solely at-
tributable to small particle size alone.It is not the purpose of this
paper to attempt any discussion on the intimate shape and composi-
tion of the clay particles. From the standpoint of the highway engi-
neer who is attempting to evaluate the behavior of soils as an engi-
neering material, it is sufficient to recognize that when combined with
sufficient water, most clays are very effective lubricants and when a
sufticient quantity of clay is intermixed with the coarser granular
portion of a soil, lubrication will develop whenever enough water is
added.\s the ability of soils to resist deformation depends very
largely on the internal friction, wet clay has the effect of reducing
or canceling out the frictional resistance,it may also be pointed82 ENGINEERING EXPERIMI:N'I' STATION CIRCULAR 17
out that the so-called cohesive resistance is almost entirely due to
theclayfractionsand,therefore,cleansands are noncohesive.
Again, we must note the important part played by water as finely
ground dry clay particles exhibit no cohesive properties.Tf water
is added to a dry soil, the cohesive resistance will normally increase
with the addition of moisture, an(l in most cases the frictional re-
sistance will not be greatly impaired until a certain amount of niols-
ture is added. Beyond this point, the friction will (lirninish, but the
cohesive resistance may continue to increase up to some point of
higher moisttlre content, after which both values will (liminish as
the soil approaches a completely fluid state.
As a wet clay fraction reduces the internal resistance by lubrica-
tion but may increase the resistance by improving the cohesion, it
is necessary to determine something of the relative importance of
these two properties.
As this paper is alleged to be on the practical side, I will not
resort to theoretical discussion, but simply point out that both field
and laboratory experience demonstrates that, of the two basic prop-
erties, resistance (lue to friction is of the greatest magnitude and
therefore the most important when dealing with typical soils or
grantilar materials.Beds of clean sand, even when wet, have long
been known to furnish excellent foundation support, provided a
reasonable thickness of surfacing material is placed above. Crushed
stone or gravels with nmeasurable cohesion are excellent for base
course construction, and are able to withstand virtually any vehicle
load if covered with relatively thin surfaces having the requisite
tensile strength. On the other hand, plastic soils or asphaltic mixtures
having high cohesive values but little internal friction dre rarely ade-
quate to sustain vehicle loads.it is realized, of course, that if the
cohesive or tensile strength could he made sufficiently high, internal
friction would not be necessary.
Metals are typical substances having little or no internal friction
and where the resistance values are almost entirely due to the cohesive
or tensile strength.However, natural soils containing appreciable
amounts of water are not capable of developing such high cohesive
values and, therefore, the internal friction is the most important
property. This conclusion is in accord with the observation that an
excessive amount of clay is detrimental and soils or gravel contain-
ing high percentages of clay invariably become unstable and lack
stipporting power when wet.
Having recognized the generally adverse influence of clays, it
is pertinent to inquire whether there are differences in performance
due to the type of clay, as it is well-known that there are numerous
types and classes among the clay minerals.While specialists andNorT1 \VFSTCoxFEREN CE ON ROAD RITDING 83
experts in cmv technology mtist pertorce recognize nianv of the
variants and peculiarities of clays, the highway engineer has gone a
long way if he recognizes three main groups: namely, kaolinite. illite.
and montmorillonite. Again, lie is only concerned with their physical
properties and it is well-known that most clays of the niontiiiorillonite
class possess a very high affinity for water, typically showing con-
siderable expansion or swelling and when wet are very ettective
lubricants.lKaolinite is at the other end of the scale, having, in
general, a much lower capacity fcr water aml retaining a g-reater
internal resistance due to friction than is the case with bentonite.
for example.I llite clays appear to be somewhat intermediate.
In addition to the particle shape or structural differences that
arc characteristic of each of these types of clay,itis also evident
that the physical properties may be markedly affected byniall addi-
tions of water soluble salts or other Organic or inorganic compounds.
A knowledge of these behavior patterns and the effects of such
elements on the fluidity and plasticity of clays is, of course, one of
the essential branches of clay technology and rcquirespecialized
knowledge which the average highway engineer, or even a well
equipped highway materials department can hardly hope to command.
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The engineer's interest, however, is primarily involved in the
(luestion of the over-all effect of the particular clay when the soil
becomes wet and the primary question is the effect on the struc-
tural stability which, as stated above, really involves the possible
reduction in internal friction, Figure 1.
In order to measure the ability of soils and granular materials
to sustain loads, many tests have been devised, one of which is used
in the laboratory of the California Division of Highways. This test-
ing procedure makes it possible to prepare soil specimens by first
introducing sufficient water tofill the void space, compacting to a
state of density comparable to that developed in most highway bases
and basement soil layers, and then to measure the resistance to (Ic-
formation. The instrument has been given the name of "stabilorneter."
Basically, it is a form of plastometer and the test reflects primarily
the internal friction or degree of lubrication, with cohesive resistance
playing a minor part.
When being tested in this instrument, a compacted sample is
subjected to a vertical load which may be varied at will, but for
highway purposes is typically 160 psi.The instrument makes it
possible to measure the lateral pressure transmitted by the specimen,
Figure 3.Figure 2 is a chart showing characteristic curves illustrat-
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ing loss in stability or internal resistance of a crushed sandy gravel
due to the addition of increments of plastic clay. This test is used
as a basis for calculating the supporting value of the soil, and by
use of suitable formulas itis possible to compute the thickness of
cover courses of bases and pavement which will be necessary to sup-
port vehicle loads of a given magnitude and number of repetitions.
These test procedures have been reported in considerable detail
elsewhere and will not be discussed further here. The stabilometer
test and the elaborate compaction equipment require(l to produce
specimens that are characteristic of soils in place in the roadbed,
mean that this test procedure is virtually restricted to a fairly large,
well equip)ed laboratory.
It is essential, however, that the engineers in charge of Con-
struction should have some ready and convenient means for detect-
ing the presence of excessive amounts of adverse clay or fine ma-
terialsTn view of the fact that the lubricating effect of clay or
of any other material is dependent upon the volume of, or the thick-
ness of, film between the particles, the mostfundamental relation-
ship (lepen(lS upon the effective volume of clay that exists in each86 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 17
soil. In order to speed up the testing operation by avoiding the need
for weighing the sample and drying out in an oven, a test has been
developed called the "Sand Equivalent Determination." The test is
applied to a sample of granular base material passing a No. 4 sieve,
and the relationship between the quantity of clay present and the
amount of coarser sand particles in the soil is developed on a volume
basis and the test results indicate whether the volume of "sand" is
either high or low, hence, the name "Sand Equivalent."
Essentially, the test is performed by shaking a sample of the fine
aggregate vigorously in a transparent cylinder containing a special
solution (Figure 5), and noting the relative volumes of sand and of
the partially sedimented clay after standing for 20 minutes. The en-
tire operation can be carried through in less than 40 minutes.
In order to speed up the sedimentation of the fine clays or
colloidal particles, a flocculating agent was required, and a solution
Sand
u't
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of calcium chloride was selected on accountofits relativelylO\VCost,
stability, and non-irritating pr0pelties. As illtisti'ated in Figure 4,
a small amount of bentonite is, in lubricating effect, equal to a much
greater weight of kaolinite, and the strength of the CaCl2solution
was adjusted to the pout where 5cr cent of hcntointe x'ould qive
an. S. E. rcadinçi apj'roxnnatclv equal to that produced by 21 per
cent of kaolinte after a sedimentation period of 20 minutes. This
relationship appeared to be best established by using a 0.025N Ca
Cl2solution.However, the strength of the solution is not critical
for most natural soilstherefore, a working solutionof0.05N has
been adopted and will he riied until accumulated experience flay
warrant a change.
After sonic experience \vith the calcium chloride solution, it was
found that the addition of a small amount of glycerin produced a
stabilizing effect, and test results were mare readily reproducible
when made on carefully quartered samples.l'inally,it was noted
that the calcium-chloricle-gl cerin solution was not sterile and certain
nioul(ls tended to grove.In order to sterilize the solution, formal-
(lellyde vas added.
For a complete description of test procedure and the method
of calculating the sand equivalent value, see Appendix.
\Vlicn the' Sand Eqtnvalcnt Test was first developed,it was
hoped that it would furnish a good indication of the over-all resist-
ance value of the soil. A correlation does exist, but it is not sharply
defined throughout the scale. The reasons, therefore. are not difficult
to understand ifitis recognized that the abilityofa mass of soil
or granular material passing a No. 4 sieve to resist deformationwill
depend upon the following factors.
Summary of factors affecting resistance value of soil
1.The amount of lubricant mixed with the sand fraction, i.e.,
asphalt, clay plus water, etc.
2.The effectiveness or efficiency of the lubricating fraction.
Wet bentonite is a better lubricant than kaolinitc, for example.)
3.The degree of roughness or irregularity of the sand grains
or rock particles.
4.The amount of void space in the sand fractionofthe soil.
5.The amount of intermingled coarse rock retained on a No.
4 sieve.
\Ve readily perceive that of these five variables, the Sand Equi-
valent Determination is primarily an indication of No. I.Tt attempts
to compensate for No. 2 by means of the type of solution used.It
cannot indicate the variation caused by No. 3, and as presently per-
formed, (lees not make allowance for No. 4, althoughitseems88 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 17
possible that means for making this correction may be worked out.
Allowance for the effects of No. 5 need to be made if the coarse
aggregate exceeds 25 or 30 per cent of the total.Therefore, in
order to evaluate the combined effect of all factors, some test such
as the stabilometer is necessary. However, experience has shown
that one of the principal variables is the amount of clay present and
it may readily be determined that when the Sand Equivalent value
is greater than 30, the clay fraction is not sufficiently large to have
much influence on the resistance value of an untreated soil.
Application and tentative sand equivalent limits
Very small amounts of clay may be detrimental to the perform-
ance of bituminous mixtures, especially when the clay exists as a
coating on the surfaces of the sand grains. As the Sand Equivalent
Determination furnishes a ready means for detecting the presence
of such fine materials, a tentative scale of values has been set up
to permit rapid testing and quick determination in the field.At
the present time, SE values are being included in the specifications
of the California Division of Highways.
The following limits are proposed for each of the classes of
aggregates listed:
Sand equivalent
mininuim
Crusher run or gravel base materials ---------------------------------- 30
Aggregates and selected materials
for road mix bituminous treatment ------------------------------------ 3
Aggregates for plant mix
bituminous surface --------------------------------------------------------------------4.5
Aggregates for asphaltic concrete
or Class A plant mix ----------------------------------------------------------------
Concrete sand ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 80
By comparing SE test values to other test results, it was found
that the majority of soils showing high expansion under soaking
may also be identified by means of the sand equivalent.It has been
the general practice in California in the past to consler that any
soils showing an expansion greater than 5 per cent on specimens
prepared for the CBR will be unsuitable for placing in the upper
levels of the roadbed.It appears that the same class of soils could
be identified and segregated by stipulating that any soils having a
SE less than 10 should not be placed in the upper layers of the
roadbed, as they are also likely to develop excessive expansion and
certainly will have little supporting power when saturated.
Sand equivalent values are definitely influenced by the amount
of fine dust in the sample, and a plot of SE values versus either
percentage of'sand" or percentage of dust will usually result inIOC
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Effect of Various Fine Materials
on the Sand Equivalent
a smooth curve for each material.However, there is a marked
difference in the relationship, depending upon the type of dust or
fine material present.
Figure 6 is a plot showing the relationship between SE values
and the total percentage of dust added to a sample of standard
Ottawa sand.It will be noted that only about 6 per cent of clay is
required to produce a SE value of30,whereas it will require33
per cent of fine quartz dust and 44 per cent of limestone or rock
(lust.
Figure 7 is an illustratioii of the values developed from a variety
of materials that have been testedin the stabilorneter and the SE
values determined.There is evidence that mixtures of sand, silt,90 EXGINEERING LXPERIMENT STXI'IoN CIRCULAR 1/
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Sand Equivalent versus Resistance Value
and clay develop optimum resistance values when sand equivalents
fall in the range of 30 to 70, while clean sands without (lust tend to
drop off somewhat in R-value. While certain materials do show an
adequate resistance value with a SE as low as 20, many others fall
off very markedly and it is believed that any material having a SE
less than 30 under the methods of test described herein, will be too
critical and offers too small a margin of safety to be used in im-NoRTIfwEs-I' CONFERENCE ON ROAD BUILDING 91
portant layers of base or subbase intended to support a costly high-
way surface course.
The symbols on the chart in Figure 7 are intended to illustrate
the approximate classification of the materials.It will be noted that
clean cohcsionless sands show very high SE valuesSands mixed
with silt and some clay fall at intermediate points, while the clays
and silty clay mixtures are, in general, very low.
From the foregoing, it will be apparent that the SE is useful
in detecting the presence of adverse amounts of clay in granular
base materials.It may also be used to limit the amount of fine dust
or clay that may exist as a coating on particles of mineral aggregate
intended for bituminous mixtures.It may be used as a quick field
test to control the amount of adverse clays in concrete sands. The
junior engineer or inspector who performs the test should, in time,
become very much aware of the effects of the clay fraction in
pavement and base materials.
In conclusion, it may be stated that the suitability of soils for
engineering purposes depends largely upon their ability to remain
in place and to support whatever loads may be placed upon them,
either by a permanent engineering structure or by transient vehicle
loads. A study of the properties which distinguish the more satis-
factory from the less satisfactory soils, indicates that in the majority
of cases clays are detrimental to stability and it is apparent that wet
clay has the effect of a lubricant in diminishing the natural resistance
due to friction that would otherwise exist.It is necessary that the
civil engineer responsible for construction of any form of earth work
should be informed not only concerning the quantity of clay minerals
that are present, but also should know something of their nature and
their l)otential influence on the engineering properties of the soil.
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APPENDIX
Test Procedure
Sand Equivalent Test
Scope
This test is intended to serve as a rapid field test to show the relative
amounts of plastic fines in graded aggregates and soils.
Apparatus
1. A transparentgraduatedmeasuring
cylinder having an internaldiameter ofLI
inches, a height of about 17 inches, and gradua-
tions up to 15 inches by tenths, beginning at
the bottom.
2.An irrigator tube made ofinch out-
side diameter brass or copper tubing. One end
is closed to form a wedge-shaped point. Two
holes (drill size 60) are drilled laterally through
the flat side of the wedge near the point.
3. A one-gallonbottle with siphon as-
seMbly consisting of a two-hole stopper and a
bent copper tube. The bottle is placed three feet
above the working table.
4. A length of 3/16 inch rubber tubing
with a pinch clamp for shutting off the flow.
This tubing is used to connect the irrigator tube
to the siphon assembly.
5. A weighted foot consisting of a metal
rod 18 inches long, having at the lower end a
one inch diameter conical foot. The foot has
three small centering screws to center it loosely
in the cylinder. A cap to fit the top of the
cylinder fits loosely around the rod and serves
to center the top of the rod in the cylinder. A
weight is attached to the top end of the rod to
give an assembly weight of one kilogram.
6. A 3-ounce size measuring can (88 ml
capacity).
7. A wide-mouth funnel for transferring
soil into the cylinder.
8.Stock solution:
454 grams (1Ib)tech. anhydrous
calcium chloride
2050 grams (1640 ml) U.S.P. gly-
cerine
47 grams (45 ml) formaldehyde (40
volume solution)
Figure 8.
Dissolve the calcium chloride ingallon of water. Cool and filter through
Whatman No. 12 or equal filter paper. Add the glycerine and formaldehyde to
the filtered solution, mix well, and dilute to one gallon. The water may be
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9.Working solution.Dilute 88 ml of the stock solution to one gallon
with tap water. The graduated cylinder filled to 4.4 inches contains the re-
quired 88 ml. Questionable water may be tested by comparing results of sand
equivalent tests on identical samples using solutions made with the questionable
water and with distilled water.
Procedure
1.Preparation of sample. The material used in the test is the portion
of the sample passing the No. 4 sieve. Therefore, if the sample contains coarse
rock, it must be screened on a
No. 4 sieve and the lumps of
finer material must be broken
down. If the original sample is (\
not damp it should be dampened
with water before screening. If
the coarse aggregate carries a
coating that is not removed by
the screening operation, dry the
coarse aggregate and rub it be-
tween the hands, adding the re-
sulting dust to the fines.
2.Startthesiphonby
blowing intothetop of the
solution bottle through a short
piece of tubing while the pinch
clamp isopen. The apparatus
is now ready for use.
3.Siphont h eworking
solution into the cylinder to a
depth of four inches.
4.Pour one measuring can
full of the prepared soil sample
into the cylinder. One can full
amounts to about 110 grams of
average loose material. Tap the /
bottom of the cylinder firmly
on the heel of the hand several
tim e stodislodgeanyair
bubbles and to aid in wetting
the sample. Allow to stand for Figure 9.
10 minutes.
5.At the end of the 10-minute feriod stopper the cylinder and shake
vigorously from side to side, holding ahorizontalposition as illustrated. Make
90 cycles in about 30 seconds, using a "throw" of about 8 inches. A cycle con-
sists of a complete back and forth motion. To successfully shake the sample at
this speed, it will be necessary for the operator to shake with the forearms only,
relaxing the body and shoulders. See Figure 10.
6.Remove the stopper and insert the irrigator tube.Rinse down the
sides, then insert the tube to the bottom of the cylinder. Wash the clayey
material upward out of the sand by applying a gentle stabbing action with the
tube while revolving the cylinder slowly. When the liquid level rises to 15
inches, raise the irrigator tube slowly without shutting off the flow so that theNORTHWEST CONFERENCE ON ROAD BUILDING 95
liquidlevelis maintained at
about 15 inches while the tube
is being withdrawn. Regulate
the flow just before the tube
is entirely withdrawn and ad-
just thefinalI e v el to15
inches. Allow to stand undis-
turbed for exactly 20 minutes.
Any vibration or movement of
the cylinder during this time
will interfere with the normal
settling rate of the suspended
clay and willcause an er-
roneous result.
7.At the end of the 20-
minute period, record the level
of the top of the clay suspen-
sion. Read to the nearest 0.1
inch.
8.Gently1 o w e rthe
ci1ii ed footinto the cylin-
Figure 11.
Figure 10.
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der until it conies to rest on the sand. Twist the rod slightly without pushing
down until one of the centering screws can be seen. Record the level at the
center of the screw.
9.Calculate the sand equivalent by using the following formula:
Reading at top of sand
SE= X100
Reading at top of clay
If the sand equivalent value is less than the specified value, perform two
additional tests on the same material and take the average of the three as the
sand equivalent.
10.To empty the cylinder, stopper and shake up and down in an inverted
position until the sand plug is disintegrated, then empty immediately.Rinse
twice with water. Do not expose plastic cylinders to direct sunlight any more
than is necessary.
Discussion.
MR. HILL:Can you tie this test in with the plasticity index?
F. N. HVEEM:Yes, soils of low plasticity index will show a
fairly high value, but the deviation can be considerable. The plastic-
ity index units are simply an indication of the amount of water in
the material. This test is used to separate poor materials from good
materials.
R. HARSCIT:Have you investigated the relationships set within
certain limits for material passing a 40 mesh screen, and do you
have any relations worked out for small size screens?
F. N. HVEEM: We haven't any relationships established yet
thatzork very well. Elimination of the 40 mesh sand is a somewhat
unexplored field as yet. All soils that gave a high expansion on the
CBR test also showed sand equivalents below 10.It has been shown
that soils having a sand equivalent content of 10 or less usually
designate a poor type soil.
J. L. STACKHOUSE:In taking soil tests by the old methods
where silt was present, it took some time to complete the test. Now
a test can be made in 30 seconds and it really helps the boys in the
field.
F. N. HVEEM:Thank you, John, that is very pleasant to hear.
A two per cent clay content can ruin a seal mixture of asphalt. Many
times aggregates have to be washed quite thoroughly to get rid of
this fine clay content. The test is being applied so that the amount
of fine clay to be eliminated from the aggregate can be calculated.
R. HARSCII:Has the test procedure been published on how to
conduct the sand equivalent test?
F. N. HVEEM:Copies which show how this test can be carried
out have been printed and can be given out here. Mr. Stackhouse
implied it allows the field engineer to observe the borrow pit and afterN0RTTI\vI;sT CONFERENCE ON ROAD BLILDIN(; 97
running a few of these tests oii the material he can determine by
visual inspection the amount of fine clay in the material.
R. HAnscil :A sand equivalent of 30 for base courses, would
that apply to the material immediately under an asphalt mix
F. N. Hvci:.i :Yes, that is true, a sand equivalent of 30 for
gravel base will support the required design load.
Participants in discussion
F. X. Hveem, Materials arid Research Engineer, California Division of
Highways, Sacramento, California
XIII. CONTROL OF LANDSLIDES
IR. G. HENNES
INTRODUCTION BY LDGAR M. HoRwoon
We at the University of Washington are always interested in
highway work ranging from soils all the way through plain solid
rock.Recently, Professor Hennes has devoted a substantial amount
of his time to the Washington Research Council of which he is chair-
man, and which is under his direction. The Washington Research
Council also works with the aid of the group at Washington State
College.
In a recent publication of the Washington Research Council con-
cerning the State's interest in highways, the Research Council has
adopted a formula based on a number of interesting findings, all of
which added or multiplied together, make the general State index
ofinterest.
This is the book which, I understand, the legislature threw at
those particular members who introduce special hills for someone's
personal extension to the highway system. Anyone interested in a
copy ofthe Research Council's publication may write to Bob Hennes
at the University of Washington.
Mn. HEN NES
The prevention of future landslides and the analysis of past
landslides are much simpler objectives than the control of an active
landslide. Any landslide is, in fact, an uncontrolled moving niass
of earth. The forces involved are apt to run into many thousands
of tons and the thought of arresting an active slide by investing in
the construction of external resistance is too often an extravagant
notion.Control of a moving earth mass, if at all feasible, can be
economically achieved only by making the fullest use of the potential
pover of resistance possessed by the earth itself.98 LNG1NEI:RING LXPERIMI:NT STATION CIRCFLAR 17
Most engineers and geologists who have devoted much tme to
the stu(lV of landslides have been concerned mainly with claseification.
As a result we have excellent discussions of the characteristics of
slumps, slides, slips, creep, mudflows, earthflows, avalanches, rock-
falls, and related earth movements.In practice, such attempts at
classification serve a very useful function in providing the engineer
with an appropriate set of pigeonholes in which to file away his ex-
periences for future reference.Methods of control that proved
effective in (lealing with a Past earthflow are more apt to be successful
with a future earthflow than with a future rockslide. Diagnosis and
treatment of disease based upon observation of the symptoms might
very well be a more practical procedure than an attempt at identify-
ing the responsible bacteria by microscopic examination of the patient.
There are manengineering Problems that yield most readily to
similar methods.
A disadvantage in complete dependence upon classification pro-
cedures is that the habit of emphasizing the distinctive (lifferences
between various types of earth movement may lead to ignoring their
common properties. All kinds of landslides and earthflows have one
most important feature in conimonthev are all shear failures. Be-
cause earth has negligible tensile strength, the stability of any earth
mass depends upon shear resistance.The factor of safety is cx-
pressed by the ratio
Available Shear Resistance
Actual Shear Stress
The engineer can l)rofitably 5pend soiiie time in occasional re-
flection on this simple expression. The safety of an earth slope can
be improved only by increasing the ntmnierator or by decreasing the
denominator of this fraction, regardless of how the earth movement
may be classified.
Shear stress
The intensity of shearing stresses is determined by the (lesign of
the cut or embankment. Stress increases with height or depth of the
slope, with its steepness, and with the unit weight of the earth.In
the case of natural slopes the shear stress can be reduced by flattening
the slope, by cutting benches or berms in the slope, or by placing
a compensating fill at the toe.Each of these measures is adopted
Un(ler suitable circumstances, but all of them find only limited ap-
plication in practice because of the time or expense involved. Re-
ducing the unit weight is seldom possible.Ideally, this could be done
by (Iraining a saturated soil, but the less stable materials are seldom
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of a saturated soil would he decreased by raising the water table, but
the point has little practical significance in the consideration of land-
slidesasthere would be important disadvantagesin any such
(levelopnlent.
Shear resistance
While a slide may be caused by stress increases, such as those
resulting from imprudent excavation at the toe, the controlofland-
slides is less frequently achieved by reduction in stress than by in-
creasing the strength of the soil.It is a matter of common knowledge
that clays become stiffer as they dry out.Unfortunately, allthe
water in an intact bed of clay is held as films on the surfaces of the
soil particles and cannot be drained by the force of gravity. Under
rather exceptional conditions it is feasible to drain clay by evapora-
tion, and ventilation shafts or tunnels have been driven into soft clay
so that dry air can evaporate the soil moisture, in more permeable
silt deposits the moisture content can be reduced by evacuating the
air from well-points.
All of the above methods find rather infrequent use, mainly
because changes in the water content of any large mass of cla' occur
very slowly. A more common, and more effective method of stabil-
izing a landslide involves drainage, not of the clay itself, but of under-
lying or interspersed strata of permeable soil.In such cases direct
gravitational drainage is often practicable. The object is to reduce
the hydrostatic pressure of the ground water. This reduction serves
two purposes: first, it also reduces the seepage force which otherwise
acts to dislodge the whole earth masssecond, by reducing uplift it
increases grain-to-grain soil pressure, with a corresponding increase
in frictional resistance to sliding.By this means a substantial in-
crease in the safety factor can frequently be obtained at relatively
low cost. A practical discussion of landslide control, accordingly.
could almost wholly be limited to a description of the various cx-
pedients which have proven successful in lowering the water table
in an unstable earth slope.
Intercepting ditches
Where the drainage area behind a landslide is relatively small,
it is often practical to lower the significant part of the water table
by intercepting surface and shallow drainage toward the slide area.
Such intercepting ditches provide more reliable service when pro-
vided with a pipe drain at the bottom, preferably resting upon an
underlying impervious stratum, Where no such impermeable layer
exists at a reasonable depth, the drain is more effective when the
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or upon paving, it is important that the pipe be covered by successive
layers of stone or gravel and sand, graded from coarse down to fine.
When properly designed these layered filters afford drainage into the
pipe without silting up or creating underground erosion.
Intercepting (lrains are especially useful when there is a perched
water table or swamp near the crest of the slide, or when borings
disclose water-bearing crevices in the clay.
Vertical wells
Where sand pockets or relatively permeable strata are en-
countered within or underlying the unstable clay mass at depths too
great for open-cut trench drains, these sand deposits can be tapped
by vertical wells.Such wells are most effective when the casing is
withdrawn and the drill hole backfilled with sand and gravel of ap-
propriate grading. As in the case of trench backfill, the grading
must be carefully selected to prevent silting, while still permitting
free drainage. The wells themselves drain through horizontal pipes
that are jacked into the slope.
The filter grading that has been mentioned above may be formu-
lated as follows
1.The sieve opening which will pass 15 per cent (by weight)
of the filter aggregate shall be not more than four times as large as
the sieve opening which passes 85 per cent of the adjoining soil. This
provision is to prevent the filter layer from being clogged with fines
from the protected soil.
2.The sieve opening which will pass 15 per cent of the filter
aggregate shall be at least four times as large as the sieve opening
which will pass 15 per cent of the adjoining soil.This provision
assures adequate drainage without excessive seepage pressure.
Horizontal wells
Tncreasecl use is being made of perforated tubing which is placed
in horizontal drill holes. The latter are bored or jetted into the slope
wherever there is reason to believe that they may assist in drainage.
This method is relatively cheap and has been found to be effective.
In theory, at least, this procedure appears to involve some hazard of
subsidence through the erosion of fine soil, since filter protection is
not easily arranged in this setup.
Tunnels
The most effective stabilization of a clay mass is to be achieved
through tunnels that are constructed to provide evaporation surfaces
where stiffening the soil would be most effective. Tn this, as in other
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static pressure, but the tunnel method hasthe additional advantage
of producing a notable reduction in water content, as well.Tunneling
is so expensive that its use must be restricted to the mostimportant
localities.
The application of vacuum to vertical or horizontal wellsshould
affect silts much as tunnels improve clay. Unfortunately, mostengi-
neers are adverse to slide controlmethods that involve maintenance
or operational attention.
Discussion:
V. L. G000NIcwI' :Who pays for property damage from slides?
R. G.HENNES:This has been up to the property owner. Many
people feel that landslides occurring in cities areoccurring through
leakage of water pipes or sewer mains. In most cases, if thisis true,
it will be proven that the landslide occurred first andcaused the pipes
to crack, which then increased the flowof leakage water.If the
construction has been up to par it would be very difficultfor the
property owner to have the city pay damagesfor landslides.
V. L. GO0DNIGIIT:Did you have an opportunity to visit the
landslides in Astoria?
R. G. HEN NES:No, not at Astoria, butIdid see some at
Tongue Point.
V. R.SrITH:Do we have standard laboratory and field test-
ing methods, or are theoretical methods used to computethat data
which will allow us to cut these safety factors down to aslow as
1.5?
R. G. HENNES :As far as earth dams are concerned,Idon't
think they are designed with a safety factor in mind.A factor as
low as 1.25 has been used for other type dams, but aF.S. of 1.5
should be usedHow ever, sometimes for levee work the safety
factor is around 125 .Standard practices have allowed us to use
this low factor of safety.
V. R SM ITI-1 :Have there been any new theoretical treatments
in this problem of landslides, or do the old methods of, say20 years
ago, still apply
R. G.Hl:NNF:s:Basically, the old methods still apply. Fifteen
to twenty \ears ago much less wasknown of water seepage, where
as now, today, the flowriet hasbeen one of the biggest developments
in estimating the flow tinder dams.
L. F. Scm ....Recently Tongue Point had a slide lust behind
the sewage plant. The fill slid down into aditch just above the sew-
age plant, which caused acompound slide. At the present time drain-102 ENGINEE1UNG EXPERIMENTSTATiON CIRCULAR17
age has been applied to stabilize this area. Ground water level varied
from 15 to 40 feet.
R. G. HEN NES:i'm not too familiar with this particular slide.
F. N. Hvgiur:I would like to see water pumped from the wells
instead of open topside, which would requiresome research as to
cost, but I think it would be an interesting field.
L. E. SCOTT:Pertaining to this slide at Tongue Point,one
well was pumped but when the pump quit the water continuedto
rise.However, the water was checked at a low level if thepump
was operating continuously.
R. G. HEN NES:in this case I don't think it would beeco-
nomical to use a pump because the water in thiscase was entering
the well faster than is usually encountered.
E. M. H0Rw00D:I thought someone would be pumping asphalt
into the well to stop the flow of water.
Participants in discussion:
R. G. Hennes, Professor of Civil Engineering, University of Washington
V. L. Goodnight, City Engineer, Corvallis, Oregon
V. R. Smith,Engineer,CaliforniaResearchCorporation,Richmond,
California
E. M. Horwood, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering, University of
Washington
XIV. WHAT ARE GOOD PUBLIC RELATIONS?
OREN L. KING
Good public relations must be dynamic, positive, progressive,
and based upon performance. You can't have a good public relations
program that will stand the test of public criticism unless you are
doing the kind of job you are sincerely proud of and which will
merit the approval of the people.
Now then, so far as good work which we can be proud ofas road
builders, we are not concerned about thateveryone here is interested
in the best methods of road buildingproper design, adequate speci-
fications, drainage, material standards, etc. The present road tests
under way in idaho for the benefit of highway engineers allover
the countrycontinuous progress in gra(le separations and freeways,
as well as improved city street design, and county farm to market
roads, all illustrate that we, as road builders, are endeavoring to do
a good job.
You have heard the formula, performance plus reporting equals
public relations. We're not so concerned about the performanceasN0R'rII\vasr Coxeeiexce oxRoAD Bt:IlDIx(; 103
we are about proper reporting. \Ve riced todevelop a public relations
program to better inform the motoring publicof the benehts to be
derived from better roads. This program should be concise and in-
formative, outlining a long range, 10- or 1 -vear over-all roadbuild-
ing program. lor example, 68 per cent of the 219,000 miles ofrural
primary system linking our citiestogether needs major improve-
ment.Extensive repair is required on 67 per cent of our 16,000
miles of Lnited States highways in cities, as well asthousands
ofmiles of city streets throughout the nation. The interstate system
of 37,000 miles, which is part of the primary network, needs agood
(leal of work, and the country's 429,000 miles of secondaryroads
present a serious problem ; 62,000 miles of them areunder par. To
implement these programs with proper financial support over a10-
or 1 s-year period, will necessitate athorough and well-defined public
relations program.This public relations program must show the
people that their investment in good roads will be returned many
times through decreased insurance rates, conservationoftime, safer
traveling conditions, as well as savings in the conservation ofvehicles,
that present moneys allocated for highways are onlyabout enough
to do one-half of the stop-gap work that needs tobe (lone immediately,
and that good roads benefit everybody, whether they live withinrural
areas or within cities.It might be interesting to distribute pamphlets
to the motoring public, asking them to grade thehighwa s they travel
on in a similar manner as the highwayengineers ;that is, giving
so many points to shoulder widths,surface widths, stopping sight
distances, consistency of alignment, passing sight distances, etc.Of
course, a good public relations programwould (lefine these categories
so that the average motorist wouldunderstand them.
Tn supporting a public relations program of this kind, priority
systems must be based upon actual needs, showing whichroads and
highways should have first attention.tou are probably familiar with
the system developed by Arizona to determine which roadsshould
be fixed first. This system, called self-sufficiency rating,and adopted
by the Bureau of Public Roads, grades each mile ofroad like a
school paper100 is perfect.Itis scored on three qualifications
conditions, 40 points ;safety, 30 points ; and service, 30 points. This
system, properly set up on a state-widebasis as well as a lederal
basis, would give highway and road builders, as well aslegislators,
basic facts upon which to determine a priority systemfor the
development of the entire 640,000 miles in the Federal aid system,
as well as on state, county,and city roads and streets.
In the Eugene-Springfield metropolitan area wehave recently
completedl a route analysis study through the traffic engineering per-
sonnel of the State Highway Department.This study sets up a104 ENGINEERING EXPERiMENT STATION CIRCULAR 17
priority system for city streets, county roads, and highway improve-
ment for the next 10 years, involving an estimated expenditure of
six and one-half million dollars, withan estimated over-all expendi-
ture of nineteen and one-half million to implement the entirepro-
gram over the next 15 or 20 years. This plan was completed through
the cooperation of the State Highway Department, Lane County, and
the cities of Eugene and Springfield in an endeavor to correlate the
construction of our city streets, county roads, and state highways
into an integrated long range program basedupon the priorities of
actual use and needs. This type of program, either local, state,or
Federal, is necessary as a background and basis for a proper public
relations program to finance and carry through these various projects.
Proper planning and continued uniform performance should be
the basis for a public relations program that will implement the
financial support of these programs and carry them through to the
benefit of all concerned. Our work as road builders and engineers is
so technical and absorbing that we are prone to overlook the report-
ing half of the equation, both in minor details as well as large over-all
programs.
Three examples: one, of minor details from a field survey party,
two routes (6 surveys), Charles D. Vail (Preliminary alignment and
typography across part of the Continental Divide); two, given by a
division engineer (on the construction of a 1,700 foot bridge across
the Delores River) ;three, that of a bulldozer operator opening up
a new city street.These examples illustrate that proper reporting
is important to public relations whether or not it comes from a
chainman, equipment operator, division engineer, or a State High-
way engineer. We are all part of the team.
Public relations, backed by performance, has paid off for private
industrylet's tell them our story about road building whether it's
city streets, county roads, or state and Federal highways. It is hard
to believe that the average citizen, if well-informed and courteously
treated, will not respect the purposes outlined and the benefits de-
rived.Performance plus reporting equals public relations for road
builders as well as for private industry.\ORTHWEST CONFERENCE ON ROAD BUILDING 105
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McCreary, Bruce
Wailer, A. C.
Wardale, N. H.
Consulting Engineer
Consulting Engineer
Consulting Engineer
0. J. Porter & Co
Self
Portland Gas & Coke
Co
Address
City Hall
2975 Kincaid
City Hall
1131 Building
Richland, Wash.
City Hall
414 City Hall
City Flail
1091 10th Ave. W.
City Hall
Ontario, Ore.
465 E. Quimby
City Hall
317 N. 27th St
Rt 3, Box 838
North Bend, Ore.
1131 Building
Richland, Wash.
North Bend, Ore.
Oakridge, Ore.
Rockaway, Ore.
Eugene, Ore.
215 SW Rogue River Ave
City Hall
1552 2nd
City Hall
1103 Gilmore Apt
Richland, Wash.
744 Dakota
Ontario, Ore.
175 Madison
City Hall
City Hall
Pt. 4, Box 57
Oregon City, Ore.
City Hall
City Hall
1005 Fairview Ave
City Hall
Richiand, Wash.
Address
Lacey, Washington
208 Willits Bldg
Klamath, Falls, Ore
516 9th
Sacramento, Calif
8258 15th Aye, NE
Seattle 5, Wash.
6823 SE 32nd Ave
Portland 2, OreAmbuhl, M. R.
Anderson, A. P.
Anderson, D. H.
Andrus, Steve
Behr, P.G.
Berry, M. L.
Bond, Bill
Boyle, James E.
Burr, George F.
Congdon, Bob
Craig, Charles F.
Dalton, James C.
DuRette, C. A.
Ebersole, Roberl B.
Eby, R. E.
Ferguson, C. H.
Fulbright, Ralph H.
Gardner, Val
Garnjobst, H.
Gault, R. L.
Gloss, R. H.
Gunter, J. E.
Hague, George N.
Hamson, George
Harrington, R. E.
Harsch, Raymond
Hazard, C. R.
Hogl, Ed
Howard, C. M.
Hunsperger, W. L.
Hunter, A. R.
Hurif, Robert P.
Jessup, Oliver C.
Lee. W. Scott
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COMMERCIAL REPRESENTATIVES
Division Sales
Engineer
Representative
Lighting Specialist
Sales Engineer
Field Engineer
Engineer
Western Manager
Contractor
Representative
Partner
Sales Engineer
Engineer
Manager-Asphalt
Superintendent of
Service Operation
Branch Manager
Assistant Director
Technical Service
Regional Engineer
Vice President
Manager
Sales Representative
Sales Representative
Structural Engineer
Field Engineer
Sales Engineer
Sales Representative
Owner- Operator
Manager, Asphalt
Department
Manager
Advertising Manager
Engineer-Manager
Sales Representative
President
Sales Representative
President
Sales Representative
Armco Drainage& 2321 SE Gladstone
Metal Products, IncPortland, Ore
Minnesota Mining& 1811 NE 78th
Manufacturing Co Portland, Ore
General Electric Co 710 2d Aye, Seattle
Pope&Talbot, Inc 3070 NW Front Ave
Portland, Ore
Portland Gas&Coke 132 NW Flanders
Co Portland 9, Ore
Shell Oil Company 100 Bush St
San Francisco, Calif
Service Bureau 1410 SW Morrison
American Wood Pres.Portland, Ore
Assoc
Union Oil Co Yeon Building
Portland, Ore
George F. Burr MotorCoquille, Ore
Co
American Bitumuls&5501 NW Front
Asphalt Co Portland, Ore
Baxco Corp 541 Pittock Block
Portland, Ore
Shell Oil Company Terminal Sales Bldg
Portland, Ore
Eugene Water& 500 E 4th St
Electric Board Eugene, Ore
Interstate Tractor& 2355 Silverton Rd
Equipment Co Salem, Ore
West Coast Lumber- 1410 SW Morrison
men's Association Portland, Ore
Intrusion-Prepakt, Inc208 Columbia St
Seattle 4, Wash.
Timber Structures, Portland, Ore
Inc
Miller-Gardner Fabrica-437 N 35th
lion Corvallis, Ore
American Lumber 370 Pittock Block
Treating Co Portland 5, Ore
Loggers&Contractors240 SE Clay St
Machinery Co Portland, Ore
Timber Engineering 1319 18th St NW
Co Washington, DC
Portland Gas&Coke132 NW Flanders
Co Portland 9, Ore
American Bitumuls& 849 Pleasant St
Asphalt Co Walla Walla, Wash.
Columbia Equipment 1240 SE 12th
Co Portland, Ore
9900 SW Canyon Rd
Portland, Ore
Shell Oil Company 100 Bush St
San Francisco, Calif
Line Material Co 1233 NW 12th
Portland, Ore
Interstate Tractor& Portland, Ore
Equipment Co
Concrete Productt 328 3d Aye, West
Assoc of WashingtonSeattle, Wash.
Traffic Safety Supply2636 NE Sandy Blvd
Co Portland, Ore
Rodgers Insurance 803 Title&Trust
Agency, Inc Bldg, Portland, Ore
Shell Oil Company 2524 E Laurel Drive
Seattle, Wash.
Contractors Equipment2727 SE Union Ave
Corp Portland 14, Ore
American Bitumuls&5501 N Front St
Asphalt Co Portland, Ore108 ENGiNEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR17
Naive
Lochow, Robert H.
Luckeroth, Paul R.
Lynch, John F.
McEnery, C. W.
McLaren, Arnold
Matthews, A. T.
May, T. K.
Moerder, J.G.
Myers, Ace
Oakley, J. W.
Odoms, Al
Ritter, Glen L.
Rockman, Dan S.
Roll, Guy F.
Ryker, R. P.
Schiller, J. P.
Schwarz, George M
Shannon, Lee J.
Smith, V. R.
Sperr, C. F.
Ziegler, J. E.
Standley, Stacy
Stevens, Cecil B.
Swanson, R. H.
Wahoske, Jim
Wellborn, A. S.
Williams, Paul E.
Wimberly, C. M.
Wisner, R. J.
REGISTRATION ROSTERContinued
Commercis
Position
Paving Engineer
Assistant Sales
Manager
1 RepresentativesContinued
Organization
Portland Cement Assoc
Pope & Talbot, Inc
Phillips Petroleum
Sales Representative
Field Engineer
Sales Engineer
Director, Technical
Service
Sales Representative
Asphalt Supervisor
Assistant District
Manager
Traffic Manager
District Manager
Factory Representative
District Representative
District Engineer
Sales Manager
Sales Engineer
Sales Engineer
Engineer
Sales Representative
Sales Manager
Lighting Engineer
Field Representative
Manager Sales Fabric
Products
Sales Representative
Managing Engineer
Sales Representative
Sales Engineer
Factory Representative
Feenaughty Machinery
Co
Line Material Co
Econolite Corporation
West Coast Lumber-
men's Assoc
Ideal Cement Co.
Union Oil Company
American Bitumuls &
Asphalt Co
Silver Eagle Company
American Bitumuls &
Asphalt Co
OSHKOSH Motor
Truck
Athey Products
Corporation
The Asphalt Institute
Associated Wood
Products Co
Armco
General Petroleum
Corp
California Research
Corp
Wood Tractor Co.
McCormick & Baxter
Creosote Co
Line Material
Company
Arrow Transportation
Co
Weyerhaeuser Sales
Co
Columbia Equipment
Company
Asphalt Institute
Feenaughty Machinery
Co
American Bitumuls &
Asphalt Co
Schramm, Inc
Address
903 Seaboard Bldg
Seattle 8, Wash.
3070 NW Front Ave
Portland, Ore
N 5720 E St
Spokane, Wash.
1811 NE 61st Ave
Portland, Ore
1233 NW 12th
Portland 9, Ore
139 Pacific Bldg
Salem, Ore
1410 SW Morrison
Portland 5, Ore
59 Lozier Lane
Medford, Ore
2901 Western Ave
Seattle, Wash.
3552 E 182nd
Seattle, Wash.
5885 NW St. Helen's Rd
Portland, Ore
7017 SE 35th
Portland, Ore
5205 29th Ave. South
Minneapolis, Minn
1800 Taylor Ave
Seattle, Wash.
4432 White Henry
Stuart Bldg
Seattle. Wash.
1008 SW 6th
Portland, Ore
985 N Capital
Salem, Ore
710 NE Holladay
Portland 14, Ore
576 Standard Ave
Richmond, Calif
1033 SE Main
Portland, Ore
1025 Board of Trade
Bldg, Portland, Ore
123 S Madison St
Spokane, Wash.
3125 NW 35th Ave
Portland, Ore
Tacoma Bldg
Tacoma 1, Wash.
1240 SE 12th
Portland, Ore
Russ Bldg
San Francisco, Calif
112 SE Belmont
Portland, Ore
555 Pine, Salem, Ore
2727 SE Union Ave
Portland, Ore
PUBLICATIONS REPRESENTATIVES
Laing, Roscoe Associate Editor "Pacific Builder & 2418 3d Ave
Engineer" Seattle 1, Wash.
Whitaker, R. W. Jr Assistant Editor "Western Construction"207 O'Keefe St
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CONTRACTORS
Name Position Organization Address
Amort, A. A. Engineer 0. C. Yocom CompanyBox 566
McMinnville, Ore
Aubrey, B. B. Vice President McNesby&Aubrey, P0 Box 85
Inc Corvallis, Ore
Bocek, Robert Owner Bocek Brothers 700 Simpson Ave
Aberdeen, Wash.
Bridge, C. W. President City Construction Co.107 East 1st Ave
Ltd Vancouver, B.C.
Gallagher, John H. Manager Corvallis Sand& P0 Box 691
Gravel Co Corvallis, Ore
Head, W. W. Superintendent Warren.Northwest. 610 Vista
Inc Salem, Ore
COUNTY OFFICERS
Abbey, J. W. Deputy County County Surveyor's 2792 Genevieve
Surveyor Office San Bernardino, Calif
Barratt, Garnet Judge Morrow County CourtHeppner, Ore
Beavert, John Roadmaster Benton County Courthouse
Corvallis, Ore
Canton, W. R. County Engineer, Kiamath County 352 N 10th
Surveyor Kiamath Falls, Ore
Conway, Harry E. Assistant ConstructionMultnomah County 3233 NE 13th Ave
Engineer Road Dept Portland 12, Ore
Doane, L. I. Road Patrolman Lane County 1820 Roosevelt Blvd
Eugene, Ore
Fryback, Robert E. Assistant Engineer Lane County 2255 Hilyard
Eugene, Ore
Genther, William S. County Engineer Whatcom County Courthouse
Bellingham, Wash.
Graham, A. D. County Surveyor Marion County Courthouse
Salem, Ore
Hanson, Curtis C. County Surveyor Benton County Corvallis, Ore
Henrici, W. J. Assistant Road Clackamas County Rt 1, Box 27
Superintendent Oregon City, Ore
Hector, Wally M. County Engineer Douglas County Courthouse
Roseburg, Ore
Jacob, Glenn County Engineer Yamhill County P0 Box 32
McMinnville, Ore
Larsen, W. W. County Engineer Linn County Courthouse
Albany, Ore
McCourtney,j.P. County CommissionerJosephine County 910 SW L
Grants Pass, Ore
Mac Intyre, L. L. County Engineer Washington County Courthouse
Hillsboro, Ore
Maclay, Robert D. County Commissioner Lane County Courthouse
Eugene, Ore
Morgan, S. B. County Engineer Union County 906 N. Ave
LaGrande, Ore
Nielson, Kenneth Judge Lane County Rt 1, Box 316
Eugene, Ore
Norberg, Oscar County Engineer Lane County Courthouse
Eugene, Ore
Petersen, Ralph County Commissioner Lane County Courthouse
Eugene, Ore
Price, George F. Office Engineer Lane County 912 N 6th
Springfield, Ore
Robb, Floyd A. County Engineer Coos County HighwayP0 Box 666
Dept Coquille, Ore
Schollmeyer, A. E. County Commissioner Tillamook County Rt 1, Box 11
Court Nehalem, Ore
Smigley, Fred Roadmaster Lane County 1820 Roosevelt Blvd
Eugene, Ore
Stancer, William A. County Engineer Pierce County 4617 5 Fawcett
Tacoma 8, Wash110 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 17
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CountyOfficersContinued
Name Position Organization Address
Stromisom, H. 0. Assistant County Skagit County, Rt 4, Mt. Vernon, Engineer Engineers Wash.
Tibbetts, J. R. Roadmaster Tillamook County 903 Williams
Tillamook, Ore
Walberg, H. 0. County Engineer Skagit County, High- Courthouse
way Dept Mt. Vernon, Wash.
CALIFORNIA STATEREPRESENTATIVE
Hveem, F. N. Materials and Re- California Division of3435 Serra Way search Engineer Highways Sacramento 16,Calif.
OREGON STATEREPRESENTATIVES
Beecroft, Gordon W. Assistant Research Oregon State High- 1139 N Church St
Engineer way Dept Salem, Ore
Crandall, F. B. Traffic Engineer Oregon State High- Salem, Ore
way Dept
Edgerton, R. C. Research Engineer Oregon State High- Salem, Ore
way Dept
Hagemann, J. F. Assistant County& Oregon State High- 473 Manbrin Drive
City way Dept Salem, Ore
Relations Engineer
Harra, G. W. Materials Engineer Oregon State High- Salem, Ore
way Dept
Scott, Lewis E. Geologist Oregon State High- Salem, Ore
way Dept
WASHINGTON STATE REPRESENTATIVES
Barber, Richard District Engineer Washington Dept of Box 98
Highways Wenatchee, Wash.
Blanchard, S. A. Assistant ConstructionWashington Dept of 515 N Rogers St
Engineer Highways, District 3Oympia, Wash.
Carsten, W. H. Assistant Planning Washington Dept of Rt 6, Box 78
Engineer Highways Olympia, Wash.
Morehouse, T. D. District Construction Washington Dept of Box 98
Engineer Highways Wenatchee, Wash.
Plymale, C. L. District State Aid Washington Dept of 506 N Central
Engineer Highways Olympia, Wash.
Stackhouse, J. L. Construction AssistantWashington Dept of Room 205 Transporta-
and Bituminous Highways tion Bldg
Engineer Olympia, Wash.
Stein, D. E. Assistant District Washington Dept of Box 90
Construction EngineerHighways Vancouver, Wash.
Trotland, D. W. Soils Engineer Washington Dept of 4200 Main St
Highways Vancouver, Wash.
Ziegler, Roy Research Engineer Washington Dept of 201 W 49th St
Highways Vancouver, Wash.
FEDERAL REPRESENTATIVES
Bester, A. F. Highway Engineer U.S. Bureau of Public2037 Nebraska Ave
Roads Salem, Ore
Bodhaine, G. L. Hydraulic Engineer U.S. Geological 207 Federal Bldg
Survey Tacoma, Wash.
Cameron, J. F. Maintenance EngineerU.S. Bureau of PublicP0 Box 3900
Roads Portland, Ore
Downing, L. W. Hydraulic Engineer U.S. Geological 7011 SW 4th
Survey Portland, Ore
James, R. W. Urban Engineer U.S. Bureau of Public870 Market St
Roads San Francisco, Calif
Jensen, Lowell C. Highway Engineer U.S. Bureau of PublicBox 3900
Roads Portland, OreNowrH\vl;s-r CoN1ElENcl.: ON ROAD BLILDIXI
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Federal RepresentativesCoetinued
Name Position Organization Address
cClarty, B. J. Secondary Roads U.S. Bureau of PublicBox 3900
Engineer Roads Portland, Ore
hillips, K. N. District Engineer U.S. Geological 4124 SE Woodward
Survey Portland 2, Ore
chwegler, R. M. Senior Highway U.S. Bureau of Public7339 NE Sacramento
Engineer Roads Portland, Ore
eatch, F. M. District Engineer, U.S. Geological 207 Federal Bldg
Water Survey Tacoma, Wash.
Resources Division
UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
11, Roy C. Chairman, DepartmentUniversity of Oregon Eugene, Ore
of Speech
ing, A. M. Planning & Public Bureau of Municipal University of Oregon
Works Consultant Research Eugene, Ore
WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE
McLerran, J. H. Assistant Engineer Washington State 105 Engineering Lab
College Bldg, Pullman, Wash
Ericson, E. G. Instructor, Civil Washington State Pullman, Wash
Engineering College
Riedesel, G. A. Research Engineer Washington State 105 Engineering Lab
College Bldg, Pullman, Wash
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
Hennes, R. G. Professor, Civil University of Wash- 121 More Hall
Engineering ington Seattle 5, Wash
Horwood, Edgar M. Assistant Professor, University of Wash- Seattle 5, Wash
Civil Engineering ington
OREGON STATECOLLEGE
Clayton, Leslie A. Assistant Professor, Oregon State College Corvallis, Ore
Civil Engineering
Coopey, Martin P. Professor, Civil Oregon State College Corvallis, Ore
Engineering
Gleeson, George W. Dean, School of Oregon State College Corvallis, Ore
Engineering
Gray, J. L. Instructor, General Oregon State College Corvallis, Ore
Engineering
Holcomb, G. W. Professor, Structural Oregon State CollegeCorvallis, Ore
Engineering
Shoemaker, Roy H. Instructor, Civil Oregon State College Corvallis, Ore
Engineering
111OREGON STATE COLLEGE
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CORVALLIS, OREGON
LIST OF PUBLICATIONS
Bulletins-
No.1.Preliminary Report on the Control of Stream Pollution in Oregon, by C. V.
Langton and H. S. Rogers.1929.
Fifteen Cents.
No.2.A Sanitary Survey of the Willamette Valley, by H. S.Rogers, C. A. Mock-
more, and C. D. Adams.1930.
Forty cents.
No.3.The Propertiesof Cement-Sawdust Mortars,Plain and with Various Admix-
lures, by S. H. Graf and R. H. Johnson.1930.
Twenty cents.
No.4.Interpretation of Exhaust Gas Analyses, by S. H. Graf, G.'iv.Gleeson, and
'sV. H. Paul.1934.
Twenty.flve Cents.
No.5.Boiler.Water Troubles and Treatments withSpecial Reference to Problems in
Western Oregon, by R. E. Summers.1935.
None available.
No.6.A SanitarySurveyofthe\\TillametteRiverfromSellwoodBridgetothe
Columbia, by G.'iv.Gleeson.1936.
Twenty.flve cents.
No.7.Industrial and Domestic Waste of the Willamette Valley, by G. W. Gleeson
and F. Merryfleld.1936.
Fifty cents.
No.8.An Investigation of Some Oregon Sands with aStatistical Study of the Pee.
dictiveValues ofTests, byC.E.Thomas andS.H.Graf.1937.
Fifty cents.
No.9.Preservative Treatments of Fence Posts.
1938 Progress Report on the Post Farm, by T. J. Starker, 1938.
Twenty.flve cents.
Yearly progress reports, 9.A, 9-B, 9.C, 9.D, 9-E, 9.F, 9-G.
Fifteen cents each.
No. 10.I'recipitation.StaticRadio Interference Phenomena Originating on Aircraft, by
E. C. Starr, 1939.
Seventy.flve cents.
No. 11.ElectricFenceControllerswithSpecialReferencetoEquipmentDeveloped
for Measuring Their Characteristics, by F. A. Everest.1939.
Forty cents.
No. 12.Mathematics of Alignment Chart Construction without the Use of Determinants,
by J. R. Griffith.1940.
Twenty.flve cents.
No. 13.Oil-Tar Creosote for \VPreservation, by Glenn Voorhies.1940.
Twenty.five cents.
No. 14.Optimum Power and Economy Air-Fuel Ratios for Liquefied I'ctroleum Gases,
by \V. H. Paul and M. N. Popovich.1941.
Twenty-five cents.
No. 15.Rating and Care of Domestic Sawdust Burners, by E.C.'iVilley.1941.
Twenty-five Cents.
No. 16.The Improvement of Reversible Dry Kiln Fans, by A. D. Hughes.1941.
Twenty-five cents.
No. 17.An InventoryofSawmill\VasteinOregon,byGlennVoorhies.1942.
Twenty.flve cents.
No. 18.The Use of the Fourier Series in the Solution of Beam Problems, by B. F. Ruff.
ncr.1944.
Fifty cents.
No. 19.1945 Progress Report on Pollution of Oregon Streams, by Fred Merryfleld and
W. G. Wilmot.1945.
Forty cents.
No. 20.The Fishes of the Willamette River System in Relation to Pollution, by R. E.
Dimick and Fred Merryfleld.1945.
Forty cents.
No. 21.The Use of the Fourier Series in the Solution of Beam-Column Problems, by
B. F. Ruffner.1945.
Twenty-five cents.
112No. 22.1 nilustrialantiCity Wastes, by FredMerryfielti,\V. B.Bolleit.and F. C.
Kacltelltotfcr.1947.
lorty cents.
No. 23.Ten-Year Mortar Strength Tests of Some Oregon Sands, livC. F. Thomas and
S.1-1. (;f.1948.
Twenty-five cents.
No. 24.Space Heating by Electric Ratliant Panels and by Reverse-Cycle, by Loni, Siegel.
lit4
Fifty cents.
No. 25.Tue Banki\VaterTurbine,byC.A. Mochmore and FredMerryfield.Feb
1949.
Forty cents.
't (1,ntttotiInt erttut eof \ irtouPapers\\ ootland Fabricb5 H( raf
Mar 1949.
Sixty cents.
No. 27.CylinderI-leadTeitiperaturesinF'ourAirtilane,svitbCotttitietttaiA-65Ett-
gines, by 5, H. i.osvy.July 1949.
Forty cents.
No. 28.DielectricProperties of Douglas Fir at HighFrequeticies, byI.J.Wittkopf
aitd M. I). Macdonald.July 1949.
F'orty cents.
No. 29.Dielectricitrotiertiesof Ponderosa Pine atHigh Frequetivies, by J J.Witt.
kopf anti7t1.I). MacDonald.September 1949.
Forty cents.
No. 30.Exltaniletl Shale .\ggregate inStructural Concrete. liv1).1>.Riti-lite antiS. H.
Graf.Aug 1951.
Sixty cettts.
No. 31.InitirovetnentsintheFieldDistillation ofl'etttiertttitttOil, by A. H. Hugites.
Aug 11152.
Sixty cetits.
No. 32.A Gage for the Mcasttrcttieitt of Transient Hydraulic Pressures. livF. F. Rice.
Oct 1952,
Fortcnn ts.
No. 33.The Effect of FuelSulfttrantIJacket Temperature onIuistoitRing W'ear as
Detcrtiuined by Radioactive Tracer, by M.itotiovichandR.\V.Peterson.
July 195,1.
Forty ccitt,.
No.34.P ozzolan ic1 urottertiesof Several OregonI utttnic ites,beC'. I I.Heath, Jr.anti
N.R.Branilenhitrg.95.).
F'tftvccitt,,
Circulars-
No.I. A Discussioti of theProperties and Econotnic, of Fuel,.k'seilittOregoit, by
C. F. Thomas and I;.I). Kecrins.1929.
Tweitty-five cents.
No.2.Adjtistttient of Automotive Carburetors for Ecoitoiti, by S. H. Guif and C.\\'.
(;lc'estin.1930.
None avttilahle.
No.3.F.lcttteti t.,ifRefri ge ratmuforStnall('ottttitc retalPlants, by\V.H.1\Iartt n.
1 9.15.
None available.
No.4.Sotne Eutgtneering Astiects of l.ocker anti Hottie ('old-StoragePlttutts, by Vt. H.
7tlartiii .19.18.
1 uNruly cetits.
No.5.RcfrigeratiottApplicatioitstoCertain( )regotiI tititistries,byVt.H.Martiti.
1)49
Tsvetity.five cents.
No.6.The Use tif a 'l'ecltnieal 1.ihrarv, by \V. N. 1orgniiseit.11142.
Twcutty-hve cents.
No.7.Saving Fuel in Oregotu Homes. by F. C. \Villev.1942.
I si-cit t v-bye cents.
No. 8.Techuitical.-bttttroachuto theI 'tihization of \\'arlittte Motor l5tteL,livVi.14. Pool.
944
Tsvetutv-five cents.
No. 11.ElectricatutiIFlier Types of I-louse Heating Svsteutts, hr l.ottisSiegel.1946.
Tweittv'hve cents.
Nit. 10.Ecotuotitics of Personal Airplane Otieration, by \\' .j.Skitituer.1)47
Twenty-five rents.
No. II.Digest of Oregon 1.atutiSuirvevtitg Lass-s.liv('.A. Mockuttore.Jil -P. Coottev.
B. B. Irs-big, and l"..A. Bttckltorn.1948.
Tss-eutuv-hve cents.
No. 12.The A lumtiitittttJittitist rv oftheNorthwest .livJ.GrattvihleJ ettseti.1950.
Ntitue available.No.13.FuelOilReiiuirements of Oregon and Southern Washington,by Chester K. Sterrett.1950.
Twenty.hve cents.
No.14.Market for Glass Containers in Oregon and Southern Washington,by Chester K. Sterrett.1951.
Twentv.five cents.
No.15.Proceedingsofthe1951OregonStateConferenceonRoadsandStreets. April 1951.
Sixty Cents.
No.16.Water Works Operators'Manual, by Warren C.\Vestgarth.March 1953. Seventy.hve Cents.
No.17.Proceedings of the 1953 Northwest Conference on Road Building..iuly 1953. Sixty cents.
Reprint s-
No.1.Methods of Live Line Insulator Testing andResults of Tests with Different Instruments,by F.0.McMillan.Reprintedfrom 1927Proc NW Elee Lt and Power Assoc.
Twenty cents.
No.2.SonicAnomalies ofSiliceotisMatterinBoiler\VaterCliemktrv,byR.E. Summers.Reprinted from Jan 1935, Conibustion.
Ten cents.
No.3 1halt Emulsion Treatment Prevents Radio Interference, by F. 0. McMillan.
Retirinted fromlan.1935, Electrical \Vest.
None available.
No.4.Sonic Characteristics of A-C Conductor Corona, liv F. 0. MeMihlan.Retirinled from Mar 1953, Electrical Engineering.
None available.
No.5.A Radio Interference Measuring Instrument.livF.0. McMillan and H.G. Barnetl.Repritited from Aug l93. Electrical Enetneering.
Ten cents.
No.6.Water-Gas Reaction Apparently Controls Engine Exhaust Gas Composition, by
G.V.Gleesonand\V.H.Paul.Reprintedfrom Feb1936,National Petroleum News.
None available.
No.7.SteamGenerationby Burning Wood, byN.K.Summers.Reprintedfrom Apr 1936, Heating and Ventilating.
Ten cents.
No.5.TImePiezoElectricEngineIndicator,by \V.H. PaulandK.R.Eldredge. Reprinted front Nov 1935, Oregon State Technical Record.
Ten cents.
No.9.humidity and Low Temperature, by W. H. Martin and E.C.\Villey.Re- printed froni F ci) 1937, PowerI 'lant Engineering.
None available.
No. 10.Heat Transfer Efficiency of Range Units, by \V.J.Walsh.Reprinted front Aug 1937, Electrical Engineering.
None available.
No. 11.Design of Concrete Mixtures,livI.F. \Vaternian.Reprinted froni Nov 1937, Concrete.
None available.
No. 12.Water.wiseRefrigeration, by\V.H. Martin andR. ESunimers.Reprinted from July 1935, Power.
Ten cents.
No. 13.PolarityI .inmmts of the Sphere( ap, by F. 0. McMillan.Reprinted from Vot. 59,A lEE Transactions, Mar 1939.
Ten cents.
No. 14.InfluenceofUtensils onheat Transfer,liv\V.G.Short.Rehirinteclfrom
Nov 1935, Electrical Engimieering.
Ten cents.
No. IS.Corrosion aridSelf-Protection ofMetals, by R.E. Summers.Reprinted from Sept and Oct 1938, Industrial Power.
Ten cents.
No. 16.\[onocoqueFuselageCircularRing Analysis,byB.F.Ruffner.Reprinted from Tan 1i13i3, Journal of the Aeronautical Sciences.
Ten cents.
No. 17.The Phiotoelastic Method asaimAid inStress Analysis and Slrtictural Design, by B. F. Ruffner.Reprinted front Apr 1939. AcmDigest. Ten cent-.
No. IS.FtielValueofOld-Growthvs.Second-GmosvthiDouglas-Fir,byI.eeGahie. Reprinted from June 1939, The Timherman.
Ten cents.
114No. 19.StoichiometcicCakutationsofExhaustGas,byG.93.IdeesonandF.\V.
\Voodfleld,Jr.Reprintedfrom Nov1,1939,Nationall'etroleum News.
Ten Cents.
Xo.20.TheApplicationofFeedbackto\Vide-BandOutputAmplifiers,byF.A.
EverestandH.R.Johnston.ReprintedfroniFeb19413,Procofthe
Institute of Radio Engineers.
Ten cents.
No. 21 .Stre sseDue to Secondary Bending by B.F.Ruffner.Rejiriitcilfrom'roe
ofFirst',ortliwestI'tiotoetasticityConference,I]niversitvof\\astiiiigtoii.
Jilar.11),1941).
l'en cents.
No. 22.\\allHeatLoss Back ofRadiators, byE.C.\Viltey.Reprinted from Nov
1940, heat in),' and \entitating.
'len cents.
No. 23.Stress Concentration Factorsin Main Members Due to Welded Stiffener,, by
by.R.Cherry.Reprinted from Dec 1941"lie\Velding .lournal,Research
Supplement.
Ten cents,
No. 24.Horizontal.l'olar.l'attern Tracer forDirectional Broadcast Antennas, byF.A.
Everestand\\'.S.l'ritchett.Reprintedfrom May1942.ProcofThe
I itstitute of Radio Engineers.
'len cents.
No. 25.Modern Methods of Mine Sampling, by R.K. Meade.Reprinted from Tan
1942, The Cointsass of Sigma Gamma Epsilon.
'len Ccilts.
No. 26.Broadcast Antennasan,1Arrays.CalctilationofRadiationPatterns;liiit,ed-
anceRelationships.liy\VjlsonPritcliett.Retirintedfrom Aug andSept
1944, Co,timunications.
None available.
No. 27.1-leatLosseg 'I'hrough Wetted \Valls, by E.C.Willey.Repritited from June
1946,ASI-IVE JournalSectionofHeating,I'iping, & AirConditioning.
Ten cetits.
No. 28.ElectricPowerinChina,1wF.0.McMillan.ReprititcdfromJan1947,
Electrical Engineeriii'.
Ten cents.
No. 29.'l'lieTransient Energy Method ofCalctilatingStability, lwI'.C.Magnusson.
Retirinteil from Vol 1,6. AIEE Transactions, 1947.
Ten cents.
No. 30.Observations on Arc Discharges at I_mv Pressures. by V. j.Kofoid.Retirinied
from Apr 194$, Journal of Aiipl ied1'liyics.
Ten cents.
No. 31.Long.Range Planning for Power Supply, byF'.(1.McMilta,u.Reprinteul from
l)ec 194$, Electrical Engineering.
Ten cents.
No. 32.Heat Transfer Coefficientsin Beds of MovitigSoli,ls,by1).l.evensliiclan,1
S.Walton.Reprinted from 1943) Proc of the Heat T ran sfer anulFlu,,1
Mecba idesI nstitute.
'ren cents.
No. 33.Catalytic Dcluy,lrogenation of Ethanel's'Selective Oxidation,livJ.P.bicCul.
toughan,lI.S.\\'alto,u.RetirinteilfrontJuly1949,liotustrialan,lEngi.
(leering( ticiilistry.
len edits.
No. 34.I tiffusion(oeflicieiitsofOrganicl.i,uiiilsinSolutionfromSurfaceTeiision
Measurements, byB.I..Olson,n,lJ.S.\Valton.Rctirinte,ifroiuii\l ar
1051, Inilustrial andEngineering ('tue,nistrv.
Ten cent,.
No. 35.Transientsii,Coutleul1ii,luctancc.Catacutance CircuitsA,ialvze,lInTernus of
aRolling. Ball Analogite,P.C. M agnusson.Reprinted from \'ol(,'l ..\IF. F.
Tran sadtii,ns,1930.
'l'eil cents.
No. 36( cu,inetrie Mean Distanceof An gte.SliapedCoinhiictors,livI'.C.\Ja gl iumon
Reprinted from Vol 71), AIEE Transactions, 195!.
Ten cent,.
5o3 Ii rs lionIt\\ IIsTorI isfiSif1',Ii our rronIi(\\( Ico1
Rcprintel from August1 951, A S FIVE Jouro uISectiotiof Heating.l'it,i n g,
and AirI 'onuhitioning.
Ten eel,Is.
No.38..611Analysi,ofCon,luctor VibrationFieldData, by R.1.Stei,lel,Jrtue,1
M. B.Flion.ATEE Conference l'aper presented at PacificI Tilceling.
Forilan,l, Oregon ..Autgust 23,I')51.
Ten ccnis.
No, 39.Tl,eHuni1,hrcssConstant'ConuturcssiouiEngine,by\V.H.l'aulan,lI.It.
Hum;ulurevs.Ret,riiite,lfroni SA F (_JuarterlvTransactionsAprill'152.
Ten cents.No. 40.Gas-Solid Film Coefficients of Heat Transfer in Fluidized Coal Beds, by 5.S. Walton,R.L.Olson and Octave Levenspiel.Reprinted fromIndustrial and Engineering (Thrmistry June 1952.
Ten rents.
No. 41Restaurant Ventilation, by \V. H. Martin.Reprinted from The Sanitarian, Vol 14, No. 6.
May-June, 1952.
Ten cents.
No. 42.Electrochemistry in the Pacific Norlhwest, by Joseph Schulein.Ret,rinted from the Journal of the Electrochemical Society, June 1953.
Twenty rtnts.
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